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Abstract 

This thesis presents original research on the solar wind interactions with the Earth's 

magnetosphere, with main focus on processes occurring at the magnetopause. Such processes 

are often difficult to fully access observationally as their typical timescales are faster than the 

particle data cadence which is usually limited to the spin resolution, typically a few seconds, of 

the spacecraft. Here, a novel method is applied to data from the Cluster mission in order to 

acquire the pitch angle distribution of particles at 0.125 second per sample, the highest-temporal 

resolution available at the time of research described here. Two chapters of this thesis present 

results based on the exploitation of this high-temporal resolution dataset. 

The first study presents analysis of Cluster observations of the substructure of a flux transfer 

event (FTE), which reveals unprecedented details of the FTE. The work resolves previously 

unseen layers of the FTE, and provides evidence of recent reconnection in the outer layers 

(Varsani et al., 2014). The second study focuses on the microscale dynamics within Kelvin-

Helmholtz waves at the dusk flank of the magnetopause. This analysis reveals the presence of 

boundary layer plasma travelling faster than the sheath (BPFTS), which appears to be the result 

of magnetic reconnection even though, contrary to earlier suggestions, there is no evidence of 

rolled-up KHI vortices.  

The final study conducts a survey of Cluster observations to compare the two techniques for 

identification of rolled-up KHI vortices: the low-density faster than sheath (LDFTS) and 

boundary plasma faster than sheath (BPFTS) methods. The results show that since BPFTS is 

more rigorously defined, based on the magnetopause transition parameter (TP), it eliminates 

ambiguity in the observation of the plasma depletion layer instead of the boundary layer. 

Furthermore, the flow directions identified by BPFTS method, are consistent with the 

expectations of the KHI growth criteria.  
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Chapter 1 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Plasma Physics Concepts  

1.1.1 Definition of Plasma 

The observable matter in our universe is known to be predominantly made up of plasma, a form 

of ionized gas, which is often referred to as fourth state of matter. In other words, from stellar 

interiors and interstellar medium, to the Sun and the interplanetary medium in our solar system, 

the space is occupied with various plasmas. A plasma is a quasi-neutral gas of charged, and 

possible neutral particles that exhibit collective behaviour (Chen, 1974). In order to understand 

the behaviour of particles in plasma, it is necessary to discuss how a plasma maintains its          

quasi-neutral state, and what leads particles to follow a collective behaviour. 

1.1.1.1 Quasi-neutrality 

A plasma in steady state, is considered to be quasi-neutral, if there are about equal number of 

positive and negative charges within volumes significantly smaller than the characteristic 

lengths for variations of macroscopic parameters of plasma (e.g., density and/or temperature). 

This way, the electrical charge of individual ions and electrons would be canceled over large 

scales and provide macroscopic charge neutrality for plasma. 

The electric Coulomb potential field of an individual charged particle 𝑞, is given by 

 ∅𝐶 =
𝑞

4𝜋𝜖0𝑟
 (1.1) 

where 𝜖0 is the free space permittivity, and 𝑟 is the distance from the charge. Now, if this 

charged particle is placed inside the plasma, the oppositely charged and similarly charged 

particles will be respectively attracted and repelled, until the charge on that particle is shielded 

by them. This process, which restores the quasi-neutrality of plasma on the large scale, is known 

as Debye shielding. Accordingly, the Debye potential has the form  

 ∅𝐷(𝑟) =
𝑞

4𝜋𝜖0𝑟
exp(

−𝑟

𝜆𝐷
) (1.2) 
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where 𝜆𝐷 is the Debye length, the distance at which the electrostatic potential energy is 

balanced by the thermal particle energy (Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997). The Debye length 

is given by 

 𝜆𝐷 =  √
𝜖0𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑒

𝑛𝑞𝑒
2  (1.3) 

 

where 𝑛 is density, 𝑘𝐵 is Boltzmann's constant, 𝑇𝑒 is the electron temperature and 𝑞𝑒 is the 

charge on the electron. Due to the higher mobility of electrons, 𝑇𝑒 and 𝑞𝑒 are more relevant than 

the equivalent quantities for protons.  

For a plasma to be considered quasi-neutral, 𝐿, the scale size of plasma should be much larger 

than the Debye length. Thus, the first criterion of plasma is 

 𝐿 ≫ 𝜆𝐷 (1.4) 

1.1.1.2 Plasma parameter and free particles 

Debye shielding requires a significant number of particles to be inside a sphere of radius 𝜆𝐷, the 

Debye sphere. The number of particles inside such a sphere is given by 

 𝑁𝐷 =
4𝜋

3
𝑛𝑒𝜆𝐷

3  (1.5) 

The term 𝑛𝑒𝜆𝐷
3  is called the plasma parameter Λ, and thus the second criterion for a plasma is: 

 Λ = 𝑛𝑒𝜆𝐷
3  ≫ 1 (1.6) 

Also, by using the equation (1.3), this could be written as 

 𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑒  ≫
𝑒2

4𝜋𝜖0𝑟
 (1.7) 

which shows that when the thermal energy of particles is much larger than potential energy of 

neighbouring particles, the ‘free particle’ criterion is met. 

1.1.1.3 Plasma frequency and collisions 

If the quasi-neutrality of the plasma is disturbed by some external forces, the electrons are 

accelerated back by the resulting electric field, in order to restore the charge neutrality. This will 

then lead to a back and forth movement around the equilibrium position, resulting in a fast 

collective oscillation around ions, which are more massive. The typical oscillation frequency in 

fully ionized plasma is the electron plasma frequency 𝜔𝑝𝑒 , and given by (Baumjohann and 

Treumann, 1997; Kivelson and Russell, 1995) 
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 𝜔𝑝𝑒 =  √
𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑒

2

𝑚𝑒휀0
 (1.8) 

A weakly ionized gas does not qualify as a plasma, since the motion of neutral atoms is 

controlled by only hydrodynamic forces instead of electromagnetic forces and thus charged 

particles, frequently collide with them (Chen, 1974). For the gas to behave like a plasma, the 

mean time between collisions 𝜏𝑐 , must be much greater than the timescale of plasma oscillation 

(third criterion): 

 𝜔𝑝𝑒𝜏𝑐 ≫ 1 (1.9) 

1.1.2 Single Particle motion 

One method to analyse the behaviour of particles in a plasma is to describe the dynamics of 

each individual charge. This is possible where the collective effects are negligible, and the 

external magnetic field is much stronger than the magnetic field locally produced by mobile 

charged particles. Considering a particle of charge 𝑞 and mass 𝑚, which moves with velocity 𝑣 

under the presence of an electric field 𝐄 and a magnetic field 𝐁, one can write its equation of 

motion as 

 𝑚
𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑞(𝐄 + 𝐯 × 𝐁) (1.10) 

The particles are thus subject to the Coulomb and Lorentz forces. With no electric field, the 

component of velocity parallel to the magnetic field, 𝑣∥ remains at its initial value. Thus, 

differentiating the above equation with respect to time gives 

 
𝑑2𝑣⊥

𝑑𝑡2
= − (

𝑞𝐵

𝑚
) 𝑣⊥ (1.11) 

which is the equation for a simple harmonic oscillator, �̈� = −𝜔2𝑣⊥, and 𝑣⊥ is the constant 

speed in the plane perpendicular to 𝐁. Therefore, the particle will have a circular motion around 

the magnetic field, with the gyration frequency of 𝜔𝐺, and the gyration radius (gyroradius) of 

𝑟𝐺, given by  

 𝜔𝐺 =
𝑞𝐵

𝑚
 , 𝑟𝐺 =

𝑣⊥

𝜔𝐺
   (1.12) 

The total velocity vector of the particle (𝐯∥ + 𝐯⊥) makes an angle with the magnetic field vector, 

which is known as the pitch angle 𝛼. This angle is given by 

 𝛼 = tan−1(
𝑣⊥

𝑣∥
) (1.13) 

When pitch angle is 0°, a charge will be moving entirely along the magnetic field (called a     

field-aligned particle); accordingly, a charge with pitch angle of 90° will only move 
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perpendicular to the magnetic field. For other pitch angles, the particle will follows a helical 

path shown in Figure 1, about an axis along the field, known as guiding centre: 

Given that 𝑣⊥ = 𝑣 sin 𝛼, the magnetic moment of a gyrating particle will be: 

 𝜇 =
𝑚 𝑣2sin2α

2𝐵
 (1.14) 

Under the circumstances that the variation in plasma is slower than its gyrofrequency, the 

magnetic moment will be invariant. Furthermore, the kinetic energy is a constant of motion, 

thus the pitch angle may only change if the magnetic field strength varies along the guiding 

centre trajectory. Having this in mind, the pitch angle at one point, can be related to that at 

another as: 

 
sin2α2

sin2α1
=

𝐵2

𝐵1
 (1.15) 

This also implies that pitch angle moves from 0° towards 90°, if the magnetic field increases. 

Therefore, in a converging magnetic field geometry, as the particle moves on to stronger 

magnetic fields, at a critical point, its pitch angle reaches 90° and the particle gets reflected 

back. This effect is called magnetic mirror and the position of reflection, the mirror point. 
 

Under the presence of both electric and magnetic fields, equation 1.11 would contain an 

additional term: 

 
𝑑2𝑣

𝑑𝑡2
= −𝜔𝐺

2 (𝑣 −
𝐄 × 𝐁

𝐵2
) (1.16) 

which is equivalent to imposing an additional drift velocity 𝑣𝑑 on top of the particle 

gyromotion: 

 
𝑑2𝑣

𝑑𝑡2 = −𝜔𝐺
2 (𝑣 − 𝑣𝑑) ,  𝑣𝑑 =

𝐄×𝐁

𝐵2   (1.17) 

This additional velocity is a drift of guiding centre, which is perpendicular to both the electric 

and magnetic fields and is called the 𝐄 × 𝐁 drift. Since this velocity is independent of the sign 

of the particle charge, both ions and electrons drift in same direction.  

 

 

 Figure 1.1: An electron trajectory in a uniform magnetic field: The particle path is 

shown as a helical blue line, where an electron is gyrating around the magnetic field 

shown as straight horizontal black lines. 

B 

e 

- 
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1.1.3 Kinetic theory  

The second method for following the behaviour of particles in a plasma, is to more fully 

consider their collective behaviour, and describe whole system, which contains many particles, 

in a statistically-representative manner. Assuming that each particle is characterized by its 3D 

position 𝐱𝑖(𝑡) and 3D velocity 𝐯𝑖(𝑡), a six-dimensional space with independent coordinate axes 

(𝐱, 𝐯) can be defined, which is called phase space. Accordingly, the plasma distribution could 

be described by a density, which is a function of phase space, 𝑓𝑖(𝐱, 𝐯, 𝑡): 

 𝑓𝑖(𝐱, 𝐯, 𝑡) = 𝛿(𝐱 − 𝐱𝑖(𝑡)) 𝛿(𝐯 − 𝐯𝑖(𝑡)) (1.18) 

where 𝛿 is Dirac function for position and velocity of an individual particle. The acquired 

distribution function, is useful for calculation of the macroscopic parameters describing the 

characteristics of a plasma (e.g density, temperature, bulk flow velocity and pressure), through 

the concept of taking moments of the distribution (Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997). To find 

the 𝑖th-order moment of the distribution function, we calculate: 

 ℳ𝑖(𝐱, 𝑡) = ∫ 𝑓(𝐱, 𝐯, 𝑡) 𝐯𝑖 𝑑3𝑣 (1.19) 

where 𝑣𝑖 is the 𝑖-fold dyadic product, a tensor or rank 𝑖. The zeroth order moment is equivalent 

to the number density in dropping position, 𝑛: 

 𝑛 = ∫ 𝑓(𝐯)  𝑑3𝑣 (1.20) 

The first order, bulk flow velocity, 𝐯𝑏: 

 𝐯𝑏 =
1

𝑛
∫ 𝐯 𝑓(𝐯)  𝑑3𝑣 (1.21) 

With the mass of particle being 𝑚 , the second order is the pressure tensor, 𝐏: 

 𝐏 = 𝑚 ∫(𝐯 − 𝐯𝑏) (𝐯 − 𝐯𝑏) 𝑓(𝐯)  𝑑3𝑣 (1.22) 

And finally, the trace of third order gives the heat flux vector, 𝐪: 

 𝐪 =
𝑚

2
∫(𝐯 − 𝐯𝑏) . (𝐯 − 𝐯𝑏) (𝐯 − 𝐯𝑏) 𝑓(𝐯)  𝑑3𝑣 (1.23) 

For plasma in thermal equilibrium, the thermal pressure 𝑝 = 𝑛 𝑘𝐵𝑇, could be used to calculate 

the kinetic temperature: 

 𝑇 =
𝑚

3𝑛 𝑘𝐵
∫(𝐯 − 𝐯𝑏) . (𝐯 − 𝐯𝑏) 𝑓(𝐯)  𝑑3𝑣 (1.24) 

This method could be used for the calculation of macroscopic plasma parameters, from particle 

distribution data derived from directional particle count rates observed by spacecraft, which is 

discussed in Chapter 2. 
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1.1.4 Magnetohydrodynamics 

The third method to describe a plasma, is to focus on its fluid nature. For large systems with 

scale sizes much greater than 𝑟𝐺, and variation timescales much longer than 1 𝜔𝐺
⁄ , the theory of 

magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) can be relevantly applied to a plasma. With this approach, the 

plasma is considered to be an electrically conducting fluid, and its macroscopic parameters are 

used directly in MHD equations, using Maxwell's equations of electromagnetism, the 

hydrodynamics continuity equation, momentum equation and the equation of state. The 

continuity equation for each particle species, 𝑠, is given by: 

 
𝜕𝑛𝑠

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝑛𝑠𝐯𝑠) = 0 (1.25) 

where 𝑛𝑠 is the number density of the species and and 𝐯𝑠 their bulk flow velocity. The motion 

equation could be given by 

 
𝜕(𝑛𝑠𝐯𝑠)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝑛𝑠𝐯𝑠𝐯𝑠) = −

1

𝑚𝑠
∇. 𝐏𝑠 +

𝑛𝑠𝑞𝑠

𝑚𝑠

(𝐄 + 𝐯 × 𝐁) +
 𝐑 

𝑚𝑠
 (1.26) 

where 𝐏𝑠 is the species pressure and 𝐑 collisional term (Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997). The 

forces on the right hand side of the equation are imposed by pressure gradient, electromagnetic 

field and collisions respectively. Assuming a quasi-neutral plasma, 𝑛𝑒 = 𝑛𝑖 = 𝑛 , an equation 

for momentum conservation would be achieved:  

 
𝜕(𝑛𝑚𝐯)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝑛𝑚𝐯𝐯) = −∇. 𝐏 + 𝜌𝐄 + 𝐣 × 𝐁 (1.27) 

where 𝐣 is the current density. For a single-fluid magnetohydrodynamic plasma, a further 

important relation may be derived through subtracting the equation of motion of electrons from 

the equation of motion of ions. This is known as Generalised Ohm's law, and given by:  

 𝐄 + 𝐯 × 𝐁 = 𝜂𝐣 +
1

𝑛𝑞𝑒

(𝐣 × 𝐁 − ∇. 𝐏𝑒) +
𝑚𝑒

𝑛𝑞𝑒
2

𝜕𝐣

𝜕𝑡
 (1.28) 

where 𝜂 is the resistivity of the plasma. In a highly conductive plasma where ideal MHD is 

applicable, there is no electron pressure gradient, no resistivity (𝜂 = 0) and the current density 

does not vary quickly. Hence, the Generalised Ohm’s law could be written as:  

 𝐄 = −𝐯 × 𝐁 (1.29) 

which describes the “frozen-in flow” approximation, in which the magnetic field changes shape 

such that the particles remain frozen to the same field line, and vice versa. In the case that the 

conductivity criterion breaks down, the equation can be written as: 

 𝐄 + 𝐯 × 𝐁 =
𝐣

𝜎
   ,    𝜎 =

1

𝜂
    (1.30) 

where 𝜎 represents the finite conductivity. Taking Faraday’s law and Ampere’s Law into 

account it will be given as: 
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 ∇ × (𝐯 × 𝐁) +
∇2𝐵

𝜇0𝜎0
=

𝜕𝐵

𝜕𝑡
 (1.31) 

This shows that convection in plasma (first parameter) or diffusion (second parameter) can 

change the magnetic field in plasma. The ratio between these terms is known as the magnetic 

Reynolds number:  

 𝑅𝑚 =
∇ × (𝐯 × 𝐁)

∇2𝐵(𝜇0𝜎0)−1
 (1.32) 

Thus, if 𝑅𝑚 ≫ 1 then diffusion will be dominated by convection and as a result the magnetic 

field is frozen into the plasma. (Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997) 

For slow variations, the displacement of current could be neglected in plasma, and thus using 

Ampere’s law, the Lorentz force could be written as: 

 𝐣 × 𝐁 =
1

𝜇0

(𝐁. ∇)𝐁 − ∇ (
𝐵2

2𝜇0
) (1.33) 

Or after simplifying the divergence and gradient terms:  

 𝐣 × 𝐁 = −�̂�
𝐵2

𝜇0
 

1

𝑅𝑐
− ∇⊥ (

𝐵2

2𝜇0
) (1.34) 

where 𝑅𝑐 represents the curvature in magnetic field (Kivelson and Russell, 1995). Thus, the first 

term on the right-hand side is known as magnetic tension, which has a straightening effect on 

magnetic field lines with conducting plasma.  

The second term on the right-hand side is a force perpendicular to the magnetic field in plasma, 

which corresponds to a so-called magnetic pressure equivalent to: 

 𝑃𝐵 =
𝐵2

2𝜇0
 (1.35) 

The magnetic pressure can be considered an addition to dynamic pressure and thermal pressure 

in plasma. The ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure is called plasma beta: 

 𝛽 =
2𝜇0𝑝𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎

𝐵2
 (1.36) 

When 𝛽 ≪ 1, the magnetic pressure dominates, and as a result the plasma is forced to move 

along with the magnetic field. Conversely, when 𝛽 ≫ 1, the plasma pressure will swirl the 

magnetic field lines. 

1.1.5 Magnetic Reconnection 

In highly conductive plasmas, when two different regimes with different magnetic fields 

orientation face each other, a current sheet will separate the two due to the Ampere’s law. With 

the frozen-in assumption of ideal plasma, where the magnetic Reynolds number is 𝑅𝑚 ≫ 1, 

there would be no significant magnetic diffusion, and thus the two regime are prevented from 
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mixing up. However, Sweet (1958) and Parker (1963) were first to recognize that the exception 

is in thin current sheets, where the magnetic field lines can break and get reconnected. Such 

process, called ‘Magnetic reconnection’ is a change in magnetic topology in plasma due to the 

presence of a localised diffusion region with 𝑅𝑚 ≈ 1, where plasma can independently stream 

across the magnetic field. (e.g. Priest and Forbes, 1986, 2000). The thickness of such localised 

diffusion region is much smaller than the scale size of plasma, where the quickly varying field 

results in intense electric currents and non-ideal effects in plasma such as electron pressure 

gradient, and resistivity become important. Through the magnetic reconnection process mass, 

momentum and energy is transferred between two plasma regimes. (Sweet, 1958;             

Dungey, 1961; Petcheck, 1964; Cowley, 1976).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: A schematic view of basic reconnection region, where a) two opposite 

magnetic field (red and blue) from different plasma regimes, are encountering each 

other. A thin current sheet, which is shown as a dashed line, separates these field 

lines. b) If the magnetic fields are strongly pushed towards each other, then c) an 

enhanced resistivity will result in a diffusion region, (black rectangle) where the two 

magnetic fields create an X-line configuration. d) These fields can then cross the 

current sheet by merging into a pair of kinked lines, which will be carried away as the 

magnetic tension acts to straighten them. The inflow plasma from both side (along 

the green arrows), stream into the diffusion region, mix up and after reconnection, 

accelerate away along the current sheet (along the yellow arrows).  

 

 

Figure 1.2 represents a schematic view of how the magnetic fields from two plasma regimes get 

reconnected. The fields with opposite directions, which are initially straight, are pushed towards 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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the current sheet, where the resistivity of the plasma increases, a diffusion region emerges under 

the stressed magnetic field. At this point, the bent magnetic fields create an X-line shape, with 

strength of zero at the centre of diffusion region. These field lines can then merge and into two 

kinked field lines, by crossing the current sheet between them. The newly merged field lines 

will then be carried away from the diffusion region by 𝐣 × 𝐁 forces, and the outflow will 

balance the inflow plasma.  

1.1.6 Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability 

Plasma is considered to be under thermodynamic equilibrium when the forces acting on plasma 

are balanced to zero. However, a number of macroscale and microscale processes may result in 

accumulation of energy in plasma, driving it away from the equilibrium state: 1) A strong 

gradient in thermodynamic quantity such as density, temperature, and pressure, and 2) Velocity 

distributions that is not an approximate of Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Under such 

circumstances, the accumulated energy will be redistributed, resulting in the creation of violent 

motions and instabilities in plasma. (e.g. Hasegawa 1975) 

The so-called Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) is a macroscale hydrodynamic instability that 

occurs at the boundary of two magnetised plasmas that are in relative motion. The instability is 

generated by shear flow, and leads to the creation of waves considerably larger than the ion 

gyroradius. These surface waves are initially quasi-sinusoidal; however, they can potentially 

grow to a non-linear phase, where their downstream sides get steepened (e.g. Radbill and 

McCue, 1970; Chandrasekhar, 1961).The general condition for the wave growth under KHI is 

 [k.(V1-V2)]2> 
𝑛1 + 𝑛2

𝜇0𝑚𝑝𝑛1𝑛2
[(k.B1)2+(k.B2)2] (1.37) 

where V and B respectively represent the flow velocity and magnetic field vector, 𝑛 the plasma 

density, 𝑚𝑝 is the proton mass, and the k is the wave vector. (e.g Chandrasekhar, 1961) The 

prevailing conditions on the two sides of the boundary where the K-H is potentially developing 

are designated by subscripts 1 and 2. The equation suggests that if there is significant velocity 

shear in the direction perpendicular to magnetic field, it will result in excitation of the Kelvin-

Helmholtz waves. 

1.2 Solar-Terrestrial Plasma Physics 

While the Earth's environment close to its surface is occupied by neutral atmospheric particles, 

within and above the Earth’s ionosphere, plasma populations become the dominant state of 

matter. In fact, the whole of space in the solar system consists of plasma. However, the solar 

system interplanetary plasma and the geophysical plasmas widely differ in characteristic 

parameters, such as density and temperature.  
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Figure 1.3 illustrates these parameters for some of the Solar-Terrestrial plasma regimes, along 

with the average Debye length and electron plasma frequency. The following sections describe 

the basic characteristics of the solar wind and the terrestrial plasma populations which have 

prime relevance to the research of this thesis.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: A comparison between typical space plasma parameters: The bottom 

horizontal axis represents the electron density of the plasma, and the plasma 

temperature value is shown on the vertical axis. The dashed lines on the plot 

correspond to relevant Debye lengths of each region. Also, the electron plasma 

frequency is marked on the upper horizontal axis. (adapted from Baumjohann and 

Treumann, 1997) 

 

 

1.2.1 Solar Wind 

The solar wind is a supersonic flow of highly-conducting plasma, which is continuously emitted 

from the Sun. This plasma expands into the interplanetary medium, due the fact that the thermal 

pressure of the solar corona is much higher than that in interplanetary space. The term ‘Solar 

Wind’ was suggested by Parker (1958), who showed a continuous outflow of plasma into the 

interplanetary medium is possible. He also predicted that the radial speed of expanding outflow 

increases with the distance from the Sun, and becomes supersonic before arriving at Mercury’s 

orbit. Observations of plasma tails of comets in the anti-sunward direction was explained by 

Biermann (1951), as an interaction with a flux of particles expanding radially away from the 

Sun. Chapman (1957) developed a spherically symmetric model of the Sun’s corona, and 

demonstrated that since the Sun's gravity is not large enough to confine the plasma of the 

corona, the plasma could expand far away from the Sun and reach the Earth 
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Figure 1.4: A schematic view of the spiral Parker structure in the equatorial plane 

and orbit of the Earth in 1 AU, showing the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) lines 

frozen into a radial solar wind with an expansion at speed of 400 km s
-1

 (Parker, 

1963; Kivelson and Russell, 1995). As the plasma passes Earth’s orbit moving 

parallel to the Sun-Earth line, the IMF typically creates an angle of 45°. (Sun and 

Earth are not to scale) 

 

 

The concept of solar wind was accepted when in-situ measurements (e.g. Gringauz et al., 1960; 

Neugebauer and Snyder, 1962) proved its existence. The observations of solar wind showed that 

a typical value for the electron density is ~5 cm
-3

, and the temperature ~ 10
5 
K. Also the outflow 

velocities are of order 300-450 km s
-1

 for slow streams and 600-900 km s
-1 

for fast stream solar 

wind (e.g., Philips et al., 1995).  

The plasma of solar wind is highly conductive with a high magnetic Reynolds number, as is also 

true for the solar corona (e.g. Priest, 1995). As a result, the magnetic field is frozen in to the 

coronal plasma, and is dragged out into interplanetary space with the solar wind outflow, 

forming the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF). The IMF strength in the interplanetary 

medium is of the order of ~5-10 nT at 1 Astronomical Unit (AU). The feet of these magnetic 

field lines map back to locations within the corona of the Sun. Hence, as the Sun rotates, their 

feet rotate with it, while the outflow plasma expands radially. As a result, the combination of 

rotational and radial motion of IMF field lines, the field lines form, on average, a spiral 

configuration, known as the “Parker” spiral (see Figure 1.4)  
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1.2.2 The Earth’s Magnetosphere 

While the plasma of interplanetary medium is governed by the solar wind and the IMF, closer to 

the Earth, the terrestrial magnetic field dominates enough to provide an obstacle to the solar 

wind and create a specific space, known as the Earth’s magnetosphere (Chapman and Ferarro, 

1930). When the supersonic solar wind encounters the Earth’s dipolar magnetic field, a shock 

wave is generated upstream the Earth, which is called the ‘Bow shock’. During this encounter, 

the solar wind is mainly deflected around the magnetosphere, and the kinetic pressure of the 

solar wind distorts the dipolar field of the Earth such that it is compressed on the dayside and 

stretched out on the night side. (e.g. Piddington 1960; Kobel and Flückiger, 1994). On the Sun-

Earth line, the bow shock is located 10-15 RE (Earth radius) from the Earth, increasing to 15-20 

RE towards the dawn and dusk flanks (e.g. Formisano, 1979). At the bow shock, the plasma 

slows down to subsonic speeds, and is compressed to higher densities. Through this process, 

much of the solar wind kinetic energy is converted into thermal energy, resulting in a 

temperature increase in the region of shocked plasma called the ‘Magnetosheath’. The density 

of plasma in this region is typically ~10-30 cm
-3

, where electrons have energies up to ~100 eV 

and ion up to ~1000 eV (e.g. Phan et al., 1994).  

1.2.3 The Dayside Magnetopause 

The boundary which separates magnetosheath from magnetosphere is called the 

“Magnetopause”, in which there is a thin current sheet due to the gradient in the magnetic field 

(cf. Ampere's Law) (Chapman and Ferraro, 1930). The origin of this current can be considered 

to be the reflected ions and electrons, which perform half a gyration when reaching the 

magnetospheric magnetic field, and returning back to the magnetosheath. Since the gyro-radii of 

electrons are much smaller than ions, the thickness of the current sheet is approximately equal to 

the ions’ gyroradius, 𝑟𝑔𝑖 =
 𝑣𝑠𝑤

𝜔𝑔𝑖
⁄  . This current creates a new magnetic field which 

effectively leads to an increase in the field strength and elevation angle just Earthward of the 

magnetopause, equivalent to a compression of the magnetospheric field. 

The location of the dayside magnetopause can be estimated by assessing the balance between 

the magnetic pressure of Earth’s magnetic field and the dynamic ram pressure of the solar wind: 

 𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛 = 𝑛𝑠𝑤  𝑚𝑖 𝑣𝑠𝑤
2        ≈ 𝑃𝐵 =

𝐵2

2𝜇0
 (1.38) 

where 𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛 is the ram pressure of the solar wind and 𝑃𝐵 the magnetic pressure exerted by the 

Earth’s magnetic field, 𝑛𝑠𝑤 the number density of plasma in the solar wind,  𝑚𝑖 , ion mass, and 

𝑣𝑠𝑤 the bulk flow velocity of the solar wind. Solving this equation gives the stand-off distance 

in Earth Radii of the subsolar-point: 
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 𝑅𝑚𝑝 = √
𝐾 𝐵𝐸

2

2𝜇0 𝑛𝑠𝑤  𝑚𝑖 𝑣𝑠𝑤
2

6

 (1.39) 

where 𝐵𝐸=3.1×10
4
 nT.RE

-3
, is the magnetic field on the Earth’s surface and 𝐾~6.77×10

-9
 is a 

measure for deviation of magnetic field from its dipolar value, and flow divergence around the 

magnetosphere (e.g. Mead and Beard, 1964; Schield 1969). Taking the typical values of the 

solar wind, with number density 𝑛𝑠𝑤=5 cm
-3

 and bulk flow velocity of  𝑣𝑠𝑤=400 km.s
-1

, the 

stand-off distance of magnetopause will be 𝑅𝑚𝑝~10 RE. Observation of magnetopause has 

revealed that this standoff point varies between 8 and 13 RE upstream of the Earth, and moves 

inwards and outward responding to the solar wind dynamic pressure. (e.g Shue et al., 1990). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.5: Schematic views of the closed and open model for the magnetosphere. 

(adapted from Sonnerup, 1974). Panel a) represents the side view of the closed 

magnetosphere model, where there are no interactions between the interplanetary and 

terrestrial magnetic field lines, as proposed by Chapman and Ferraro, (1930). Panel 

b) represents the open magnetosphere model proposed by (Dungey 1961;1963) . The 

side view shows that southward IMF gets reconnected at the X line on the dayside, 

and then dragged with solar wind to the nightside where again reconnected on X line 

at the neutral sheet.  

 

 

The magnetopause was initially thought to be the boundary between a “closed” magnetosphere 

and the solar wind, at which there is no interaction between the fields and plasma on opposite 

sides of the boundary (Chapman and Ferarro, 1930), shown in Figure 1.5a. However,       

Dungey (1961) proposed a reconnection model, where southward IMF merges with (northward) 
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terrestrial magnetic field at the magnetopause. This model which is shown in Figure 1.5b, was 

then called the ‘open’ magnetosphere, where the southward IMF undergoes reconnection at the 

X-line on the dayside, and then dragged with the solar wind to the nightside where it is again 

reconnected at the X-line at the neutral sheet. (e.g. Dungey, 1965). Observations of accelerated 

flows at the magnetopause (e.g. Paschmann et al., 1979; Gosling et al., 1991) have shown 

evidence of reconnection at the dayside. Furthermore, the ionospheric convection pattern and 

auroral activities are correlated with periods of southward IMF (Fairfield and Cahill, 1966). 

These results were accepted as strong circumstantial evidence that magnetic reconnection 

occurs at the magnetopause. Dungey also postulated that under northward IMF, the               

IMF may reconnect with magnetospheric field lines at latitudes higher than the                                      

polar cusp (Dungey, 1963).  

From an MHD point of view the magnetopause can be described either as tangential 

discontinuity (TD) or rotational discontinuity (RD) (e.g Hudson, 1970). For the TD type, there 

is no magnetic field component normal to the magnetopause, and in steady state the total 

pressure is balanced across the planar boundary. Under this condition, there would be no mixing 

of the plasma from the two sides of the TD magnetopause. However for an open magnetosphere 

model, when the magnetic fields from the two sides the magnetopause are reconnected, there is 

a non-zero magnetic field component normal, and it is categorised as an RD. (e.g. Sonnerup et 

al., 1981; Sonnerup et al., 1995). Under this condition, the particles from both side of the 

magnetopause can mix up along the reconnected field lines. As a result, on both sides of the 

RD-type magnetopause, boundary layers would be created, commonly referred to as the low-

latitude boundary layer (LLBL) at the magnetospheric side (e.g. Sckopke et al., 1981), and the 

magnetosheath boundary layer (MSBL) on the magnetosheath side (e.g. Fuselier et al., 1997; 

Hasegawa et al., 2012) 

Figure 1.6 shows a side view of the low-latitude dayside magnetopause during steady 

reconnection under southward IMF (adapted from Gosling et al., 1990). In this figure the 

particles from the magnetosheath are partially entering the magnetospheric side to the low 

latitude boundary layer (LLBL). At the same time, the magnetospheric particles which are 

reflected from the magnetopause also enter the LLBL. On the magnetosheath side of the 

magnetopause, those particles which are reflected from the magnetopause, enter the 

magnetosheath boundary layer (MSBL), along with the magnetospheric particles which cross 

the magnetopause as a result of the magnetic reconnection. In this figure, the ‘Separatrix region’ 

shown as S1 and S2, separates the reconnected field lines from those yet-to-be reconnected.   

Due to a higher speed of electrons in comparison with ions, the electrons are observed             

closer to the separatrix, during the observations of accelerated flows. This would                      

result in creation of two distinctive edges for electrons and ions, which are shown as              

E1-2 and I1-2 (Gosling et al., 1990). 
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Figure 1.6: A side view sketch of the low-latitude dayside magnetopause during 

steady reconnection under southward IMF (adapted from Gosling et al., 1990). In this 

figure the magnetopause is considered as a current layer at the rotational 

discontinuity (RD), where S represent the separatrix regions, E electron edge and I 

ions edge at both side of the magnetopause. The particles from the magnetosheath are 

partially entering the magnetospheric side as a result of the reconnection, filling in 

the Low Latitude Boundary layer (LLBL). This layer also contains part of the 

magnetospheric particles which get reflected from the magnetopause and enter the 

LLBL. On the magnetosheath side of the magnetopause, those particles which are 

reflected from the magnetopause, enter the Magnetosheath Boundary Layer (MSBL), 

along with the magnetospheric particles which cross the magnetopause.  

 

 

 

During periods of northward IMF, when an absence of low-latitude reconnection at the 

magnetopause is expected, another layer, called the plasma depletion layer (PDL), may form 

just outside of the magnetopause. Midgely and Davis (1963) and Lees (1964) proposed, and 

Zwan and Wolf (1976) modelled, the formation of such layer by a process in which the IMF 

magnetic field lines pile up in the vicinity of the subsolar point causing an enhancement in the 

magnetic field strength.  In order to maintain global pressure balance in a steady state model, 

this implies that this process should be associated with a reduction in perpendicular plasma 

pressure. Spacecraft observations have confirmed the existence of such a plasma depletion 

layer, where partial evacuation of plasma along the magnetic field occurs as the result of          

the conservation of the particles magnetic moment.  This results in a decreased density       

within the layer, relative to the adjacent magnetosheath plasma (e.g. Paschmann et al., 1978; 
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Crooker et al., 1979;  Sibeck et al., 1990; Anderson and Fuselier, 1993; Phan et al., 1994; 

Moretto et al., 2005; Walsh et al.,  2012). Some further consequences of the emergence of this 

layer are the growth of the pressure anisotropy, and the increase in net magnetic tension near the 

magnetopause where the magnetic field lines drape over the magnetosphere, which can result in 

acceleration of the flows in this region (e.g. Chen et al., 1993; Petrinec et al., 1997). 

 

 

Figure 1.7: A sketch of the particle transmitted across the magnetopause during the 

magnetic reconnection adapted from Cowley (1995). Panel (a) shows a dusk view of 

the magnetopause current sheet in the Earth’s reference frame. The incoming particle 

has speed of V║i along the magnetic field, and also drift velocity of  𝐕E =
𝐄×𝐁

𝐵2  

towards the current sheet. On the magnetospheric side the particle velocity is 

V║i+2VHT, where the latter parameter is velocity of deHoffman-Teller (HT) frame. 

Panel (b) shows the same particle transmission in the HT frame, where the electric 

field is zero, and both incoming and transmitted velocities are V║i+VHT. The bottom 

two diagrams show the inflow and outflow ion velocity distribution functions in the 

magnetopause plane. Panel (c) shows the ion distribution just outside the 

magnetopause (in the magnetosheath), and panel (d) represents the magnetospheric 

side of the magnetopause. Two ion populations are shown, the cold ionospheric ions 

incident from the magnetosphere, and the hot population from the magnetosheath. 

The transmitted magnetosheath ions show a cut-off at a parallel velocity equal to 

|VHT|, in the magnetospheric boundary layer, and thus has a characteristic D-shaped 

form. (Cowley 1982;1995; Fuselier et al., 1991; Smith and Rodgers, 1991) 

 

 

 

The kinetic evidence of magnetic reconnection at the magnetopause can be obtained from the 

analysis of the particle motion along the reconnected magnetic field lines.  Figure 1.7 shows a 
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sketch of the sample particle transmitted across the magnetopause during the magnetic 

reconnection, which is adapted from Cowley (1995).  In this figure, panel (a) shows a view from 

dusk of the magnetopause current sheet in the Earth’s reference frame, where the current 𝐣 is 

pointing out of the plane. An incoming particle has speed of 𝐕∥𝐢 along the magnetic field, and 

also drift velocity of 𝐕E =
𝐄×𝐁

𝐵2  towards the current sheet, where E is the reconnection electric 

field associated with the motion of the open flux tubes. To calculate the particle speed after it 

has been transmitted through or reflected from the current layer, the deHoffman-Teller (HT) 

frame is used instead of the Earth’s frame. The deHoffmann-Teller frame is that in which the 

motional electric field is minimized and therefore this frame moves (relative to the Earth frame) 

along the current sheet with the velocity of 𝐕HT =
𝐄𝒕×𝐁𝑛

𝐵𝑛
2 , where Et is the tangential electric field 

and Bn the normal magnetic field. In such a frame the particles only stream along the magnetic 

field and the particle energy does not change. Panel (b) shows the same particle transmission in 

the HT frame, where both incoming and transmitted velocities are given by 𝐕∥𝐢 + 𝐕HT . 

Consequently the Earth's frame the field-aligned speed of the transmitted particle is 𝐕∥𝐢 + 2𝐕HT 

which is also shown in Panel (a).  

The expected form of the inflow and accelerated outflow ion velocity distributions are shown in 

the bottom two diagrams in Figure 1.7, adapted from Cowley (1982). Panel (c) shows the ion 

distribution just outside the magnetopause in the magnetosheath, and panel (d) represents the 

magnetospheric side of the magnetopause. Two ion populations are shown, the cold ionospheric 

ions incident for the magnetosphere, and the hot population from the magnetosheath. In the HT 

frame the particles with V∥𝐢 < VHT escape along the field and never move into the current sheet. 

As a result, the transmitted magnetosheath ions show a cut-off at a parallel velocity equal to 

|VHT|, in the magnetospheric boundary layer thus has a characteristic D-shaped form           

(Cowley 1982; 1995). This signature has been used as a kinetic evidence of reconnection for the 

analysis of ion data in magnetospheric observations. (e.g. Fuselier et al., 1991;                    

Smith and Rodgers, 1991). 

Reconnection at the magnetopause does not always happen via a steady process; instead an 

impulsive burst of reconnection may often be responsible for the dynamics of the magnetopause 

(e.g. Haerendel et al., 1978, Russel and Elphic 1978). Such phenomenon can lead to the creation 

of open flux tubes called flux transfer events (FTE) which are formed by reconnection 

predominantly during southward IMF. In addition to magnetic reconnection, variations in the 

upstream solar wind condition could also influence the magnetopause. Kelvin-Helmholtz 

instability (KHI) (e.g. Chandrasekhar, 1961; Miura, 1987) is a well-known phenomenon 

occurring at the flanks of the magnetopause, predominantly during northward IMF, and leads to 

creation and growth of the boundary waves. Both FTE and KHI, which are explained in detail in 

the following sections, are responsible for wide range of magnetospheric dynamics from the 

magnetopause to the ionosphere.  
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1.2.4 Flux Transfer Events 

Flux transfer events are the manifestations of transient reconnection of the magnetospheric and 

magnetosheath magnetic fields at the Earth's magnetopause. Through this process, the solar 

wind plasma couples with the magnetospheric plasma, whilst the associated bundle of 

reconnected field lines creates a flux tube which propagates poleward and tailwards.          

Russell and Elphic, (1978) reported that spacecraft crossing the magnetopause often observed a 

bipolar signature in the magnetic field component normal to the magnetopause, which they 

termed a flux transfer event (FTE). Figure 1.8 represents the schematic view of the FTE model 

suggested by Russell and Elphic, (1978), where the magnetopause is shown in boundary normal 

coordinate system. When a burst of reconnection happens at the magnetopause, the bundle of 

reconnected field lines create an elbow-shaped flux tube that propagates away towards the north 

or south pole of the Earth. As the structure passes the spacecraft, the bipolar signature                  

in the magnetic field is observed. This signature may be associated with an                                  

enhancement in the magnetic field intensity or a ‘‘crater’’ in the magnetic field strength                                        

(e.g. Paschmann et al., 1982; LaBelle et al., 1987; Farrugia et al., 1988; Owen et al., 2008; 

Farrugia et al., 2011). Other studies have shown that these signatures are consistent with 

transient reconnection at the magnetopause. FTE signatures are observed at the dayside 

magnetopause, predominantly when the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) has a southward 

component (Rijnbeek et al., 1984; Berchem and Russell, 1984). During northward IMF, 

reconnection occurs at higher latitudes, in which case FTEs could be observed at the            

post-terminator magnetopause (Kawano and Russell, 1997a, 1997b; Fear et al., 2005, 2008). 

The properties and structure of FTEs have been the subject of many studies over the last three 

decades. Such studies (e.g. Daly et al., 1984; Paschmann et al., 1982; Rijnbeek et al., 1982, 

1984; Sibeck and Siscoe, 1984; Saunders et al., 1984; Farugia et al., 1988; Scholer, 1988; 

Southwood et al., 1988) showed that FTE observations can be broadly separated into two 

groups: Observations in which the spacecraft passed into the reconnected magnetic flux tube 

itself and observations of the magnetic field draped around the reconnected flux tube. The 

observations from within the reconnected flux tube can be distinguished from those of the 

draped field region by a change in the local plasma properties coincident with the magnetic field 

signature. However, Rijnbeek et al. (1987) identified a third plasma regime in the boundary of 

such structures. They suggested these regions may contain newly-opened field lines, while the 

field lines within the core of FTE would have been reconnected at some point in the past. FTEs 

may also be seen both inside the magnetosphere or the magnetosheath and contain plasma from 

either or both regimes (e.g. Thomsen et al., 1987). The distinctive composition of the plasma in 

an FTE was demonstrated by Klumpar et al. (1990), who concluded that this was evidence of 

FTEs being associated with on-going reconnection. 
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Figure 1.8: A simple schematic view adapted from Russell and Elphic (1978) FTE 

model. The magnetopause is shown in boundary normal coordinate system, where N 

is the normal vector, L projection of Earth’s dipole on the boundary plane, and M 

makes the right hand cross product. Looking along the N direction, the 

magnetosheath is on the front side of the layer (magnetopause) and the 

magnetosphere behind. The vertical grey lines are the magnetospheric magnetic field 

and the diagonal red lines, the IMF in the magnetosheath. When a bursty 

reconnection happens at the magnetopause, the bundle of reconnected field lines 

create an elbow-shaped flux tube, which is represented in orange. This structure then 

propagates away towards the north or south pole of the Earth, depending on the 

hemisphere. Depending on the IMF BY, the structure may have an azimuthal motion 

as well as polewards, which in this case is dawnwards. Outside the structure, the 

magnetic fields are draped, and inside they make a helix. When spacecraft enters the 

structure, the normal component of magnetic field BN would be observed as a bipolar 

variation, and a mix of plasma from both regions will be observed. 

 

 

Some researchers (e.g. Sibeck 1990, 1992; Sibeck and Smith, 1992) suggested that a transient 

pressure pulse in the solar wind can generate an FTE-like signature, if the low-latitude boundary 

layer and magnetopause temporarily pass across the spacecraft location such that the spacecraft 

briefly enters the plasma depletion layer and magnetosheath. Further studies of particle 

distributions during ‘‘crater’’ FTE observations showed that this picture was not applicable to 

all the signatures, and therefore the reconnection mechanism for FTE formation should be 

retained (e.g. Lockwood, 1991; Smith and Owen, 1992; Elphic et al., 1994; Song et al., 1994; 

Lockwood and Hapgood, 1998). In addition, ionospheric signatures observed during on-going 

FTEs at the dayside magnetopause have also been interpreted as support for the reconnection 

model (e.g. Goertz et al., 1985; Southwood, 1987; Lockwood et al., 1990; Øieroset et al., 1996; 

Rodger and Pinnock, 1997). 
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Multi-spacecraft studies have proven to be an invaluable tool (e.g. Russell et al., 1983) to better 

understand the FTE structure and velocity. Observations by the four-spacecraft Cluster mission 

(Escoubet et al., 2001) have contributed to analysis of the motion of FTEs and the open 

magnetic field lines at the magnetopause (e.g. Owen et al., 2001, 2008; Wild et al., 2001; 

Dunlop et al., 2005; Fear et al., 2005, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012; Hasegawa et al., 2006a, 2010; 

Farrugia et al., 2011). The tetrahedral configuration of four-spacecraft and their variable 

separation have provided a platform for reconstruction methods to determine the cross-sectional 

profiles of FTEs using, for example, Grad-Shafranov techniques (e.g. Sonnerup et al., 2004; 

Hasegawa et al., 2006a). Furthermore, Cluster has opened the window to studying the 

microphysics of reconnection site (e.g. Fear et al., 2009) and its diffusion region at the 

magnetopause (André et al., 2004, 2010; Vaivads et al., 2004; Mozer et al., 2005;                         

Retinò et al., 2006; Scudder et al., 2008, 2012). Fear et al., (2008) suggested that different FTE 

models can be summarized in three types: 

i. The elbow-shaped flux-bundle FTEs (Russell and Elphic, 1978), which are postulated 

to be formed by a short burst of reconnection and occur in pairs which propagate 

northward and southward away from the reconnection site towards the magnetic poles. 

(see Fig. 1.9a) These reconnected flux tubes are initially aligned with magnetospheric 

and magnetosheath magnetic fields on either side of the magnetopause, and are 

connected, forming the elbow at the reconnection site, providing a route through the 

magnetopause for plasma to enter and exit. As these flux tubes recede from the 

reconnection site, the internal magnetic field lines may assume a helical form              

(Cowley, 1982; Paschmann et al., 1982), while in the immediately exterior regions 

unreconnected fields may become draped over the structure. Bipolar BN signatures may 

thus be observed in both the magnetosheath and magnetosphere. When the 

magnetosheath and magnetosphere magnetic fields are antiparallel (IMF strongly 

southward), the flux tubes may remain narrow in the azimuthal (dawn-dusk) extent.  

ii. Multiple X-line FTEs (Lee and Fu, 1985) can be formed between two (or more) 

reconnection lines, where magnetosheath and magnetospheric magnetic fields create a 

helical magnetic field structure that can extend azimuthally over long distances.        

(see Fig. 1.9b) In this model the bipolar BN signature is observed inside the flux tube or 

in the draping fields outside. Outside the FTE, open magnetic fields and plasma 

signatures of reconnection may be observed (Hasegawa et al., 2010).  

iii. Single X-line FTEs (Southwood et al., 1988; Scholer, 1988) are formed through a 

bursty reconnection process. In this simple picture, as the reconnection rate increases, 

the angle between the magnetopause plane and open fields becomes wider             

(Owen and Cowley, 1987), and a bulge will appear as the thermal pressure increases 

inside the plasma (Southwood et al., 1988) (see Fig. 1.9c). As in the elbow-shaped 

model, when the FTE moves away from the reconnection site, the bipolar BN signature 
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will be observed both inside the structure and in the draped field lines around the FTE. 

However, as in the Multiple X-line model, it can have a significant azimuthal extent.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.9: Three different models of flux transfer events, view from the dusk flank 

along the magnetopause (adapted from Fear et al., 2008). IMF magnetic field lines in 

the magnetosheath are drawn in red, magnetospheric magnetic field lines are in 

black, and the newly reconnected field lines in blue. The hypothetical boundary of 

the FTE is indicated by the green line. a) Classical elbow-shaped model of FTE by 

Russell and Elphic (1978), b) The multiple X-line model (Lee and Fu. 1985) and c) 

Single X-line model proposed by Scholer (1988) and Southwood et al. (1988).  

 

 

FTE-like signatures may not always be associated with actual observations of Flux Transfer 

Events of the form described above. Instead, there are also two other alternative suggestions for 

such signatures, which are based on non-reconnection models: 

i. One hypothesis is the impulsive plasma penetration (e.g. Lemaire et al., 1979;     

Heikkila, 1982) which is postulated to occur under an unsteady and non-uniform solar 

wind. In this scenario, a localized element of magnetosheath plasma with excessive 

momentum (compared with the background plasma) is assumed to distort the surface of 

the magnetopause, and facilitate an impulsive entry. However, follow up studies have 

since shown that impulsive penetration is not the main cause of FTEs. For instance, 

Smith and Curran (1990) showed that there is a poor correlation between the FTE 

occurrence and the penetration parameter suggested by Lemaire et al. (1979), and    

Owen and Cowley (1991) did a detailed analysis on the mechanism proposed by           

Heikkila (1982), which revealed errors in the initial assumptions and the arguments in 

that paper. 

Russell & Elphic  
(1978) 

a) 

Lee & Fu  
(1985) 

b) 

Scholer (1988),  
Southwood et al. (1988) 

c) 
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ii. The second model is associated with the possible observations of the plasma depletion 

layer which was proposed by Sibeck et al., 1989 and discussed in more details by 

Sibeck, (1990; 1992). These authors suggested that brief, large-amplitude step function 

solar wind dynamic pressure pulses can strike the magnetopause, and result in 

emergence of a fast-mode compressional wave in the LLBL that can propagate 

antisunward faster than the magnetosheath flow. As a result, a spacecraft in the region 

would observe a bipolar BN signature along with enhancements in BL and BM , similar 

to the signature associated with an FTE.  Figure 1.10 shows a dusk view of the 

magnetopause under such circumstance, where the pressure pulse has created a bulge at 

the magnetopause. In this figure the magnetosheath is shown on the left hand side, the 

magnetosphere on the right, the LLBL is shown hatched, and the PDL is the dotted area. 

Sibeck (1990, 1992) suggest that the plasma signatures observed consist of a mixture of 

magnetosheath and magnetospheric plasmas, and high-speed magnetosheath plasma 

flows, which is associated with adiabatic heating of plasma on compressed field lines. 

They argue that, when studying such signatures, simultaneous observations of the 

upstream solar wind are indeed required to distinguish between reconnection driven 

FTE and non-reconnection (e.g. PDL) structures.  

iii.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.10: A schematic side view of the Plasma Depletion Layer (PDL) at the 

magnetopause, adapted from Sibeck (1990). The magnetosheath is shown on the left, 

the magnetosphere on the right, the LLBL is shown hatched, and the PDL is the 

dotted area. A northward disturbance passed by the spacecraft, which results in 

bipolar signature in BN, similar to what is observed during the passage of an FTE.  

However, this transient signature is a non-reconnection model, which was proposed 

by Sibeck (1990;1992). 
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1.2.5 Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability at the Magnetopause 

The magnetopause is highly dynamic in responding to fluctuations of solar wind properties 

and/or the interplanetary magnetic field. This response could vary from sudden displacements of 

the magnetopause to more continuous motions, in the form of small ripples to large-scale waves 

on the magnetopause surface (Chen and Kivelson, 1993; Kivelson and Chen, 1995;             

Sibeck et al., 1990,1999). In addition to upstream variations, instabilities in the plasma can also 

contribute to the latter by governing the dynamics of the magnetopause and its boundary layer. 

The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) is a hydrodynamic instability that occurs at the 

boundary of two fluids that are in relative motion, which leads to creation of waves that develop 

in their velocity shear layer (e.g. wind over water). The KHI instability is indeed a well-known 

phenomenon at the flanks of the Earth’s magnetopause, where plasma from magnetosphere or 

boundary layer meets the magnetosheath plasma (e.g. Wu, 1986; Miura, 1987). This encounter 

creates a velocity shear across the magnetopause, and the KHI instability occurs at the inner 

edge of the boundary layer (Ogilvie and Fitzenreiter, 1989), which facilitates the transport of 

momentum across the magnetopause by acting as viscosity at the boundary, and dragging its 

plasma tailward (Miura and Pritchett, 1982; Pu and Kivelson,1983; Miura, 1984;                       

Chen and Kivelson, 1993). 

In-situ measurements by spacecraft crossing the magnetopause often show characteristic 

variations in plasma parameters and magnetic field, consistent with their encounter with the 

boundary waves. The observation of waves steepening along the flank magnetopause has been 

reported by e.g. Gustafsson et al. (2001) and Owen et al. (2004), which were consistent with 

expectations of the K-H waves in their growing phase. Furthermore, studies by                  

Fairfield et al. (2000) and multipoint measurements by Hasegawa et al. (2004) showed evidence 

that such waves could evolve to a state that end up as rolled-up vortices. Figure 1.11, shows a 

representation of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability occurring at the post-terminator dusk 

magnetopause under the northward IMF, as sketched by Hasegawa et al. (2004).  

The low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL) is known to be become denser and thicker during 

northward IMF (e.g., Mitchell et al., 1987; Fujimoto et al., 1998; Foullon et al., 2008, 2010). 

This gives rise to questions as to how the boundary layer can be populated with                   

magnetosheath-like plasma, when an absence of low-latitude reconnection at the magnetopause 

is expected (Dungey, 1961). The suggested mechanisms for plasma entry to the magnetosphere 

during northward IMF are: 1) dual lobe reconnection (e.g. Gosling et al., 1991;                      

Song and Russell, 1992; Song et al., 2003; Bogdanova et al., 2005; Øieroset et al., 2005, 2008; 

Lavraud et al., 2005, 2006); 2) diffusive entry (e.g., Treumann et al., 1995;                               

Terasawa et al., 1997); and 3) Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (Fujimoto and Teresawa, 1991; 

Fairfield et al., 2000; Nykyri and Otto, 2001). 
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Figure 1.11: The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the post-terminator dusk 

magnetopause (adapted from Hasegawa et al., 2004). Panel a) represents a sketch of 

the magnetosphere, the rolled-up vortices, magnetic field orientation on both sides of 

the magnetopause under the northward IMF. Within these vortices the dipole 

magnetic field is stretched along the X axis, leading to a strongly positive Bx in the 

north hemisphere and negative Bx in the south. The reverse enhancement happens to 

the IMF in the magnetosheath, since the magnetic fields moving tailwards, but the 

vortices pull the sunwards. This leads to stronger magnetic shear on the plane that 

vortices are being developed in, facilitating the reconnection. Panel b) shows the 

trajectory of the spacecraft as it travels through different regions within the vortices, 

and observes plasma mixed from both the magnetosphere and the magnetosheath 

side.  

 

 

Multi-spacecraft measurements have confirmed the relationship between the K-H waves and the 

thickness of LLBL, which is related to wavelength, power, wavefront steepness and propagation 

direction of the waves (e.g. Foullon et al., 2008, 2010). Yet, denser plasma in the LLBL requires 

mass transport, which is expected to happen only if the frozen-in condition of plasma is 

violated. Otto and Fairfield (2000) were the first to recognize the importance of reconnection 

within the narrow current layers generated by K–H vortices. MHD simulations by                  

Otto and Fairfield (2000) show that, in this configuration, the magnetic field lines from both 

sides of magnetopause are twisted, and the higher density plasma from magnetosheath intrudes 

into the magnetospheric side of the magnetopause. Accordingly Nykyri and Otto (2001) used a 

2D MHD simulation, which indicated that such reconnection could provide a significant plasma 

transport from the solar wind. There is now a demand for understanding the physics of 

reconnection driven by KHI since Hasegawa et al. (2004) demonstrated clear evidence for     

non-linear rolled-up vortices by using multipoint observations (see Fig. 1.11). 
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Chapter 2 

Chapter 2: Instrumentation and analysis techniques 

 

Most of the space plasmas in our solar system are too cold and tenuous to be observable by 

traditional telescopes. Instead, the distribution of charged particles and electromagnetic fields 

within these plasmas can be measured by flying spacecraft through them, called in-situ 

measurements. Much of our knowledge about the solar wind and the magnetosphere is based on 

these types of measurements. Although single spacecraft measurements have benefits, within 

time-varying systems there is often ambiguity in putting isolated measurements into context. 

This deficiency has been addressed by employing simultaneous measurements across multiple 

spacecraft. Furthermore, the data from multipoint measurements can be used to analyse the 

length and time scales, on which the structures within plasma are varying.  

In the context of the Sun-Earth connection, several multi-spacecraft missions have been used for 

in-situ measurements: the AMPTE mission consisting of three spacecraft: CCE, which 

measured in the magnetosphere the ions released by the IRM; the IRM; and the UKS, which 

used thrusters to keep station near the IRM to provide two-point local measurements         

(Bryant et al., 1985); the Russian-led Interball Project with two mother-daughter pairs of 

spacecraft (Galeev et al., 1996); the ISEE-1 and -2 pair of spacecraft project for solar wind and 

magnetosphere studies (Ogilvie et al., 1977). More recently, the European Space Agency's 

(ESA) Cluster mission consisting of four spacecraft (Escoubet et al., 2001) and NASA's 

THEMIS/ARTEMIS mission consisting of five spacecraft (Angelopoulos, 2008) have provided 

enormous volumes of data from the different layers of magnetosphere as well as from the solar 

wind.  

2.1 The Cluster Mission 

Cluster is a constellation of four spacecraft, orbiting the Earth, which are most usefully 

deployed in a tetrahedron configuration. Cluster was launched by two Soyuz rockets, on 16 July 

and 9 August 2000 from Baikonur Cosmodrome. The spacecraft have a period of ~57 hours and 

an elliptical polar orbit with a perigee of ~26000 km (4 RE) and an apogee of ~125000 km        

(19.6 RE) (Escoubet et al., 2001). Throughout the year, the orbital plane of Cluster rotates from 

0° to 360° with respect to the Sun-Earth line. This revolution allows the spacecraft to sample the 
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plasma of different regions from the Earth’s magnetotail to the Solar wind upstream. Prime 

observation periods for the former occur during the summer season from June to November, and 

the latter in the winter season from November to June. The quartet initially fly in a tetrahedral 

configuration with variable inter-spacecraft separation, which is adjusted based on the region 

and scale of structure which is the prime target for study. Each spacecraft carries an identical set 

of 11 instruments (see Table 2.1) to measure particle distributions and electromagnetic fields 

and waves. Fifteen years of measurements by Cluster has provided a wide range of unique data, 

which has made it possible to investigate how the Sun governs the Earth’s magnetosphere. 

 

PEACE (Plasma Electron And Current Experiment) 

Provides electron distribution with energies from 0.59 eV to 26.4 keV 

CIS (Cluster Ion Spectrometry experiment) 

Provides the composition, mass and distribution of ions with energies up to 40 

keV 

FGM (Fluxgate Magnetometer) 

Takes high resolution 3D measurements of magnetic field with up to 67 samples 

per second 

EFW (Electric Field and Wave experiment)* 

Takes up to 36 000 samples per second of the electric field and fluctuations in the 

plasma density 

EDI (Electron Drift Instrument) 

Measures the strength of the electric field in space and the gradient in the 

ambient magnetic field 

ASPOC (Active Spacecraft Potential Control experiment) 

Is designed to neutralise the spacecraft potential by emitting positive electrical 

charge. 

STAFF (Spatio-Temporal Analysis of Field Fluctuation experiment)* 

Measures the rapid variations in the magnetic fields up to 4 kHz 

DWP (Digital Wave Processing experiment)* 

Is the controller and processor for the wave experiments (WEC) instruments 

WHISPER (Waves of High Frequency & Sounder for Probing of Electron Density by 

Relaxation experiment)* 

Measures the total electron density using a resonance sounding (radar) 

technique, and also monitors natural wave activity in the frequency range (2 to 

80 kHz) 

WBD (Wide Band Data instrument)* 

Provides high-resolution measurements of electric and magnetic field oscillation 

from 25 to 577 kHz 

RAPID (Research with Adaptive Particle Imaging Detectors) 

Measures the distribution of particles with highest energies: 20-400 keV for 

electrons and 40-1500 keV for ions 

 

 

 Table 2.1: List of instruments aboard each Cluster spacecraft. The stared instruments 

are part of Wave Experiment Consortium. (Escoubet et al., 2001; ESA’s Cluster 

website, 2015) 
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2.1.1  The Plasma Electron and Current Experiment: PEACE  

The four identical PEACE electron spectrometers on Cluster measure the three-dimensional 

velocity distribution of electrons during a spacecraft spin (typically four seconds). Each 

instrument has two sensors; the High Energy Electron Analyser (HEEA) and the Low Energy 

Electron Analyser (LEEA), located on opposite sides of the spacecraft, and a Data Processing 

Unit (DPU) (Johnstone et al., 1997; Fazakerley et al., 2010).  

Both LEEA and HEEA consist of a “Top hat” electrostatic analyser, along with an                   

annular microchannel plate (MCP) chevron pair and a supporting Sensor Electronics Unit 

(Fazakerley et al., 2010). A cross-section of a top hat analyser is shown in Figure 2.1. As an 

electron enters the aperture from the left, it can travel through the collimator along the red trace 

line. In existence of a potential difference between the outer and inner deflection plates, the 

electron will get deflected by the electric field. If the energy of the electron has a corresponding 

value to the potential difference between the plates, then it will make it to the end of red path 

and hit the MCP; otherwise, the electron will hit one of the deflection plates before reaching the 

MCP. This gives the instrument the ability to select, by changing the electric field, the detected 

electrons to within a narrow band of energy. The detection of electrons with that specific energy 

is based on the secondary electron emission process within the MCP, after being hit by the 

electron, which leads to amplification of the detected signal.  

The two PEACE analysers are mounted on sides of the spacecraft with a 180° field of view, 

which is perpendicular to spacecraft surface (see Figure 2.2). This configuration minimises the 

entry of photo electrons, which can originally be emitted from the spacecraft surface, into the 

top hat. There are 12 separate polar zones, which make it possible to distinguish between the 

arrival directions of electrons in the plane of aperture; hence, each analyser has a polar angle 

resolution of 15°. As the spacecraft spins, each sensors sweeps a 360° azimuthal angle together 

with the 180° range of polar angles. Thus the sensor samples the full 4π steradians of sky per 

spin (Johnstone et al., 1997; Fazakerley et al., 2010) 

Both detectors are capable of covering the full PEACE energy range, but differ in their 

geometric factor, including grid transparency, MCP and their aperture elevation angle. This 

enables HEEA to admit more electrons than LEEA in identical plasma, and thus HEEA is 

normally used to provide better measurements of more diffuse electron population at higher 

energies (see Table 2.2) (Johnstone et al., 1997). Each detector can measure energies from     

0.59 eV to 26 keV in 88 levels, from which, the first 16 linear energy levels (which used for 

LAR mode data) takes the instrument to starting level 9.45 eV, and the rest are logarithmic. The 

energy is swept downwards and may be started from any level over the full range of the sweep. 

The sweep rate is synchronized to the spin period to ensure an integral number of sweeps during 

each spin. The starting point for the spin can be controlled by varying the delay between the Sun 

pulse from the spacecraft and the initiation of the spin in the instrument. This allows the sweep 
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to be adjusted so that high energies are detected when the Sun is shining in the instrument 

aperture (Johnstone et al., 1997). 

There are three main sweep modes: low, medium and high angular resolution, whose purpose is 

to vary the azimuthal angular resolution of the instrument. These modes are listed in Table 2.3 

and also presented in Figure 2.3 (Fazakerley et al., 2010). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: PEACE Top hat electrostatic analyser, cross-section view (adapted from 

Johnstone et al., 1997): The voltage applied to the analyser hemispheres diverts 

electrons of a specific narrow band of energy to the microchannel, where is will be 

detected. (shown in red trace line). Electrons of other energies with hit one of the 

analyser deflection plate and are not detected (Fazakerley et al., 2010) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.2: Mounting configuration of LEEA and HEEA on Cluster spacecraft: a) 

Represents a view along the spacecraft spin axis, from the top. b) Oppositely 

mounted detectors from and their polar angle detection zones, from a side view. 

(Fazakerley et al., 2010) 
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Sensor LEEA HEEA 

Energy range 0.59 eV to 26.4 keV 

Energy resolution  

(% of FWHM) 

12.7 ± 0.6    %   16.5 ± 0.7    %   

Energy sweeps per spin 16, 32 or 64 16, 32 or 64 

Field of view, polar 179.4° 

Field of view, azimuthal 2.79° ± 0.14° 5.27° ± 0.20° 

Angular resolution polar 15° (each has four 3.75° fine zones) 

Geometric factor, per 15° zone 1.6×10
-8

  m
2
 sr eV/eV 6.0×10

-8   
m

2
 sr eV/eV 

Maximum total count  

rate over all anodes 
>10

7  
 s

-1 

 

 

 
Table 2.2: PEACE sensors LEEA and HEEA specifications (Johnstone et al., 1997). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: The pattern of the energy sweep modes used in PEACE instrument, 

LAR, MAR and HAR are presented respectively from top to bottom. The vertical 

axis represents the number of energy steps, and the horizontal axis, the azimuthal 

angle. The highlighted part before each peak are corresponding to fly-backs 

(Fazakerley et al., 2010) 
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LAR 1 step/bin 15° 22.5° 60 bin 12 bin 16 bin 4 bins 60 step 

MAR 2 step/bin 15° 11.25° 30 bin 12 bin 32 bin 2 bins 60 step 

HAR 2 step/bin 15° 5.625° 15 bin 12 bin 64 bin 1 bin 30 step 

 

 

 

Table 2.3: List of energy sweep modes used in PEACE instrument, and their relevant 

properties (Fazakerley et al., 2010). 

 

 

 

Spacecraft  

telemetry mode 

Bits per 

 second 

Bytes per  

spin (4 s)  

Bytes per  

spin (3.6 s) 

 

Normal model 1 2,515.42 1,257.7 1,131.9  

Normal model 2 1,521.67 760.8 684.7 CIS on priority 

Normal model 3 3,540.22 1,770.1 1,593.1 PEACE on priority 

Burst model 1 15,980.68 7,990.3 7,191.3  

Burst model 2 3,658.23 1,829.1 1,646.2  

Burst model 3 1,926.00 963.0 866.7  

 

 

 

Table 2.4: List of Cluster telemetry modes used, the telemetry rates per second and 

per spin for PEACE instrument (Johnstone et al., 1997). Since the mission started, 

PEACE has had better telemetry rates on Cluster 2, as the CIS instrument does not 

work. Furthermore, in Nov 2012, the same situation applied to Cluster 3, after CIS 

stopped working. 

 

 

PEACE is able to adopt different science telemetry, to meet the spacecraft telemetry modes     

(see Table 2.4). The instrument is capable of returning a wide range of data products, which are 

selected based on the telemetry rate. PEACE is able to produce a full resolution 3D data product 

(3DF) from one or both sensors. However, these are too large to be transmitted at once every 

spin. Therefore it is necessary to create onboard reduced resolution data products which can be 

transmitted within the available normal mode telemetry (NM) or burst mode telemetry (BM).  

The “Onboard moments sums dataset” (OMS), and “on-board selected pitch angle data” (PAD), 

have the highest compression level and respectively, the highest transmission priority. The data 

products are called CORE, and transmitted every spin even in the least available telemetry rate. 

The “standard” moment calculations are carried out onboard for the two sensors considering the 

energy overlaps, and with an aim of reducing the photoelectric effect. (Johnstone et al., 1997; 

Fazakerley et al., 2010). The values are: 
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Density, 1 value: 

 ∫ 𝑓(𝐯)  𝑑3𝑣 (2.1) 

Particle flux, 3 value: 

 ∫ 𝐯 𝑓(𝐯)  𝑑3𝑣 (2.2) 

Stress tensor, 6 value: 

 ∫ 𝐯 𝐯 𝑓(𝐯)  𝑑3𝑣 (2.3) 

Heat flux tensor, 3 values: 

 ∫ 𝐯 |𝐯|𝟐 𝑓(𝐯)  𝑑3𝑣 (2.4) 

Onboard moments might be affected by spacecraft potential and/or be out of calibration, and 

thus not always accurate enough for scientific analysis. The best way is to use 3D products to 

recalculate the moments on the ground by taking the spacecraft potential (e.g. as measured by 

the EFW instrument, and explained in Section 2.1.4 ) into account. The most commonly 

available 3D data is 3DR, which is also used onboard as the basis for calculation of the onboard 

moment sums. The Energy, Azimuthal and Polar resolution in 3DR are all half of those in 3DF, 

and as a result the 3DR is compressed by a factor of eight. (Fazakerley et al., 2010) 

“On-board selected pitch angle data” (PAD), is obtained by collecting the data from the polar 

field-of-view of the two sensors on the two occasions during each spin when the magnetic field 

direction is within the azimuthal field of view of a sensor (see Figure 2.4). Within the spin, the 

magnetic field direction is acquired from the FGM magnetometer via the inter-experiment link 

(IEL). Once the azimuthal direction of magnetic field (B1) is determined by the DPU, three 

azimuthal sectors will be selected and stored. In the next spin, when the magnetic field (B2) is 

measured, the closest azimuthal sector to the magnetic field (B1) is chosen by the DPU,            

and the corresponding polar bin data of that azimuth are used to generate the PAD                

(Johnstone et al., 1997). As with the moments, it is possible to recalculate the PAD on the 

ground using high-time-resolution magnetic field from FGM.  

As previously mentioned, PEACE is able to produce 3D data whenever the there is enough 

telemetry rate available. Except 3DR, which is normally available, the less compressed 3D data 

products are often only sent during BM intervals. These data are provided in different 

combinations of energy, azimuth and polar bins for different sweep modes                       

(Fazakerley et al., 2010): 

1- 3DXP data which are compressed from 3DF by adding pairs of polar bins together 

2- 3DX data which has been compressed from 3DF by adding pairs of energy bins 

together. 
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3- 3DXPA data are a subset of 3DF, produced by reducing azimuthal angular coverage 

rather than energy resolution.  

These data could be used for advanced scientific studies which require rather higher time 

resolution distribution of electrons, and more accurate spatial details compared with 3DR data 

products. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: On-board selection of PAD by PEACE: Panel a) shows the side views of 

Cluster where LEEA (in red) and HEEA (in green) are mounted on the sides, and 

each sector represents one polar bin. The black dashed lines are the magnetic field 

orientation within the first spin. Both detectors can measure a total of 13 polar bins in 

two consecutive half-spins, which can be associated with pitch angle 0°-180°. Panel 

b) shows the top view of Cluster, where each sector represents one azimuthal bin. B1 

and B2 are the projections of the magnetic field on the spin panel of the spacecraft, 

respectively for two consecutive spins of observations. There are 3 azimuthal sectors 

marked in dark green, which the DPU chooses based on the direction of these 

magnetic fields during the each spin B1. In the following spin where B2 is measured, 

the DPU selects the closest azimuthal sectors to B1 and calculates the PAD from the 

corresponding polar data shown in panel 1). (adapted from Fazakerley et al., 2010) 

 

 

2.1.2 The Cluster Ion Spectrometry Experiment: CIS 

The Cluster Ion spectrometry experiment, CIS, consists of two top hat analysers similar to 

PEACE, capable of measuring full three-dimensional ion distributions from thermal energies up 

to ~40,000 eV, and a Data Processing System (DPS). The two sensors are (Rème et al., 2001): 

1- Composition and Distribution Function analyser (CODIF), which provides the mass per 

charge composition of ions (H
+
, He

+
, He

++
 and O

+
). It has two 180° fields of view, 

which are tangential to the spacecraft surface with 22.5° polar angular resolution and 

11.25° azimuthal resolution representative. 
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2- Hot Ion Analyser (HIA) which does not offer mass resolution but has a better angular 

resolution. The HIA also has two 180° fields of view tangential to the spacecraft 

surface. There are different sensitivities for each section: a low gain that is adequate for 

ion solar wind measurements with 5.625° angular resolution, and a high gain for 

measurements of ions with higher flux in 11.25° angular resolution. 

As for PEACE, CIS can produce the moments (density, velocity, flux tensor and heat flux 

tensor) at spin resolution rate; HIA calculates the ion moments over all species and CODIF 

returns the same for H
+
, He

+
, He

++
 and O

+
. CODIF and HIA are designed to run under high- or 

low-sensitivity relevant to the plasma population being observed. However, when a spacecraft 

crosses a boundary layer (e.g. magnetopause) these detectors might return the moments 

calculated in the wrong sensitivity mode. To reduce this deficiency, the crossing times for these 

boundary layers are predicted and appropriate commands sent to CIS instruments.  

2.1.3 The Fluxgate Magnetometer: FGM 

Fluxgate magnetometer FGM is a boom-mounted detector, which consists of two tri-axial 

fluxgate sensors (primary and secondary) along with a DPU located in the body of each 

spacecraft and connected to the sensor by approximately 6.5 metres of cabling. FGM uses five 

operating ranges on Cluster, which are shown in Table 2.5. These ranges provide a good 

coverage from solar wind IMF values (3 and 30 nT) up to the highest magnetosphere levels       

~ 1,000 nT. Also for ground testing, it is capable of measuring up to the highest range,              

65,500 nT. Usually the range selection is automatically done by the DPU; however it is possible 

to set it manually from the ground. In automatic mode, the DPU monitors each component of 

the measured field vector, and if any component exceeds 90% of the range, it will switch to an 

upper range. Also, if all three components are smaller than 10% of the range for more than the 

telemetry frame period, it will automatically switch to a lower range (Balogh et al., 2001). 

 

Range (nT) Digital resolution (nT) 

-64 to +63.992 7.813×10
-3 

-265 to 255.97 3.125×10
-2 

-1024 to 1023.9 0.125 

-4096 to 4095.5 0.5 

-65536 to 65528 8 

 

 

 Table 2.5: List of FGM data resolution modes (Balogh et al., 2001). 

 

 

The FGM sensors are capable of sampling the magnetic field vector at a rate of ~202 vectors per 

second, although this is down-sampled to lower rates because of telemetry constraints. During 
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normal mode operations, FGM transmits 15-22 vectors per second to the ground, while during 

burst modes, up to 67 vectors per second are transmitted (see Table 2.6) (Balogh et al., 2001). 

 

Spacecraft telemetry 

mode 

FGM 

telemetry 

option 

Primary sensor 

 vector rate  

(per second) 

Secondary sensor 

vector rate  

( per second) 

Normal mode 1,2 and 3 A 15.519
 

1.091 

Burst mode 2 B 18.341 6.957 

 C 22.416 3.011 

Burst mode1 D 67.249
 

7.759 

 

 

 
Table 2.6: List of FGM time resolution based on the telemetry mode                       

(Balogh et al., 2001) 

 

 

2.1.4 The Electric Field and Waves Experiment: EFW 

The Electric Field and Waves Experiment, EFW, consisting of two pairs of boom-mounted 

probes along with the relevant deployment unit. The EFW experiment on Cluster is designed to 

measure the electric-field fluctuations with sampling rates up to 36,000 samples a second. The 

instrument can measure: the quasi-static electric fields of amplitudes up to 700 mV.m
−1

 with 

high amplitude and time resolution; up to five simultaneous waveforms of a bandwidth of 4 kHz 

with high time resolution; and density fluctuations at the location of each spacecraft with high 

time resolution. EFW data products consist of 3D electric field, E×B drift velocity and the 

potential of spacecraft (Gustafsson et al., 1997). 

2.2 Data analysis techniques 

2.2.1 High-time-resolution Pitch Angle Data 

As explained in Section 2.2.1, in normal telemetry modes, two-dimensional electron pitch angle 

distributions from the Cluster PEACE instruments are available only once per spin (~4 s) while 

three-dimensional velocity distributions (3D VDF’s) for electrons are available even less 

frequently (approximately once every minute). Usually in a burst telemetry mode, 3D electron 

VDF’s with 32 energy bins, 6 polar bins and 32 azimuthal bins can be obtained once per spin. 

The Ion 3D VDF’s are available once every 2 to 4 spins during normal telemetry modes, and 

once per spin during the burst mode. In both operational modes, 31 energy bins, 8 polar bins 

and 16 azimuthal bins are obtainable.  

Figure 2.5 represents a schematic view of the PAD calculation per sweep, and the azimuthal 

distribution resulting from this calculation: The top two panels illustrate the side view of 
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LEEA/HEEA, with 12 polar zones. If the magnetic field (shown as a blue arrow) is in the same 

plane, then each of these polar zones will correspond to a single pitch angle bin between            

0° and 180°, obtained by calculating the angle between the magnetic field direction and the 

relevant polar angle. Having that in mind, two main scenarios could be considered: With a 

randomly oriented magnetic field shown as (a), the maximum number of zones that could be 

used for PAD calculation is from No.0 to No.8, which will be equivalent to pitch angle from 

~0° to ~135°. The other zone No.9 to No.11 will closely duplicate the sampling of zones No.5 

to No.7. Hence, three zones which are needed for pitch angle from ~135° to ~180° will be 

missing (shown as highlighted sectors) resulting in an incomplete pitch angle coverage. The 

bottom left panel, shows the calculated PAD for one spin in burst mode, for this scenario. As 

the spacecraft spins, the PEACE instrument sweeps azimuthally from 0° to 360°, and in each 

sweep, a certain range of pitch angle is missing, (shown in white pixels). Therefore, in order to 

have a full coverage of pitch angle distribution, PEACE needs to sum up the sweeps for at least 

half a spin (i.e. 16 energy sweeps). However, in another scenario based on the method used by  

Khotyaintsev et al. (2006), Schwartz et al. (2011) and Varsani et al. (2014), when the magnetic 

field orientation is closely aligned with the spin axis of spacecraft shown as (b), then each 

individual energy sweep can cover the full pitch angle range from 0° to 180°. In principle, this 

method is also applicable to the ion instrument CIS with its 16 polar and 16 azimuthal zones. 

Accordingly, when the PAD can be calculated this way, we can obtain 16 (ion) or 32 (electron) 

two-dimensional pitch angle distributions per spin, which effectively increases the available 

temporal resolution from ~4 seconds to 0.250 second for the ions and 0.125 second for the 

electrons. Note that the application of this method is under the assumption of particles being 

gyrotropic with regards to the magnetic field orientation. This is usually the case for the 

electrons, as their velocity of much higher than the plasma bulk velocity; but for the ions, it 

should be used carefully based on their relative velocities.  

   

Date  Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 

20060213 1215 UT 1145 UT 1225 UT 1315 UT 

20061229 0840 UT 0840 UT 0840 UT 0840 UT 

20070212 1010 UT 1010 UT 1010 UT 1010 UT 

20070226 1845 UT 1845 UT 1850 UT 1850 UT 

20070315 0800 UT 0800 UT 0800 UT 0800 UT 

20070609 0145 UT 0220 UT 0315 UT * 0315 UT * 

20080225 1735 UT 1735 UT 1735 UT 1735 UT 

20090118 2330 UT 2330 UT 02:30 UT (+1 day) 2330 UT 

20090305 1545 UT 1545 UT 1625 UT 1545 UT * 

 

 

 
Table 2.7: List of magnetopause crossing events for which high-time-resolution pitch 

angle distribution of electrons can be obtained; except those marked with a star (*). 
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Figure 2.5: A schematic view of PAD calculation per sweep, and the azimuthal 

distribution resulting from this calculation: The top two panels illustrate the side view 

of LEEA/HEEA, with 12 polar zones and the bottom panels show the calculated 

PAD for each scenario. a) With a randomly oriented magnetic field (blue arrow), the 

maximum number of zone could be used for PAD calculation is for instance from 

No.0 to No.8, which will be equivalent to pitch angle from ~0° to ~135°. The other 

zone No.9 to No.11 will duplicate the sampling of zones No.5 to No.7. Hence, three 

zones which are needed for pitch angle from ~135° to ~180° are missing. As the 

spacecraft spins, the PEACE instrument sweeps azimuthally from 0° to 360°, shown 

in the bottom, and in each sweep, certain range of pitch angle is missing. However, in 

another scenario, b) when the magnetic field orientation is either parallel or 

antiparallel to the spin axis of spacecraft, then each sweep can cover the pitch angle 

from 0° to 180°. This enables the PEACE instrument to return a full pitch angle 

distribution for 32 sweeps every 1/8 second. For electrons, the PAD calculated this 

way is 32 times faster than spin time resolution PAD. 

 

 

With the objective of using this high-time-resolution PAD technique for studying the fast 

varying structures at the dayside magnetopause, a survey was done on the Cluster data from 

01/2001 to 01/2012 to find the potential events. Within that decade of operation, the spacecraft 

crossed the magnetopause thousands of times. However, only a small percentage of those 

crossings occurred during an appropriate Burst mode and an even smaller number when 

magnetic field was also closely-aligned with the spacecraft spin axis. In more details, the events 

were chosen from the time intervals when the average angle between the magnetic field and the 

spacecraft spin axis was <15° for a duration of at least 10 minutes just inside the 

magnetosphere.  Table 2.7 contains the list of events that meet these criteria, from which two 

events are studied in depth in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis. 
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2.2.2 The Transition Parameter  

Bryant and Riggs (1989) reported that the electrons in the low latitude boundary layer exhibit an 

anti-correlated relationship between their density and mean energy. Hapgood and Bryant (1990) 

used this anticorrelation to define a Transition Parameter (TP) for the observation of 

magnetopause boundary layer, which they could employ for reordering the observational data. 

Figure 2.6, demonstrates the calculation of TP by fitting a curve over a log-log scatterplot of 

electron density versus perpendicular temperature (e.g. Lockwood and Hapgood, 1997). The 

curve is empirical, and usually a polynomial or exponential fit. After choosing the best fit, each 

data point in the scatter plot is then projected onto the curve, to the closest point at 𝑥, and its TP 

is calculated by normalising the distance along the curve, as under: 

 TP = 100 
𝑥 − 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
  

 

(2.5) 

where 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the projected point from an arbitrary point beyond the magnetosheath end of the 

curve, where the density is the highest and the temperature is the lowest, and 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 from the 

magnetospheric end with lowest density and highest temperature. (Hapgood and Bryant, 1990). 

Previous observations suggest that typical values for magnetosheath and magnetosphere are 

respectively TP < 20 and TP > 95. (e.g. Lockwood and Hapgood 1997 ;Bogdanova et al., 2008) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Calculation of the transition parameter: The plot represents a log-log 

scatterplot of the electron data from four Cluster spacecraft. The horizontal axis 

represents density, and vertical axis, the temperature of the electrons perpendicular to 

the magnetic field. The TP is calculated from projection of each data point onto the 

black fit-curve. The magnetosheath population on the bottom right side of the 

distribution are designated at TP=0, and the magnetospheric population on the top 

left, TP=100. The rest of the datapoints get values based on their distance along the 

curve from TP=0. 

 

The usual application of the Transition Parameter is for reordering the observations made by 

spacecraft at the magnetopause, where the effect of structures and the boundary motions add 
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ambiguity to the sequence of the observations. Reordering the time series data from 

magnetosheath to magnetosphere using the calculated TP, will remove the effect of boundary 

motions. Lockwood and Hapgood, (1997) suggested that TP value is also an indicator of the 

time elapsed from reconnection in the LLBL, and representative of the position within the 

boundary layer. The transition parameter is used for identification of boundary layer plasma in 

Chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis.  

2.2.3 Identification of KHI rolled-up vortices  

To identify a common pattern in the plasma distribution within such rolled-up vortices,     

Takagi et al. (2006) studied the plasma flow in K-H waves, and how these vary if the waves 

developed to vortices. Figure 2.7, adapted from Takagi et al. (2006), shows their 3D MHD 

simulations of the K-H instability. The panels in the left column show the variation of plasma 

density projected onto the Z=0 plane, where the magnetic field orientation is along the Z axis in 

the positive direction, representing the Earth’s dipole field in the magnetosphere and a 

northward IMF in the magnetosheath. The magnetopause lies in the Y=0 plane, and the 

boundary waves are stimulated by a shear in the x-directed flow. From top to bottom the 

dependence of the vortex growth on the magnetosheath field orientation (θ angles) is illustrated. 

For instance when θ=0º, where the IMF is purely parallel to the dipole field direction, the 

simulations show that the vortices are rolled-up, leading to mixing up the plasma. In other 

words, some of the low-density boundary layer plasma (shown in light blue) now appears on the 

magnetosheath side (Y > 0), whilst the higher-density sheath plasma extends in the opposite 

direction. The vortex growth is highly dependent on the orientation of IMF, and when θ varies 

from 15º to 45º (the bottom three panels on the left), the chances that the boundary waves 

become a vortex decrease.  

The column on the right side of Figure 2.7 includes four scatterplots of ion shear velocity (VX) 

versus their density (n), which are constructed from the corresponding simulation shown in the 

left column. In these plots the magnetosheath plasma is represented by dimensionless 

parameters VX = -1 and n = 1. From these plots it is evident that the shape of distribution of 

simulated data points (which are representative of the flow pattern in KHI) is highly dependent 

on growth of the vortex. The top two rows, representing the angle of IMF θ=0º and 15º, indicate 

that when the rolled-up vortices are able to form, a significant population of low-density plasma 

will travel at a speed higher than the magnetosheath plasma. This population falls in the region 

where VX < -1 and  n ≲ 0.5, at the bottom left corner of each scatterplot. Whilst for the θ=30º 

and 45º cases, where the vortex is not fully developed into a rolled-up state, there is no clear 

low-density population with speeds higher than magnetosheath. Therefore Takagi et al. (2006) 

suggested that the faster-than-sheath population could be a possible indicator for the occurrence 

of highly rolled-up vortices on the flank magnetopause. 
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Figure 2.7: Three-dimensional MHD simulations of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability 

performed by Takagi et al. 2006. The left column show the variation of plasma 

density and the dependence of the vortex growth on the magnetosheath field 

orientation (θ angles). These panels are 2D projection of simulation on the XY plane, 

where the magnetospheric magnetic field orientation is along Z axis, out of the plane. 

On the right, scatterplots of ion velocity versus their density are shown, which are 

constructed from corresponding simulated data, on the left. In these plots the 

magnetosheath plasma is represented by dimensionless parameters VX = -1 and n = 1. 

The top two rows, representing θ = 0º and 15º, indicate that in the rolled-up case, a 

significant population of low-density plasma travel at a speed higher than the 

magnetosheath plasma. Whilst for θ = 30º and 45º , where the vortex is not fully 

developed to a rolled-up state, there is no clear low-density population with speeds 

higher than magnetosheath. Therefore this Lower Density Faster Than Sheath 

(LDFTS) plasma is suggested to be a good indicator for roll-up vortices.                     

(e.g. Takagi et al. 2006; Hasegawa et al. 2006b)  

 

Accordingly, the observation of lower density, faster than sheath (LDFTS) plasma has been 

used as a method to identify ‘rolled-up’ K–H vortices by single spacecraft observations. For 

instance, Hasegawa et al. (2006b) applied this method to Cluster observations of a KHI event, 
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where a previous study by Hasegawa et al. (2004) had already claimed to have proven the 

existence of rolled-up vortices. The results showed that LDFTS populations were detected 

during the time interval that vortices were observed. The scatterplots of velocity versus density 

using Cluster observations are shown in Figure 2.8a. (adapted from Hasegawa et al., 2006b) in 

similar format to those in the right column of Figure 2.7. In this figure, the ion data from Cluster 

1 and Cluster 3, along with proton data from Cluster 4 are overpotted in this panel, respectively 

as black cross, green dot and blue dot. The magnetosheath velocity and density were 

respectfully ~250 km.s
-1

 and ~8 cm
-3

.Therefore those data points sufficiently near these values 

were defined as the magnetosheath population. In particular, in this case                                    

Hasegawa et al. (2006b) suggested the data points with densities < 6 cm
-3

 (usually 60% and 

75% of the characteristic magnetosheath density), and the velocity VX < -290 km.s
-1

, potentially 

fall into the LDFTS plasma population. Consequently, they applied the technique (with these 

suggested velocity-density thresholds) to the Geotail observations from 1995 to 2003, whereby 

they identified several rolled-up vortices in the post-terminator flanks on both dawn and dusk 

sides, for northward IMF conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Scatterplots used to identify LDFTS, using spacecraft observations. 

Panel a) is the Vx versus Density plot from Hasegawa et al. (2006b) where data from 

Cluster is presented during a KHI event analyzed by Hasegawa et al. (2004). Ion data 

from Cluster 1 and Cluster 3, along with proton data from Cluster 4 are overpotted in 

this panel. In that study, the data points from the magnetosheath are characterized by 

Vx~250 km.s
-1

 and density of ~8 cm
-3

. There are a considerable amount of data points 

with densities <6 cm
-3

, and Vx < -290 km.s
-1

, which are identified at LDFTS. In Panel 

b) data from Double Star, TC-1 spacecraft are shown in a similar format, which has 

been studied by Taylor et al. (2012). In an attempt to formulate the identification of 

LDFTS, Taylor et al. (2012), suggested that the magnetosheath density, nMSH 

(vertical black line), could be defined as 80% of the maximum density from the entire 

period. The velocity of ions in the magnetosheath is VMSH (horizontal black line) 

derived from the average shear velocity for all data points above nMSH. Since, the 

faster-than-sheath population was 60% and 75% of the characteristic magnetosheath 

density for panel a), the upper threshold for LDFTS population is set to be 70% nMSH 

(red vertical dashed line). As a result, all the data points with shear velocity greater 

than VMSH +σ, and density below the threshold are marked in red, as being observed 

in possible rolled-up vortices.  
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In a follow-up study, Taylor et al. (2012) carried out a survey on Double Star TC-1 

magnetopause encounters from 2004 to 2007 (for the whole duration of the mission), by using 

the Hasegawa et al. (2006b) LDFTS thresholds in a more rigorous way. Figure 2.8b shows the 

velocity versus density scatterplot for data from the TC-1 spacecraft are in a similar format to 

Figure 2.8a. Taylor et al. (2012) first calculated the shear velocity by taking the average of all 

flow directions during a single event, with the direction within 10° of the local magnetosheath 

flow direction. Then they defined the density of the magnetosheath nMSH, as 80% of the 

maximum density from the entire period, which is indicated by the vertical black line. By using 

this density value, they then calculated the velocity of ions in the magnetosheath VMSH, derived 

from the average shear velocity for all data points with density greater than nMSH, as shown in 

horizontal black line. The lower-density plasma was then identified as the population with 

density lower than 70% of nMSH, which is shown as red vertical dashed line. From this 

population, those datapoints with shear velocity bellow the VMSH +σ line (where σ is the 

standard deviation), were identified as LDFTS plasma.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Location of rolled-up K-H events identified via LDFTS criteria (adapted 

from Taylor et al. 2012). The left panel shows the projection of magnetopause and 

the spacecraft trajectory on XY plane in GSM coordinates, and the right panel shows 

the projection on XZ plane. The result of a survey using Geotail observation by 

Hasegawa et al. (2006b) are shown as red crosses, and a survey using Double Star 

TC-1 by Taylor et al. (2012) are shown in black crosses. (see Fig. 2.8 for the sample 

data). Whilst the former found most of the rolled-up events post terminator, the latter 

highlights the possibility of such vortices at the dayside magnetopause. 

 

The results of the surveys using Geotail observation by Hasegawa et al. (2006b), along with 

Double Star TC-1 by Taylor et al. (2012), are shown in Figure 2.9, respectively in red and black 

crosses. The left panel shows the projection of magnetopause and the identified periods of 

LDFTS plasma on XY plane in GSM coordinates, and the right panel represent the projection of 

the same on XZ plane. Whilst Geotail found the rolled-up events mostly located post terminator, 

in contrast, the survey by TC-1 showed that the dayside magnetopause is also a strong candidate 
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location for LDFTS observations. In addition, the results reported by Taylor et al. (2012) 

showed a clear dawn-dusk asymmetry in rolled-up vortex detection, with 71% on the post noon 

sector up to the dusk flank. However, this asymmetry seems to be in contrast with simulation 

results by Nykyri et al. (2013), which suggested the dawn flank is a better candidate for     

rolled-up vortices due to the direction of the Parker Spiral IMF. The high number of events 

identified at the dayside, and also the dawn-dusk asymmetry, led to a question as to whether the 

observation of LDFTS plasma is purely related to the K-H instability, or whether other 

magnetopause dynamics may also exhibit in the same manner.  

Plaschke et al. (2013) did a study on the magnetopause boundary waves by comparing the MHD 

theory with observations of the THEMIS spacecraft (Angelopoulos, 2008). Their results showed 

that the surface waves were not subject to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability; instead they 

suggested that a high plasma flow velocity (of around 340 km/s) in the plasma depletion layer 

(PDL) (e.g., Sibeck et al., 1990; Phan et al., 1994) on the magnetosheath side of the 

magnetopause could be responsible for observation of boundary waves with steepened trailing 

edge. The same event was then studied by Plaschke et al. (2014), using the LDFTS method, 

where unexpectedly several data points met the faster-than-sheath criteria. Thus, they suggested 

that an alternative interpretation is that a number of LDFTS observations might be due to flow 

disturbances associated with surface waves driven by the PDL.  

Figure 2.10a, adapted from Plaschke et al. (2014), illustrates a schematic view of the velocity 

disturbance pattern, where the disturbances (δv) are suggested to be associated with four 

different phases of the surface wave, shown in red arrows. In this panel, the boundary wave is 

shown as solid black line, which is propagating tailwards as the plasma in the PDL is travelling 

in the same direction. The spacecraft trajectory is shown as purple dashed line when observing 

the wave, with magnetosheath being on the bottom side of the wave, and magnetosphere on the 

top side in this figure. In this scenario, the velocity of ions observed by the spacecraft would be 

affected by the disturbed flow, and, as a result, the shape of distribution in velocity-density 

scatterplots would change. Panel b) represents the velocity-density plot, where the solid grey 

line is the scatterplot of ions, and the solid red line reflects the expected observations being 

affected by the flow disturbances. The solid red line indicates that, on the magnetospheric side, 

the observed velocity would be faster than the ion velocity, whilst on the magnetosheath side, it 

would be slower. This could ultimately change the shape of the distribution in a way that a 

portion of data points would fit within the low-density but high-velocity bracket. Panel c) 

represents actual data from observations of the dayside MP surface waves by                            

Plaschke et al. (2013). In this panel, the blue dots represent the ion data, and the horizontal solid 

blue line marks the magnetosheath velocity. As previously mentioned, although the study 

showed no evidence of KHI rolled-up vortices, a fraction of the ion population is found to fall 

within the defined faster-than-sheath area, which matches with the expectation shown in panel 

b). Therefore, it suggests that the LDFTS method could be used to tentatively identify K-H 
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vortices, but as the results are not exclusive, it should be used cautiously with regards to other 

plasma properties. With that caveat in mind, the LDFTS method is used for identification of 

KHI vortices in Chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10: A schematic view of the velocity disturbance pattern versus observation 

by Plaschke at al. (2014). The red arrows in panel a) represents the velocity 

disturbances (δv), associated with different phases of the surface wave. In this 

scenario, the plasma depletion layer is being observed, as the wave propagates 

tailwards. The spacecraft trajectory is shown as purple dashed line, with 

magnetosheath being on the bottom side of the wave, and magnetosphere on the top 

side. Panel b) shows how such observation would be affected by the disturbed flow in 

a velocity-density plot. The solid grey line, represents the scatterplot of ions, whilst 

the solid red line reflects the expected observations of them. On the magnetospheric 

side, the observed velocity is faster than the ion velocity, and on the magnetosheath 

side, it is slower. As a result, a portion of data point would fit within the low-density 

with high-velocity bracket (shown in dashed rectangle), and might be mistaken as 

LDFTS plasma population. Panel c) represents the THEMIS spacecraft observations 

of dayside MP surface waves from 6 October 2011. The waves have been analyzed 

by Plaschke et al. (2013). Although they were found not to be subject to the KHI 

rolled-up vortices, they unexpectedly observed a fraction of ion population to meet 

the LDFTS plasma criteria. 
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Chapter 3 

Chapter 3: Cluster Observations of the Substructure of a 

Flux Transfer Event 

 

On 12 February 2007, the 4 Cluster spacecraft were widely separated across the magnetopause 

and observed a Crater-like FTE as they crossed the Earth’s dayside magnetopause through its 

low latitude boundary layer. The particle instruments on the Cluster spacecraft were in burst 

mode and returning data providing 3D velocity distribution functions (VDFs) at 4 s resolution 

during the observation of this FTE. Moreover, the magnetic field observed during the event 

remained closely-aligned with the spacecraft spin axis and thus it is possible to use these 3D 

data to reconstruct nearly full pitch angle distributions of electrons and ions at                      

high-time-resolution (up to 32 times faster than available from the normal mode data stream).                 

The observations presented in this chapter are mainly from the work published by                      

Varsani et al. (2014), indicating that both the interior and the surrounding structure of the FTE 

consist of multiple individual layers of plasma, in greater number than previously identified. 

The observations show a cold plasma inside the core, a thin layer of antiparallel-moving 

electrons at the edge of FTE itself, and field-aligned ions with Alfvénic speeds at the trailing 

edge of the FTE. The plasma characteristics in these FTE layers, and their possible relevance to 

the magnetopause reconnection processes are discussed in detail, in an attempt to distinguish 

which of the various different FTE models may be relevant in this case.  

3.1 Introduction 

Flux transfer events (FTEs) are the signatures of transient reconnection at the dayside 

magnetopause, which has been the subject of many studies since introduced by Russell and 

Elphic (1978). Despite the abundance of FTE observations, detailed in the introduction to this 

thesis (Section 1.2.4), their formation mechanism is not yet fully understood. In general, higher 

resolution spatio-temporal measurements are still needed to reveal their detailed structure and to 

link the observed properties to those of the formation site. The aim is to address this deficiency 

here by making use of the highest possible time-resolution multi-spacecraft data currently 

available from the Cluster mission. 
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This chapter presents original research using observations from an outbound crossing of the 

Cluster spacecraft through the low-latitude boundary layer, which occurred on 12 February 

2007. On this day, the four spacecraft were deployed in the ‘multi-scale’ formation with 

separations between individual pairs of spacecraft of either ~8000 or ~800 km. During the 

interval 10:00 to 10:10 UT, the spacecraft observed bipolar signatures and then made a rapid 

outbound crossing of the post-noon dayside magnetopause. Solar wind observations from 

Geotail, ACE and Wind, showed a step increase in the dynamic pressure arriving at the dayside 

magnetopause during the interval of interest. The high-time-resolution pitch angle distributions 

of electrons from the PEACE instrument are utilized along with the high-time-resolution 

electric (EFW) and magnetic (FGM) field data and ion distributions (CIS), to study the structure 

of these structures in unprecedented detail.  

3.2 Instrumentation 

The magnetopause observations are done by the four-spacecraft Cluster mission                         

(Escoubet et al., 2001), using data from the Plasma Electron and Current Experiment (PEACE) 

instruments (Johnstone et al., 1997; Fazakerley et al., 2010), the Cluster Ion Spectrometer (CIS) 

instruments (Rème et al., 2001), the Cluster Fluxgate Magnetometers (FGM)                       

(Balogh et al., 2001) and the Electric Field and Wave (EFW) instruments                              

(Gustafsson et al., 1997), as described in Chapter 2. The upstream solar wind conditions are 

derived using data products from similar instruments on Geotail (Mukai et al., 1994;               

Kokubun et al., 1994), Wind (Lepping et al., 1995; Ogilvie et al., 1995) and ACE                

(Stone et al., 1998). 

3.3 Orbit and Configuration 

In this chapter, the main focus is on Cluster spacecraft observations made on 12 February 2007 

at ~10:10 UT, at which time the four spacecraft were located just inside the dayside 

magnetopause. During the interval of interest, the four spacecraft made an outbound crossing 

through the magnetopause and its boundary layers. To demonstrate the location of the spacecraft 

in their orbit, the projection of their position on the XZ, XY, and YZ planes are shown in the top 

row of panels of Figure 3.1, in the GSE coordinate system. The projections of the 4 spacecraft 

positions on these three planes are represented by the black, red, green and blue circles (for 

Cluster 1 to 4 respectively). The solid grey curves on each of the panels indicate the intersection 

of the average bow shock and magnetopause surfaces with each plane. Cluster 3 (C3), which is 

tracked as the reference spacecraft for this period, was located at (7.95, 6.55, 2.95) RE in the 

GSE coordinate system. A fortuitous conjunction with the Geotail spacecraft, located upstream 

of the magnetopause, occurred during this interval of interest. The location of this spacecraft on 

the dawn flank at (7.24, -29, -5.19) RE is represented by the orange square in these plots.  
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Figure 3.1: Position of Cluster and Geotail in GSE and LMN coordinates. Top three 

panels: the location of the Cluster spacecraft at (7.95, 6.55, 2.95) RE and Geotail at 

(7.24, -29, -5.19) RE at 10:10 UT in (respectively from left to right) the GSE coordinate 

system XZ, XY and YZ planes. The grey lines demonstrate cuts of the model 

magnetopause based on the solar wind condition (Roelof and Sibeck, 1993, 1994) and 

bow shock on those planes. Bottom three panels: the configuration of the Cluster 

tetrahedron in the boundary normal coordinate system derived from the model with C3 

as the reference spacecraft. The grey vertical lines represent the nominal magnetopause 

boundary. The projections of the four spacecraft locations are shown on the LN, MN 

and LM planes, from left to right respectively, where N represents the outbound 

normal to the magnetopause. 

 

 

It is useful also to understand the relative locations of the Cluster spacecraft within a natural 

frame of reference for the examination of magnetopause structures and processes. To achieve 

this, the orientation of the magnetopause is determined in boundary normal coordinate (LMN) 

system (Russell and Elphic, 1978). The Roelof and Sibeck, (1993,1994) magnetopause model is 

used to determine the expected local magnetopause normal, N, relevant to the spacecraft 

locations. At the particular position of the reference spacecraft, N = (0.842, 0.489, 0.229) in the 

GSE frame, which points predominantly sunward with a minor tilt towards both dusk and the 

north, consistent with the spacecraft location above the equatorial plane in the post-noon sector. 

The coordinate L = (-0.267, 0.008, 0.964) is then taken to lie along the projection of the Earth’s 

magnetic dipole onto the magnetopause while M = (0.469, -0.872, 0.137) completes the right 

hand set, pointing dawnward in this case. 

The relative projections of the four Cluster spacecraft positions on the resultant LN, MN and 

LM planes are shown in the lower 3 panels of Figure 3.1, using the same colour conventions as 

the upper panels, and using C3 as the reference origin. These panels show that C2 was both 

closest to the noon meridian and at the highest latitude, while C1 was located furthest duskward, 

and C4 was relatively close to C3, with a separation of ~720 km. Conversely, the relative 
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locations in the LM plane, which is parallel to the expected local magnetopause surface at this 

location (and is shown in the right-most of these panels), indicate the separations of C1, C2 and 

the C3/C4 pair are each ~8000 km. Although C1, C2 and C3/C4 are well-separated on LM 

plane, the separation in the direction normal to the model boundary is relatively small and 

comparable to the C3-C4 separation distance. However, if the model boundary is an adequate 

representation, it is expected that if it moves Earthward, C1 should be the first to cross it, then 

C3 and finally C2 and C4 at roughly at the same time. The consistency of these hypotheses with 

the observed crossing times is examined in the next section using PEACE and FGM 

instruments. 

3.4 Observations 

3.4.1 ACE, Wind and Geotail observations 

Three different spacecraft, ACE, Wind and Geotail, are used to determine the solar wind 

conditions upstream of the Earth, before and during the time of the Cluster observations of 

interest here. Figure 3.2 illustrates the data recorded between 08:00 UT and 14:00 UT by the 

ACE (red traces), Wind (green traces) and Geotail (blue traces) spacecraft which are located 

upstream at (221.5, 24.6, 11.5) RE, (218.6, -97.7, -16.3) RE and (7.2, -27.9, -9.6) RE respectively 

in the GSM system. The data from ACE and Wind are respectively time-lagged by 62 and 53 

minutes to be directly comparable with the data from Geotail. As the two spacecraft ACE and 

Wind were separated by only ~2.5 Re along the GSM X direction, the time lag required to align 

the observations of apparently the same signatures at these two spacecraft suggests that the 

discontinuity plane in the solar wind flow did not lie fully perpendicular to the Earth-Sun line.  

The top three panels of Figure 3.2 respectively show the magnitude of velocity, the ion density 

and the dynamic pressure of the solar wind. The solar wind plasma parameters remained fairly 

steady for couple of hours before the interval shown. From the top three sub-panels, it is evident 

that the increase in the solar wind plasma parameters occurs in two steps, observed by Geotail 

between 09:56 UT and 10:11 UT. The time-lagged data from ACE and Wind show a longer 

time interval between these two steps, which may indicate an ongoing compression of the 

plasma due to the following faster and denser flow. Unfortunately, density and pressure data 

before 08:50 UT are not available for ACE (corresponding to the lack of these data prior to 

09:52 UT in the time-lagged plots). During this period of time (09:30-10:30 UT), the velocity 

increased in two steps from ~315 km s
-1 

to ~340 km s
-1 

and then ~360 km s
-1

, the density 

increased from ~5 cm
-3

 to ~15 cm
-3

 and then to ~25 cm
-3

 and the pressure increased from      

~1.5 nPa to ~3.5 nPa and then to ~6 nPa. As a result of these changes in the solar wind, the 

Earth’s magnetopause is expected to have been compressed Earthward such that, on the basis of 

models (e.g. Shue et al., 1997; Roelof and Sibeck, 1993, 1994), the sub-solar point standoff 

distance would have changed from ~10.8 RE to ~9.9 RE and then to ~9.2 RE . Given the location 
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of the Cluster spacecraft at (7.95, 6.55, 2.95) RE, it is expected that these large-scale changes of 

the solar wind plasma parameters, and consequent magnetopause repositioning, will result in a 

relative motion of Cluster outbound from the dayside magnetosphere, across the magnetopause 

and into the magnetosheath. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Solar wind and IMF conditions during the time interval 09:30–10:30UT: 

solar wind velocity, density and pressure measured at ACE (red traces), Wind (green) 

and Geotail (blue) respectively are shown on the top three panels. Data from ACE 

and Wind are respectively lagged by 62 and 53 min on both plots. These parameters 

remained steady before 09:30 UT, and then continuously increased over ~3 h 

afterwards. The IMF BX, BY and BZ components in GSM and the magnitude of the 

field are shown on the bottom four panels; they show multiple orientation variations, 

while data from Wind suggest the IMF remains northward for most of the time. 

Geotail recorded <BZ> ≈ 0 nT between 09:40 and 10:15 UT, two significant 

southward excursions at 10:16 and 10:26 UT, and mostly northward the rest of time. 

(See Section 3.4.1 for details.) 
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The bottom four panels in Figure 3.2 represent the IMF data in the GSM coordinate system. 

Although the magnetic field data appear broadly similar in the 6-hour time interval, a closer 

look at the data in Figure 3.2 reveals differences between the observed magnetic fields               

at each spacecraft. More specifically, the BZ component measured by ACE show             

multiple changes in magnetic field orientation between southward and northward at, e.g.,                                           

09:43, 10:13, 10:20, 10:27 UT in the lagged data. In contrast, the Wind spacecraft detected a 

northward IMF for most of the time interval shown, until the IMF switched to southward at 

10:27 UT. The data from Geotail shows <BZ> ≈ 0 nT between 09:40 and 10:15 UT, but shows 

two significant southward excursions at 10:16 and 10:26 UT while turning strongly northward 

between these times. The difference between the magnetic field data observed by the                  

3 spacecraft must be related to their wide separation in the Y GSM direction. Note that the 

Cluster spacecraft and Geotail were also separated by ~34 RE along this direction, which implies 

some degree of uncertainty to the IMF orientation upstream of Cluster at the time that the solar 

wind pressure increase reaches the magnetopause. In the next section of this chapter, the 

possible relation between these solar wind conditions and the Cluster observations is discussed. 

3.4.2 Cluster observations: FGM, PEACE and EFW 

An overview of the Cluster observations between 09:52 and 10:12 UT on 12 Feb 2007 is 

presented in Figure 3.3. The top four sub-panels show the magnetic field components, derived 

from the data measured by FGM instruments, in the boundary normal (LMN) coordinate system 

described above. The observations are presented in standard-colour-code for the Cluster 

spacecraft, with C1 data shown as black traces, C2 in red, C3 in green and C4 in blue. In 

addition, the lower 8 panels in Figure 3.3 show the energy spectrograms of electrons that were 

observed by the PEACE instruments, paired with the total electric field measured by EFW 

instruments on the 4 spacecraft, C1 to C4 respectively. The energy spectrograms show the 

direction-averaged differential energy flux of electrons observed at each spacecraft as a function 

of time (horizontal axis) and electron energy (vertical axes). The coloured pixels represent the 

flux of the electrons in accordance with the colour bar shown on the extreme right of Figure 3.3.  

The magnetic field data shown in the top 4 panels of Figure 3.3 indicate a dominant BL 

component for most of the period prior to ~10:10 UT. During this interval, the BM component 

remains near zero at all 4 spacecraft, as expected for a location just inside the dayside 

magnetopause boundary. The BN component for C1, C3 and C4 increased from ~ -15 nT at the 

start of the period shown to ~0 nT by ~10:00 UT. The values of this component have an offset 

of ~ -7 nT for C2, which may be related to the separation of the four spacecraft. At ~10:10 UT, 

all 4 Cluster spacecraft observe lower strength and more variable magnetic field. The BL 

component rapidly falls to around half its earlier value and the BM component increases to      

~20 nT, consistent with a magnetic field which has both weakened and rotated to be directed 

northward and dawnward. 
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Figure 3.3: Cluster four-spacecraft observations between 09:52 UT and 10:12UT: on 

the top abscissa, the position of reference spacecraft, Cluster 3, is noted for different 

times. The top four panels show the magnetic field data observed by Cluster FGM in 

a boundary normal coordinate system, BL, BM and BN components, plus the 

magnitude of the field, in Cluster standard colour code (C1: black, C2: red, C3: 

green, C4: blue). The bottom four panels show omnidirectional differential energy 

flux spectrograms from PEACE data (black line represents the spacecraft potential) 

along with electric field from EFW data on C1, C2, C3 and C4 respectively. The 

signatures of two separated transient structures consist of a bipolar BN and the 

appearance of low-energy electron populations are seen before crossing the 

magnetopause. One is predominately observed by C1 at 10:05–10:06 UT and the 

other by C2 at 10:09–10:10 UT; for the former signature, C2 and C3 also observed 

similar low energy electrons between 10:04 and 10:05 UT. All four spacecraft 

crossed the magnetopause at ~10:10 UT. (See Section 3.4.2 for more detail.) 

 

The differential energy flux spectrograms for this period, shown in the lower half of Figure 3.3 

indicate that the spacecraft encounter a number of electron populations during the period shown. 

Prior to ~09:55 UT, each spacecraft detects electrons within two distinguishable energy ranges: 
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(1) a hot population of electrons of higher energy centred on ~6 keV; (2) a colder population of 

electrons with energy centred ≤ 50eV. Between 09:55 UT and 09:57 UT, the hot population 

appears to decrease in energy somewhat, becoming centred around 2 keV, but largely persists 

until ~10:10 UT at each spacecraft. Conversely, the cold population appears to increase in 

energy, but disappears at each spacecraft before 10:00 UT. At around 10:10 UT, there is an 

abrupt change in the characteristics of the electron population at each spacecraft. The higher 

energy populations disappear and are replaced by a lower energy (~70 eV) population at 

significantly higher fluxes.  

Overall, the data for the period shown in Figure 3.3 are consistent with the Cluster moving from 

a location relatively deep inside the magnetosphere towards the dayside magnetopause and out 

into the magnetosheath. The predominantly strong, northward pointing field and observable 

fluxes of electrons at high (> 1 keV) energy prior to 10:10 UT are consistent with a trapped 

electron population expected on closed magnetospheric field lines. The lower energy electron 

population seen in the early part of this period (disappearing before ~10:00 UT) may be of 

ionospheric or plasmaspheric origin, since during this time the spacecraft potential was 

measured to be below 6 V, indicating these are not likely to be photoelectrons. The abrupt 

change of both the strength, direction and variability of the magnetic field and the nature of the 

electron population at all 4 spacecraft near 10:10 UT indicates that the spacecraft all move from 

the magnetosphere into the magnetosheath at this time.  

Note that there are a number of brief departures evident in Figure 3.3 from the overall scenario 

described above. These are most evident in C1 data at ~10:02 UT, 10:05 UT and 10:08 UT, but 

are also seen in C2 and C3 data at ~10:04 UT. (Note also that C2 appears to make a transient    

(< 1 minute) entry into the magnetosheath at ~10:09 UT, returning equally briefly into the 

magnetosphere at ~10:10 UT before re-exiting into the magnetosheath and remaining there until 

the end of the period shown.) The electron differential energy flux spectrograms in Figure 3.3 

show that C1 observed low-energy electrons at locations inside the magnetosphere between 

10:01-10:02 UT, 10:05-10:06 UT and 10:08-10:09 UT before crossing the magnetopause 

10:10:04 UT. C2 detected similar electron populations between 10:04-10:05 UT and a denser 

population between 10:09-10:10 UT, before crossing the magnetopause at 10:10:12 UT. C3 also 

observed similar electrons as C2 between 10:04-10:05 UT and made an outbound crossing at 

10:09:58 UT. During the same period of time, despite its proximity to C3, C4 detected only a 

small variation in high-energy electrons between 10:04-10:05 UT, with no lower energy 

population, and crossed the magnetopause at 10:10:12 UT.  

From the magnetic field data, it is evident that some of these electron signatures were associated 

with magnetic variations that are consistent with the previous reports of FTE-like signatures. In 

particular, between 10:05 and 10:06 UT, C1 recorded a clear bipolar north-then-south variation 

in BN component associated with a reduction in the strength of the BL component (and thus |B|). 
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Moreover, the relative recovery of the strength of this component in the centre of the signature 

is characteristic of "crater" FTE signatures (LaBelle et al., 1987; Owen et al., 2008; Farrugia et 

al., 2011). This signature is also associated with 2 brief negative excursions of the BM 

component. Also note that the signature is associated with significant enhancements in the 

electric field wave activity above the levels observed in the magnetosphere outside of the event 

and later once the spacecraft are located in the magnetosheath. 

The similarity of signatures in the electron and electric field data, together with relative timing 

of other events in the dataset shown in Figure 3.3 suggest that the signatures observed by C2 

and C3 between 10:04-10:05 UT may be related to the 10:05-10:06 UT event at C1. All 3 

spacecraft observed a drop-out of the high energy electron fluxes and the appearance of a lower 

energy population (albeit to lower flux levels at C2 and C3) in association with enhanced levels 

of electric field wave activity. The magnetic field signature at C2 and C3 was not as prominent 

as at C1, but showed mild variation (ΔBN ≲ 8 nT), which was less than half that observed at C1 

(ΔBN ~ 20nT). However, neither of these BN signatures were accompanied by a significant 

change in the magnetic field strength (variance ≲ 5nT). Assuming that the signatures described 

above at each of the 3 spacecraft are of the same event, then the simultaneity of the signatures at 

C2 and C3, together with the relative positions in the LMN coordinate system shown in Figure 

3.1, suggest the event has a structure which was elongated and aligned along the L direction, 

while the delay in the signature at C1 suggest that the structure was moving duskward. 

Note that C1 observed similar electron and E-field signatures to the 10:04-10:05 UT signatures 

at C2 and C3 at 10:01:30-10:02:00 UT, 10:08:10-10:08:20 UT and 10:08:40-10:08:55 UT. In 

each case there is almost no significant magnetic field signature associated with these events at 

C1, and neither is there any obviously associated signature of any kind at any of the other 

spacecraft. In addition, note that C1 detected a second bipolar change in BN component between 

10:10:15 UT and 10:10:45 UT, immediately after entering the magnetosheath, but without any 

significant change in other components.  

A transient signature was detected by C2 between 10:09:15 and 10:09:45 UT, just before this 

spacecraft entered the magnetosheath. The magnetic field variations for this event were very 

similar to the 10:05-10:06 UT event at C1, although at somewhat larger magnitudes. However, 

the electric field variations were confined to the very edges of this event and the electron 

population was identical to that observed subsequently in the magnetosheath. Although it is 

tempting to conclude that this may be a transient entry of this spacecraft into the magnetosheath, 

note that the deflection of the BM component during this event was negative, i.e. towards dusk, 

whilst BM component was observed to be positive (i.e. deflected towards dawn) some 20 

seconds later when the spacecraft entered the magnetosheath. Also, as mentioned above, C1 also 

observed a bipolar BN signature in the magnetosheath about 1 minute later. This delay is 
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consistent with the similar delay in the variations seen at C2 and C1 for the 10:04-10:05 UT 

event. 

Finally it is to be noted that the EFW data from each spacecraft show that for most of the time 

inside the magnetosphere the electric field had a value of |E| ≲ 5 mV m
-1

, with minimum levels 

of electric field activity. However, whenever a low-energy electron population was observed by 

a PEACE instrument, enhanced electric field activity with a level of ≳ 10 mV m
-1

 was observed 

at the relevant spacecraft at the same time. This includes the 10:01-10:02 UT, 10:05-10:06 UT 

and 10:08-10:09 UT observations by C1, the 10:04-10:05 UT and 10:09-10:10 UT by C2 and 

the 10:04-10:05 UT by C3. Similar activity in the electric field was also seen at the 

magnetopause boundary for all four spacecraft. 

As a reminder, this research concentrates particularly on the details of the signatures of the 

events observed at C1 at 10:05-10:06 UT, C2, C3 and C4 at ~10:04-10:05 UT and their possible 

relevance. In order to obtain the approximate relative durations of signature passage, the 

duration of energetic (above 6 keV) electron dropouts observed by the HEEA instrument are 

determined on each of the 4 spacecraft: C2 ~74 seconds from 10:03:41UT to 10:04:55UT, C3 

~85 seconds from 10:03:54UT to 10:05:19UT, C4 ~72 seconds from 10:04:02UT to 

10:05:14UT and C1 ~88 seconds from 10:04:51UT to 10:06:19 UT. Next section presents the 

detailed analyses to validate assumptions on the orientation of the magnetopause boundary local 

to the Cluster spacecraft at the time of these events. 

3.4.3 Magnetopause Boundary Observations 

Initially the model-based determination of the orientation of the magnetopause boundary 

described in Section 3.3, is being examined. For this purpose, the four spacecraft timing 

analysis (Russell et al., 1983; Harvey, 1998; Schwartz et al., 1998) is employed along with the 

Minimum Variance Analysis on magnetic field (MVAB) for each spacecraft                             

(Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967; Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998). Figure 3.4 shows the projection, 

onto the LN and MN planes, of the four spacecraft positions in standard-code coloured filled-

circles with the relative location of modelled magnetopause at the time of the C3 magnetopause 

crossing shown as the vertical black lines.  

The result of MVAB analysis on FGM full resolution data for the period containing the 

magnetopause crossing of each spacecraft are represented by the standard-code coloured arrows. 

These are plotted on the assumption that the boundary normal is parallel to the eigenvector 

associated with the minimum variance direction at each spacecraft. The calculations return an 

estimate for the magnetopause normal vector N in the reference LMN coordinate system, 

together with the ratio of intermediate-to-minimum variance eigenvalues (λint/λmin ) for each 

spacecraft. These are respectively C1: N = (0.151, 0.225, 0.962) and λint/λmin ~ 7.2;                  

C2: N = (0.094, 0.005, 0.995) and λint/λmin ~ 1.8; C3: N = (0.072, 0.048, 0.996) and λint/λmin ~23; 
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C4: N = (0.039, 0.189, 0.981) and λint/λmin ~127. Standard practice suggests that the result for C2 

is not well-defined given λint/λmin ~ 1.8 and, although generally consistent with the others, this 

result should be considered with caution.  

A further estimate of the boundary normal, together with its velocity can be obtained using the 

four-spacecraft timing analysis technique, assuming that the boundary is essentially planar 

between the locations of the spacecraft. The boundary normal vector calculated using this 

method is N = (-0.012, 0.066, 0.998) which is represented by the orange arrows emanating from 

the estimated position of the Cluster barycentre (orange star symbol) in Figure 3.4. This method 

also suggests that the magnetopause was moving Earthward with a velocity in the LMN system 

of (0.53, -2.88, -43.82), |V| ~ 43.92 km s
-1

. Note that this is much faster than the orbital velocity 

of the Cluster spacecraft which for C3 was (-1.53, 0.31, 1.98), |V|~ 2.52 km s
-1

 at the time of the 

magnetopause crossing. From the arrows on Figure 3.4, it can be seen that all the data-based 

derivations of the direction of the magnetopause normal vector are in good agreement with the 

model result. The angle between model normal vector and MVAB analysis of magnetic field for 

each spacecraft are: C1 ~16º, C2 ~5º degrees, C3 ~5 º degrees and C4 ~11 º degrees. These 

differences may be due to the wide separation of spacecraft on LM plane, and also small local 

variations in the MP orientation. Thus, the choice of LMN coordinate system, determined from 

the models and used above to represent the local magnetopause surface, is sufficiently accurate 

in this case. 

To understand the motion of the FTE-like signature observed by C1 between 10:05 and         

10:06 UT, the MVAB technique is applied to the spacecraft FGM data during periods covering 

the entrance and exit to the event. Again assuming that the returned minimum variance direction 

can be associated with the normal to the boundaries of the event, two outbound normal vectors 

are found, respectively (0.231, 0.523, 0.821), at 10:05:08 UT with intermediate-to-minimum 

ratio λint/λmin ~8.2 and (-0.083, -0.504, 0.860), at 10:05:30 UT with intermediate-to-minimum 

ratio λint/λmin ~19.8. These values suggest that the outbound normal vector rotated ~32.5 degrees 

dawnwards at the entrance of Cluster 1 into the structure, and then ~30.4 degrees duskwards at 

the exit. 

Between 10:09-10:10 UT, C2, located at higher latitude in comparison with the position of other 

three spacecraft, observed another transient and potentially FTE-like signature. Using the 

MVAB method across the boundaries of this event and the same assumptions as above, the 

normal vectors for the entry to the event are found to be N = (0.053, 0.576, 0.816) with 

intermediate-to-minimum ratio λint/λmin ~125 and for the exit (0.104, -0.553, 0.827) 

intermediate-to-minimum ratio λint/λmin ~34. This time, the outbound normal vector rotated 

~32.2 degrees dawnwards at the entrance of Cluster 2 into the structure, and then ~33.8 degrees 

duskwards at the exit. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, about 1 minute after this C2 signature, 

when all four spacecraft had passed into the magnetosheath, C1 again observed a bipolar BN 
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signature. The delay between these signatures is similar to the delay in the variations seen at C2 

and C1 for respectively the C2 10:04-10:05 UT and C1 10:05-10:06 UT events. However, 

analysis of this FTE-like signature is subject of another study, and thus, this research chapter 

only concentrates on high-time-resolution observations of the signature observed by Cluster 1 at 

10:05-10:06 UT. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Motion of the magnetopause boundary: the projection of Cluster 

spacecraft positions onto the LN and MN planes, in standard code coloured filled 

circles (as in Fig. 3.1), for the time just before crossing the magnetopause. The model 

magnetopause boundary is shown as vertical lines. For each spacecraft there is an 

arrow representing the direction of normal vector calculated using the MVAB 

method; the four-spacecraft timing analysis is shown as orange arrows, where the 

four-spacecraft timing analysis velocity is (0.53, -2.88, -43.82) in LMN. (See Section 

3.4.3 for details.) 

 

 

 

3.4.4 High-time-resolution Observations 

3.4.4.1 High-time-resolution Pitch Angle Data 

As explained in Section 2.2.1, during burst mode, when the magnetic field vector is          

closely-aligned with the spacecraft spin axis, the three-dimensional velocity distributions are 

equivalent to 16 (ion) or 32 (electron) two-dimensional pitch angle distributions, thus 

effectively increasing the available temporal resolution for these data products to 0.250 second 

for the ions and 0.125 second for the electrons. During the event presented here, the orientation 

of magnetic field inside the magnetosphere remained closely-aligned with the spin axis of the 

spacecraft. Thus this is one of only a few events in which it is possible to use this analysis 

technique to extract relevant particle measurements at time resolutions which are more closely 

comparable to those available from the electromagnetic field instruments. The following 

sections provide unprecedented presentations of time series of complete, or nearly complete, 

pitch angle distributions of both electrons and ions at very high time resolution. 
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Figure 3.5: High-time-resolution electron observations by Cluster 1 from 10:05 to 

10:06 UT: the top two panels represent magnetic field from FGM instrument and 

electric field from EFW instrument plotted in the LMN coordinate system, 

respectively in red, green and blue colour. A horizontal grey line highlights the zero 

value for each of them. The bottom panel is a ‘Sauvaud’ differential energy flux plot 

for electron pitch angle distributions from PEACE LEEA instrument, covering 

energies from 9.5 eV to 2.5 keV. The vertical black lines separate different identified 

regions of the FTE, with their relevant labels on the top. The regions include outer 

layers marked as “O”, edges marked as “E” and inner layers marked as “I”. O1 and 

O8 are the outermost layers of draped magnetic field lines where energetic electrons 

were observed; O2, O3, O5 and O7 are inside the boundary layer, with energetic 

electrons being replaced by bidirectional electrons of ~100 eV, and an active electric 

field; O4 and O6 are still inside the boundary layer, consisting of isotropically 

distributed electrons with energies ~58 eV. E1 is a thin layer of plasma at the edge of 

the flux tube, where the BL component reduced from its magnetospheric value, the 

BN component reached its bipolar maximum, the electric field level reached its 

maximum level and a higher flux of electrons with average energy of ~58 eV 

developed from the bidirectional electrons of boundary layer. The core labelled as “I” 

is divided into six layers, where the BN component gradually reached its minimum, 

the electric field stayed relatively quiet and a general heating up signature is observed 

in the energy distribution of electrons. Within the inner layer I3, the BL component 

reached its enhanced level, and a cold low flux population of electrons was observed. 

I5 had the highest temperature within the core, and inside I6 the electron pitch angle 

distribution temporarily turned more bidirectional. E2 is the exit edge of FTE. (See 

Section 3.4.4.2 for details.)  
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Figure 3.6: Individual pitch angle distributions from each layer identified in Fig. 3.5, in 

the order of observation time from top left to bottom right. The horizontal axis of each 

plot represents energy in eV, and the vertical axis, pitch angle in degrees. First is O1, 

where high-energy electrons disappeared around 0º and 180º pitch angle, while those in 

the 100 eV range are enhanced at these pitch angles. O2 plot shows higher flux for 

parallel and anti-parallel electrons in comparison to those which are perpendicular to the 

magnetic field, with a ratio of fluxes of ~10. Then there are four consecutive sweeps 

observed during sub-interval E1, when the initially bidirectional distribution gradually 

turned into a more isotropic one, broadening first from the antiparallel direction and then 

spreading into the parallel beam. The next row contains the plots of I1 to I5, which all 

show a nearly isotropic distribution of electrons, but differ in flux and energy (see 

Section 3.4.4.2 for details). From I1 to I5 the peak energy has an increasing trend, except 

for the central region of FTE, I3, which has the lowest flux and density, similar to edges 

E1 and E2. Then, three snapshots for region I6 are shown, where electrons perpendicular 

to magnetic field with energies of ~73 to ~142 eV temporarily disappear, and the 

distributions become partially bidirectional. Then, there are four panels showing 

consecutive sweeps of observation in E2, where an isotropic distribution gradually turns 

bidirectional at the end of this sub-interval. The bottom row of plots contains snapshots 

outside the FTE, when the core of the FTE has been passed by the spacecraft. In O3 the 

particles are nearly bidirectional. In O4 they become more isotropically distributed. 

Again in O5 the situation is very similar to O3 which showed clearer bidirectional beams. 

In O6, the distribution is isotropic, similar to O4, and then again becomes more 

bidirectional on entering O7. Finally, in O8 electrons show similar behaviour as in O1 as 

high-energy electrons start to appear. Note that, due to variation of magnetic field 

orientation, parallel and/or anti-parallel electrons are not measured during certain 

intervals. (See Section 3.4.4.2 for details.) 
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3.4.4.2 Observations by Cluster 1 

3.4.4.2.1 FGM, EFW and PEACE/LEEA observations 

We now look at the details of the FTE encountered by Cluster 1 between 10:05 and 10:06 UT , 

using high-time-resolution data from the FGM, EFW and PEACE instruments. These data are 

available during the interval of interest as C1 was operating in burst mode. The top panel in 

Figure 3.5 shows the magnetic field components in LMN boundary normal coordinate system 

(the L-component is represented by the red trace, M by green and N by blue) at high-time-

resolution (~67 vectors/second) for the 1-minute period 10:05-10:06 UT. The second panel 

contains the E-field vector in the same coordinate system and format, presented at a time 

resolution of ~450 vectors s
-1

. In the final panel the highest-available time resolution electron 

pitch angle distributions for this event is presented. Taking account of the proximity of the 

magnetic field vector to the spacecraft spin axes in this case, it is possible to compute near 

complete pitch angle distributions at a time resolution of 0.125 second. Note that this is a 

considerable improvement on the usual time resolution for this data product which is usually 

available only at spin (~4s) resolution. The data in this bottom panel is presented in the           

so-called ‘Sauvaud’ format, in which the electron data is split by energy into 26 horizontal  

mini-panels. Within each mini-panel, spectrograms of the electron differential energy flux for 

the given energy are plotted as a function of pitch-angle (vertical axes) versus time (horizontal 

axes) with 180° pitch angle particles appearing at the top of each mini-panel and 0° pitch angle 

particles appearing at the bottom. The overall presentation then has a dual purpose – viewed at a 

distance one can gain an impression of the overall energy-time spectrogram of the electrons at 

this high-time-resolution, whilst moving up close it is possible to see the variations in pitch 

angle for electrons of each individual energy band within the plot. Note that each pitch angle 

distribution is presented with a 15-degree resolution (calculated from the FGM and PEACE 

data, and rebinned into 12 polar zones). Thus, whenever the angle between spin axis and 

magnetic field direction is less than 15 degrees, all 12 zones are measured and a full pitch angle 

distribution is available. However, when this angle is larger, then some pitch angle zones could 

be missing as the spacecraft spin, most often zones 1 and 12 which cover the parts of the 

distributions most parallel and anti-parallel to the magnetic field.  

On the basis of the data presented in Figure 3.5, the event is divided into a number of regions. 

Firstly, 3 broad classes of region are identified and designated as "O" (outer), "E" (edge) and "I" 

(inner), representing a classification of regions "outside", at the "edge" and "inside" the structure 

responsible for the signatures, based primarily on the departure of the magnetic field from its 

undisturbed pre-event background. However, given that it is possible to examine the structure in 

this case with unprecedented high-resolution data, by sub-dividing each of these broad regions 

into smaller time periods, labelled I1, I2, etc., according to their detailed signatures. The 

boundaries of each of these individual regions are marked by the vertical lines on Figure 3.5, 
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with the designation for each region marked at the top of the figure. To complement this 

presentation, Figure 3.6 further presents one or more representative pitch angle distributions 

from each identified layer in Figure 3.5, with the order of observation time running from top left 

to bottom right. In these plots the horizontal axis represents energy in eV, and the vertical axis 

represents the pitch angle in degrees. Between ~10:05:08 UT to ~10:05:32 UT, C1 observed a 

bipolar variation in BN component and a significant decrease in BL component, as is evident 

from the top panel of Figure 3.5. This change in magnetic field was accompanied by the 

appearance of high electron fluxes (~10
8
 to 10

9
 keV (cm

2
-s-sr-keV)

-1
) at low energies, which is 

taken as an indicator that the spacecraft was inside the structure itself. The regions sampled 

between the maximum positive BN excursion and the maximum negative BN excursion are 

designated with the letter “I” in Figure 3.5. The two briefly-sampled regions in which the 

magnetic field appears to be varying quasi-monotonically between the exterior background 

values and the peaks in BN component are deemed to be the edges of the event and are 

designated as “E”. Plasma regions observed before or after these edge regions (i.e. before 

10:05:08 UT and after 10:05:32 UT), where the field is relatively undisturbed, are deemed to be 

outside the structure and are marked by “O”.  

Outside the structure, there are time-varying observations of two distinguishable populations of 

electrons: 1) those in a relatively wide band of energy (30 eV to ~3 keV) but relatively low flux, 

as seen in regions O1, O2, O3, O5, O7 and O8, and ii) those in energy range 16 ≲ E ≲ 300 eV but 

with slightly higher flux, as seen in O4, O6. Note that this energy range is roughly the same as 

that of the dominant population observed within the structure ‘I’ regions, although that 

population has significantly higher fluxes. Note also that the presence of lower energy fluxes in 

regions O4, O6 is sufficient to rapidly change the value of the spacecraft potential in these 

regions, as can be deduced from the sudden disappearance of the photoelectron populations in 

the lowest energy band (9.5 eV) shown in Figure 3.5. The observations by C1 before O1 and 

after O8 (see Figure 3.3) show strong BL component values in magnetic field, EN~0 and almost 

no electric field wave activity and the presence of only the high-energy magnetospheric 

electrons. These observations suggest that the O1 and O8 regions are sufficiently far from the 

structure for its perturbing effects to have subsided to the levels of the undisturbed 

magnetosphere. Indeed, the magnetic field orientation in these 2 regions was observed to be 

approximately the same, with strength closest to the level pertaining prior to the observation of 

the structure. 

From Figure 3.5, it is clear that during interval O2, the strength of the BL component increased 

to its maximum value by the end of this sub-interval. This may represent a compression of the 

field ahead of the approaching structure. The electric field activity observed by the EFW 

instrument increased in this region and reached its maximum by the end of interval O2. During 

this sub-interval the PEACE instrument observed both a partial drop-out of the higher energy 

(magnetospheric ≳ 6 keV) electron population and the first appearance of the population with 
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energies in the lower (magnetosheath < 140 eV) range. The representative pitch angle 

distributions from regions O1 and O2, (see Fig. 3.6, the two leftmost plots in the top row), show 

that the fluxes of keV particles disappear around 0° and 180° pitch angles in the latter region, 

while those in the 100 eV range are enhanced at these pitch angles.  

The first significant change in the magnetic field was detected as the spacecraft entered the 

region designated as E1. In this region the BL component decreased by ~20nT from its peak of 

~59nT and the BN component increased from ~0 nT to its maximum ~14nT. During this interval 

a near isotropic distribution of electrons with energies between ~30 eV and ~73 eV with higher 

fluxes (>10
8
 keV (cm

2
-s-sr-keV)

-1
) developed gradually from the more bidirectional distribution 

observed in region O2. Over this period the perpendicular fluxes of higher energy electrons also 

disappeared. Meanwhile, the electric field activity decreased from it maximum at the start of E1 

to a relatively quiet level at the end of that region. The detailed observation of this development 

can be seen in the 4 right-most panels on the top row of Figure 3.6 (labelled by the horizontal 

bracket marked E1) which cover four consecutive sweeps (~0.5s) of the PEACE/LEEA sensor.  

Once the spacecraft entered the structure and was located in regions marked I1 to I6, a general 

reduction in the BL component values is seen, while BN component decreases from its maximum 

of ~15nT at the beginning of these intervals to its minimum ~ -18nT at the end. In addition, the 

electric field activity remained relatively low, while there were essentially no observations of 

electrons at magnetospheric energies (E > 0.5 keV) and those at lower energies appeared to be 

distributed rather isotropically through most of the structure interior. More particularly, in 

region I1, the BL component was roughly steady at ~42nT, the BN component dropped smoothly 

from 15nT to ~6nT, and there was a strong and steady BM component to the field of ~ -14nT; 

and isotropic distributions of electrons were observed with peak energies of ~47 eV. Inside 

region I2, the BL, BM and BN component levels were similar to I1 although each showed slight 

variations of order ±3 nT, while the electric field showed slightly more activity. However, the 

fluxes of electrons, while remaining isotropic, increased slightly in this region, and the energy 

of the peak flux also increased to ~58 eV, suggesting an increase in the temperature of the 

plasma had occurred.  

Within region I3, Cluster 1 observed a partial recovery of the BL component of the magnetic 

field which peaked at an enhanced level of ~52nT in this interval. The BN component oscillated 

slightly around a level of ~3nT, while BM component remained ~ -6nT. There was a drop out in 

the fluxes of the electrons in the 30 eV to 73 eV energy range, although they remained largely 

isotropic, as can also be seen in the middle plot of the second row of Figure 3.6, labelled I3. This 

electron distribution appears similar to that which developed at the end of region E1 (and 

subsequently seen at the beginning of region E2). However, although the magnetic field strength 

also shows something of a recovery, the BN component remains much smaller than is observed 
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at the end of E1 (and beginning of E2) and shows no evidence of any bipolar variation. 

Moreover, the E-field wave activity in this region remains at a very low level. 

Within region I4, BL component was observed again to fall to levels ~38 nT, but the BN 

component became on average negative in this region at ~ -2 nT. The magnitude of the BM 

component was smallest in this region, with a value ~ -6nT (Note that field shows variations up 

to ±4 nT); the electric field variations remained at a very low level; the flux of electrons also 

recovers to levels similar to that seen in region I2 and with a similar energy distribution (i.e. 

isotropic). As the spacecraft entered region I5, BL component reduces to 27 nT, and BM and BN 

components to ~ -6 nT. The E-field noise levels remain low. The electron population apparently 

remained near-isotropic. However, it seems clear that the overall electron population had higher 

fluxes than was observed in the preceding regions and that it also had a higher temperature, 

since the energy of the peak in the differential energy flux rose to ~73 eV. 

As the spacecraft passed through the final regions designated as "inside", the magnetic field 

orientation changed significantly. The BL component was relatively steady at the lowest level, 

30 nT, seen during this entire interval of interest. The BM and BN components became steadily 

more negative as the spacecraft crosses region I6 and reached their global minimums by the end 

of this period; the E-field noise levels remained low; the electron population with energies     

~73 to ~142 eV, temporarily changed from a near-isotropic to more bidirectional, as the 

perpendicular electrons disappear in the centre of I6, but again became near-isotropic by the end 

of the region. This change in pitch angle distribution of electron is shown via three snapshots of 

region I6 in Figure 3.6. Note that the large change in magnetic field orientation in this region 

moved it away from the direction of the spacecraft spin axis, thus the ability to sample the full 

PAD (see Figure 3.6, third row) is compromised in this interval, with the loss of observations of 

the near field and anti-field aligned electrons. 

As the spacecraft crossed the region E2, the BL component was observed to increase rapidly and 

monotonically by ~30 nT to reach a level of ~59 nT, very similar to that observed before 

entering region E1, while the gradient in the BN component reversed from that seen in the 

interior regions and increased from its minimum of ~ -18 nT to ~ -8 nT. The electric field 

activity again increased to near the maximum levels observed at the end of this period; the    

near-isotropic electrons observed at the beginning of the interval E2 reduced in flux and became 

more bidirectional as the spacecraft crossed this region. Although there is incomplete pitch 

angle coverage in this region, this development is again evident from the 4 plots of the third row 

of Figure 3.6, which again represent the measurement of four consecutive sweeps by the LEEA 

sensor over 0.5 seconds.  
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Figure 3.7: High-time-resolution ion observations from Cluster 1 between 10:05 and 

10:06 UT. During this time interval, significant fluxes of high-energy ions were 

observed above ~4 keV in regions O1 and O8. The ion populations observed in the 

regions immediately surrounding the structure (in particular the regions labelled O2, 

and also O3–O7) contained significant fluxes of ions in both the high-energy (similar 

to those observed in O1 and O8) and a lower-energy (between ~50 eV and 2 keV) 

bands. From the beginning of region E1 until the end of region E2, the flux of high-

energy ions of magnetospheric origin drops, and the main population is centred at 

low energy between ~50 eV and 2 keV. Note that the population with lower energy 

shows some modulation of flux at close to the spin frequency (4.148 s) in regions E1 

to O7. This is a result of the ions with magnetosheath energies not being gyrotropic, 

and thus the flux of incoming ions increases every time the HIA instrument looks 

into the flow direction. Inside the structure, there are six points in time at which a 

representative pitch angle distribution of ions is obtainable. (See Section 3.4.4.2 and 

Figure 3.8 for details.) 

 

 

Based on the observations of spacecraft in the exterior regions marked O3 to O7 lying in the 

wake of the structure, the BL component of the magnetic field showed a small gradual decrease 

to nearer its pre-event level observed in region O1. The BM and BN components remained small 

but negative and showed only slight variations. The electric field activity was observed to be 

relatively high throughout this whole post-event region. The electron populations observed in 

O3, O5 and O7 areas were similar to those in O2, including their energy range, flux and 

bidirectional distribution. However, the electrons in O4 and O6 were more isotropic, and similar 

to those observed in the interior regions (marked "I"), but with much lower fluxes. Examples of 

pitch angle distributions observed in regions O3-O7 are shown in the bottom row of plots in 

Figure 3.6. 
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3.4.4.2.2 CIS/HIA observations 

Before attempting to interpret the observations described in the previous subsection, it is useful 

to consider what information can also be obtained from the ion instruments on the Cluster 

spacecraft. In principle, the technique for obtaining high-time-resolution pitch-angle slices can 

also be applied to the ion data. However, unlike the electrons, whose thermal and gyration 

velocities are very high compared to any drift velocity, the speed of individual ions is likely to 

be comparable to the drift velocity. For electrons, this situation leads to an expectation of     

near-gyrotropy in spacecraft observation frame, and thus a representative pitch angle 

distribution can usually be obtained from any time slice of the data. For the ions, however, it is 

expected for there to be significant variations between time slices due to the anisotropies 

introduced into the distribution by any drift motion. With this caveat in mind, the                  

high-time-resolution ion distributions from the HIA high-sensitivity instrument on Cluster 1 are 

also presented, which consist of 16 2D azimuthal slices through phase space per spin. For ease 

of comparison with the earlier plot, Figure 3.7 shows a plot for the identical time period and in 

the identical format to Figure 3.5, except that the bottom panel is replaced with the ‘Sauvaud’ 

format energy distribution for ions obtained from CIS data. The regions discussed above in 

relation to the electron plot in Figure 3.5 are marked at the top of Figure 3.7.  

During the time interval shown in Figure 3.7, significant fluxes of high-energy ions were 

observed above ~4keV in regions O1 and O8, bracketing the overall event. There are no clear 

anisotropies, nor clear variation with spin period within these regions. The ion populations 

observed in the regions immediately surrounding the structure (in particular the regions labelled 

O2, and also O3 to O7) contained significant fluxes of ions in both the high-energy (similar to 

those observed in O1 and O8) and a lower-energy (between ~50eV and 2 keV) bands. Note that 

the population with lower energy shows some modulation of flux at close to the spin frequency 

(4.148 secs) in regions O3 to O7. 

From the beginning of region E1 until the end of region E2, the flux of high energy ions of 

magnetospheric origin (centred at ~10 keV) drops, and the main population is predominantly 

between ~50eV and 2 keV ; although there is some evidence of low fluxes which show        

spin-phase-modulation at these energies. More importantly, in these edge and interior regions, 

the lower energy (< 4 keV) ions are observed with relatively very high fluxes. These are again 

heavily modulated at the spacecraft spin period, indicating that the E×B drift velocity must be 

comparable to the ion gyration velocities in these regions. The timing of the flux maxima 

observed in 6 consecutive spins every 4.148 seconds from 10:05:08.560 to 10:05:28.908 UT 

suggest that the convection within the structure was in the direction (-0.19, -0.97, -0.17) in the 

LMN coordinate system. Since there are only six relevant data points for ions, the E×B drift 

velocity is calculated based on high-time-resolution observations by EFW and FGM instruments 

on Cluster 1 and assuming E.B = 0. These velocities, averaged across each region, are 
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represented in Table 3.1. The average E×B drift velocity determined using data from the FGM 

and EFW instruments for the first 5 spins during this period was ~101 km s
-1

 in the direction      

(-0.18, -0.97, -0.16) in LMN, which is consistent with the velocity observed perpendicular to the 

magnetic field from CIS/HIA instruments. The last ion flux peak within this period is been 

ignored, since at this time the magnetic field orientation made a larger angle to the spin axis of 

the spacecraft, resulting in reduced accuracy of E×B drift velocity estimate due to the lack of 

knowledge of the spin-axis-aligned electric field component from the EFW instrument field.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Ion pitch angle distribution in parallel-perpendicular energy space, for 

six spins of Cluster 1, inside the observed FTE. Each panel shows the ion flux 

averaged over the two sweeps of CIS/HIA instrument which bracket the time the 

sensor looks in the convection direction. Due to variation in magnetic field 

orientation, one or two pitch angle zones are missing. In spin No. 1, ions are observed 

to be moving predominantly perpendicular to the magnetic field (E×B drift effect), 

where the maximum flux has a kinetic energy of ~300 eV. In the next two spins, No. 

2 and No. 3, the peak energy rises to ~400 eV, and has a parallel component as well. 

In spin No. 4, a broader range of ion PAD from 0º to 90º is observed, along with an 

increase in the energy band containing the peak flux of the ions, up to 1.2 keV. One 

spin later, in spin No. 5, the ion peak energy increased to ~500–600 eV, with a 

parallel component larger than the perpendicular (identical to pitch angle 33.75º). 

Finally, in the last spin, No. 6, the ions are observed to be moving mainly parallel to 

the magnetic field with peak energy of ~700 eV. 
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Within the leading half of the structure (regions E1, I1 to I3) the ions appear to be moving 

predominantly perpendicular to the magnetic field, while after the enhancement in BL 

component (I4, I5 and I6) the ion distribution is observed to have components of motion both 

field-aligned and perpendicular to the field. More specifically, in I6, the ion flow appears to be 

dominantly in the field-aligned direction. These variations in the ion distribution observed at the 

time of the peak flux in each spin are illustrated more clearly in the plots presented in Figure 

3.8. In this figure each panel shows the ion flux averaged over the two sweeps of CIS/HIA 

instrument which bracket the time the sensor looks into the convection direction. Note also a 

steady increase in the energy band containing the peak flux of the ions observed as the 

spacecraft crosses the structure, from around 300 eV in region E1 to around 700 eV at the end of 

region E5.  

 

Observation region Velocity (km.s
-1

)  Observation region Velocity (km.s
-1

) 

O1 (1,-7,-33)  I6 (-16,-48,24) * 

O2 (0,-43,-35)  E2 (-7,-41,24) 

E1 (-7,-60,-19)  O3 (-3,-35,20) 

I1 (-22,-87,-27)  O4 (-5,-54,11) 

I2 (-17,-91,-27)  O5 (0,-45,24) 

I3 (-15,-105,-15)  O6 (1,-29,13) 

I4 (-15,-112,4)  O7 (1,-43,22) 

I5 (-20,-107,-8)  O8 (0,-13,3) 

 

 

 

Table 3.1: High-time-resolution E×B drift velocity in LMN coordinate system, 

calculated from parameters observed by EFW and FGM instruments on Cluster 1. 

Note that, these values are calculated assuming that E.B = 0.  

 

*The accuracy of drift velocity value for region I6 is low, as the magnetic field 

orientation made a larger angle to the spin axis of the spacecraft. 

 

 

3.4.4.3 Observations by Cluster 2 and 3 

As previously mentioned in Section 3.4.2, in addition to the Cluster 1 observations, Cluster 2 

also observed a (relatively minor) bipolar variation in the BN component, along with 

observations of a low energy population of electrons, and electric field activity. Figure 3.9 

illustrates the high-time-resolution observations by Cluster 2 between 10:03:45 UT and 

10:04:45 UT, in the same format as Figure 3.5. The top two panels represent the magnetic field 

data from the FGM instrument, and electric field data from the EFW instrument, which are 

plotted in LMN coordinate system, respectively as the red, green and blue colours. The bottom 

panel is a ‘Sauvaud’ energy flux plot for electron pitch angle distribution, from PEACE LEEA 

sensor that covers the energies from 12.5 eV to 2.5 keV. The magnetic field data from an 

observation at 10:03:50 UT, show that BL, BM and BN values were respectively ~54 nT, ~ -2 nT 

and ~ -7 nT. Observations of EFW and PEACE for the same time show that the electric field 
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had a value of ~ 2 mV m
-1

, and the main population of electrons observed was above 1 keV. 

These observations indicate that the spacecraft was completely inside the magnetosphere at that 

time. However, after ~10:03:56 UT, the BN value started to increase, and an increase in the 

electric field with relatively higher level of activity was also observed. In addition to that, 

electrons with energies above 1 keV started to disappear, and instead electrons with energy of 

~100 eV were observed. The trend stayed the same, until 10:04:01 UT, when the BN component 

reached its maximum value of ~ -5 nT, the BL component rose to ~54 nT and the BM component 

to ~ -7nT. The electric field increased to ~8 mV m
-1

, and the main population of electrons had 

energies of ~100 eV, with a bidirectional distribution. After that, the BN component started to 

decrease to its minimum level ~ -9 nT, at 10:04:08 UT, while the BL component continued to 

increase and reached its maximum value ~56 nT and the BM component increased to ~ -3 nT. 

The electric field showed less activity, with values below ~2 mV m
-1

, but the low energy 

population of electrons stayed as before. In other words, between 10:04:01 UT and 10:04:08 

UT, the BN component made a bipolar variation from ~ -5nT to ~ -9nT, against a background 

offset of ~ -7nT, which is thought to be related to the separation of Cluster 2 and Cluster 3 (as 

the reference spacecraft) in the L direction. Then the BL, BM and BN components respectively 

reached to ~5 nT , ~ -4nT and ~ -10nT at 10:04:34 UT, when electrons with energies higher 

than 1 keV were observed, the low energy population slowly disappeared; which indicates that 

spacecraft was inside the magnetospheric population of plasma once more. Throughout this 

period, the distribution of electrons (~100 eV) was mainly bidirectional, and the energy flux of 

electrons was on average 2×10
7
 keV (cm

2
-s-sr-keV)

-1
, but fluctuated by a factor of ~2. No entry 

to the magnetosheath was detected for whole time interval that this low energy population was 

observed.  

With a few seconds delay, Cluster 3 recorded a similar sequence of observations. Figure 3.10 

illustrates the high-time-resolution observations by Cluster 3, between 10:03:57 UT and 

10:04:57 UT. The same format of panels used in Figure 3.5 and 3.9 present the data from FGM, 

EFW and PEACE LEEA. The observations of FGM instrument at 10:04:00 UT show that the 

BL, BM and BN values were respectively ~58 nT, ~ -5nT and ~2nT. Observations of EFW and 

PEACE, respectively show that the electric field had a value of ~ 2 mV m
-1

, and the main 

population of electrons was observed above 1 keV, which could indicate that the spacecraft was 

completely inside the magnetosphere. However, after ~10:04:04 UT, the BN value started to 

increase, and an increase in the electric field with relatively higher level of activity was also 

observed. At the same time, electrons with energies above 1 keV started to disappear, and 

instead electrons with energy of ~100 eV were observed. Then, at 10:04:14 UT, the BN 

component reached it maximum value of ~5 nT, the BL component rose to ~59 nT, and the BM 

component dropped to ~ -8nT . The electric field increased to ~5 mV m
-1

, and the main 

population of electrons had energies of ~100 eV, with a bidirectional distribution. Next,          

the  BN  component decreased to ~0 nT at 10:04:27 UT, the BL component reached its maximum  
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Figure 3.9: High-time-resolution electron observations by Cluster 2 from 10:03:45 to 

10:04:45 UT, in the same format as in Figure 3.5. Between 10:04:01 and 10:04:08 UT, the 

BN component shows a small bipolar signature, which had an offset ~ -7 nT, due to 

separation of Cluster 2 from reference spacecraft Cluster 3. (See Section 3.4.4.3 for 

details.) 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.10: High-time-resolution electron observations by Cluster 3 from 10:03:57 to 

10:04:57 UT, in the same format as in Figure 3.5. Between 10:04:14 and 10:04:32 UT, the 

BN component shows a bipolar signature. (Section 3.4.4.3 for details.) 
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 ~60.5 nT, and the BM component rose to ~ -7nT. The electric field increased to ~12 mV m
-1

 

with a high level of activity, and 2 seconds later reached it global maximum of ~15mV m
-1

. 

Meanwhile, the BN component continued to decrease and reached to its minimum level ~ -4 nT, 

at 10:04:32 UT, while the BL component dropped to ~59.5 nT, and the BM component rose to     

~ -4 nT. In other words, between 10:04:14 UT and 10:04:32 UT, the BN component made a 

bipolar variation from ~5nT to ~ -4nT. After that, the BL, BM and BN components respectively 

reached to ~59 nT, ~ -5nT and ~ -2 nT at 10:04:52 UT, when electrons with energies higher 

than 1 keV were observed, the low energy population slowly disappeared and the electric field 

dropped to ~2mV m
-1

 with a low level of activity. These indicate that spacecraft was inside the 

undisturbed magnetosphere again. Throughout this period, the distribution of electrons        

(~100 eV) were mainly bidirectional and the energy flux of electrons was in average           

3.5×10
7
 keV (cm

2
-s-sr-keV)

-1
, with a fluctuation of an order of ~3. However, no entry to 

magnetosheath was detected by this spacecraft for whole time interval.  

 

Observation region 
Cluster 2 Cluster 3 

Velocity (km s
-1

) Velocity (km s
-1

) 

Before bipolar BN (-1,14,-12) (0,0,-9) 

During  (-5,-29,-21) (-8,-67,8) 

After  (4,21,11) (0,-4,14) 

 

 

 

Table 3.2: High-time-resolution E×B drift velocity in LMN coordinate system, 

calculated from parameters observed by EFW and FGM instruments on Cluster 2 and 

3, during the detection of BN signature. Note that, these values are calculated 

assuming that E.B=0. 

 

 

Similar to Cluster 1, the E×B drift velocities observed by Cluster 2 and 3 before, during and 

after the passage of structure, are represented in Table 3.2. The variation in the drift velocity 

represents the motion of plasma surrounding the FTE, before, during and after the passage of 

the structure. 

3.5 Discussion 

Bipolar BN signature observations are normally categorized as occurring under the influence of 

one of two major magnetopause dynamic processes: i) Those signatures without magnetic 

reconnection, which may be observed due to the passage of a surface wave across the Earth’s 

magnetopause and over the spacecraft location (Sibeck, 1990,1992; Sibeck and Smith, 1992); 

and ii) Observations which involve magnetic reconnection and are often categorised as FTEs. 

For the latter, Fear et al. (2008) suggested that different FTE models can be grouped as one of 

three types: elbow-shaped bundles of magnetic flux threading through the magnetopause 

(Russell and Elphic, 1978), a flux rope formed by multiple X-lines (Lee and Fu, 1985) and a 
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flux bulge on the magnetopause driven by time-dependent reconnection at a single X-line 

(Southwood et al., 1988; Scholer, 1988). Each of these models has certain geometrical 

characteristics which support specific predictions of their plasma and electromagnetic field 

properties and which can, in principle, be used to distinguish which model is the most relevant 

to a given set of observations. The aim is to make this distinction for the structure whose 

observational characteristics, sampled at high-time-resolution described above. 

Prior to and during the observations of the transient BN signature discussed here, none of the 

Cluster spacecraft sampled the magnetosheath to measure the magnetic field direction just 

upstream of the magnetopause. The ACE, Wind and Geotail spacecraft were widely separated in 

the solar wind, which appears to have led to a lack of consistency in their respective 

measurements of the IMF orientation (see Section 3.4.1). Note that, when the Cluster spacecraft 

were located upstream of the bow shock at ~11:30 UT, the IMF data from Geotail and ACE 

were in good agreement, after appropriate time-lags are applied, with the FGM data from the 4 

Cluster spacecraft. Thus it is assumed that the best retrospective estimate of upstream field 

orientation suggest <BZ>=0 during the relevant transient period. Note also that although there is 

some disparity between measurements of the direction and magnitude of IMF BZ, data from all 

three solar wind spacecraft indicate that a dominant dawnward BY of ~ -4 nT is likely at the 

magnetopause between 10:00-10:15 UT. The upstream conditions (Section 3.4.1) show that the 

density, velocity and thus dynamic pressure of the solar wind plasma increased steadily between 

10:00-13:00 UT on the day of interest, which is expected to have resulted in a continuous 

inward movement of the magnetopause towards the Earth over this period. This is consistent 

with the observed timing sequence of the crossings of the 4 Cluster spacecraft into the 

magnetosheath. Indeed, the 4-spacecraft timing analysis (Section 3.4.3) shows that the 

magnetopause plane local to the spacecraft was moving Earthwards at a speed of ~44 km.s
-1

.  

We now focus on the observed transient signatures as they appeared in chronological order. 

Firstly, Cluster 2, the spacecraft located closest to the noon meridian (Section 3.4.2) observed a 

bipolar BN between 10:03:45-10:04:45 UT, along with electric field noise, an electron 

population with energy of ~100eV and dropout of electrons above 6 keV. Very similar 

electromagnetic field and plasma signatures were observed by Cluster 3 between 10:04-10:05 

UT. At almost the same time, Cluster 4 observed a bipolar BN signature, but the particle 

measurements showed only the absence of the electrons above 6 keV during that interval. 

Cluster 1 is the last to observe this signature between 10:05-10:06 UT. The sequence and 

duration of these observations are consistent with a duskward motion of the causative structure, 

given the relative positions of the Cluster quartet, in the LMN coordinate system (Section 

3.4.3).  
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Figure 3.11: A schematic interpretation of the structure of the FTE and surrounding 

regions on the MN plane: the relative spacecraft trajectories during the FTE 

observation are demonstrated in Cluster standard colour code. The four spacecraft do 

not pass the FTE simultaneously. In fact Cluster 1 was the last spacecraft which 

observed the FTE, and made the deepest entry. Cluster 3 and 2 only observed the 

boundary layer, and Cluster 4 only observed the draped magnetospheric field lines. 

The white arrows represent the projection of the magnetic field onto the MN plane. 

These magnetic fields also have strong component along the L direction, and separate 

the multiple plasma layers identified by PEACE. These layers consist of the edges, 

outer and inner layers of FTE and are marked in black region codes. The colours of 

these layers illustrate the variation in differential energy flux of the electrons, which 

are based on LEEA high-time-resolution observations. The grey stream lines 

(arrowed) are the inferred E×B drift velocity. These arrows show that the core is 

moving towards the dusk, while the boundary layer plasmas have a circular motion 

around the core. In the wake of the FTE, the motion of boundary layer follows the 

core. 

 

Using the multi-spacecraft timing analysis methods, the propagation velocity of the structure 

can be estimated. Given the observation times at the centre of transient signature (Cluster 2 

10:04:18 UT, Cluster 3 10:04:36.5 UT, Cluster 4 10:04:38 UT and Cluster 1 10:05:35 UT), the 

speed of the structure was ~103 km s
-1

 in the (-0.039, -0.994, -0.107) LMN direction, which 

indicates that the structure was indeed moving predominantly duskwards across the 

magnetopause. With this in mind, an approximate azimuthal extent, ΔM, of the structure and 

can be calculated by multiplying the signature durations by the speed, from which it is found 

1.16 RE ≲ ΔM ≲ 1.37 RE. Note also that Cluster 2 and 3 were separated by ~1.40 RE in L 

direction. The close similarity in both the nature and the timing of the signature at these two 

spacecraft is then consistent with the determination that VL ~ 0. Thus the structure clearly is 

moving along the plane of the magnetopause, and is extended in the L direction. The small 

variation in the duration of observations between spacecraft could be caused by the separation 

of spacecraft in the N direction. With reference to the location of Cluster 3, which was 

nominally the closest to the model magnetopause plane at ~10:04 UT, Cluster 2 and 4 were 

respectively were ~720 and ~634 km further Earthwards. Therefore, the Cluster 3 observations 

of a longer signature duration in comparison with Cluster 2 and Cluster 4, suggest that the 

structure is somewhat broader closer to the magnetopause. This is nominally consistent also 

with the observation by Cluster 1, about one minute later, which was ~272 km closer to the 
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modelled flat-plane magnetopause than Cluster 3, and observed both the longest duration and 

clearly passed the deepest into the core of the structure, being the only spacecraft to observe the 

high fluxes of magnetosheath particles. Note also that the structure might have evolved between 

the times of observation by C2, C3, C4 and its arrival at C1, resulting its possible growth. 

Figure 3.11, demonstrates the passage of the quartet, and their relative distances. 

Given the background of a global inward motion of the magnetopause, it seems unlikely that the 

bipolar BN signature observed by 4 Cluster spacecraft between 10:04-10:06 UT, is generated by 

a transient pressure pulse (Sibeck, 1990, 1992; Sibeck and Smith, 1992). Instead there is 

evidence that the observed signatures are the result of the passage of an FTE. For instance, there 

is no signature of ongoing periodic wave on the magnetopause, and the timing analysis show 

that the structure was moving towards the dusk flank. In addition, the plasma signatures are also 

consistent with the occurrence of transient reconnection; inside the structure seen by C1 

between 10:05 – 10:06 UT, there is a low but measurable flux of electrons in the energy range 

from 1 keV to 6 keV, in contrast with later observations in the magnetosheath (for example at 

10:12 UT) which show that electron fluxes for energies higher than 1 keV were below the 

PEACE sensitivity. This again indicates a residue of electrons of magnetospheric origin inside 

the FTE, despite the expectation that these should rapidly evacuate the flux tube once it has 

become opened. Note also that inside the FTE, the energy of the peak electron flux was ~73 eV, 

while inside the magnetosheath this was ~58 eV, suggesting that some process, such as 

reconnection, had acted to heat and/or accelerate the electrons in the FTE. 

The timing analysis, dimensions and motion of this FTE provide some constraints on which 

models of FTE formation and structure may be relevant. Since the structure was not widely 

extended in the M-direction at this location, it is likely not consistent with the multiple X-line 

model (Lee and Fu, 1985). Also, the structure moved predominantly duskward. In the single    

X-line model (Southwood et al., 1988; Scholer, 1988), a transient increase in the reconnection 

rate causes a bulge to propagate along reconnected field lines. When observed inside the 

magnetosphere, it is expected that the motion of such a bulge would create a significant 

component in the L direction. Therefore, the best fitting model based on the propagation of an 

FTE in the M-direction, and its extension along the L direction, is perhaps the elbow-shaped 

type of an FTE (Russell and Elphic, 1978), in which a bundle of reconnected flux tubes is being 

peeled away from the dayside magnetopause. In other words, given the predominantly 

dawnward IMF, and the spacecraft location in the afternoon sector, this is consistent with 

occurrence of a burst of reconnection near the nose of the magnetopause, resulting in a tube of 

reconnected flux.  

This assertion can be further verified using the solar wind observations (Section 3.4.1) in the 

Cooling et al. (2001) model.  In this case, the X-line would be required to extend from northern 

dawn to southern dusk. Under this condition, the magnetospheric arm of the observed FTE 
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would be connected to the northern polar ionosphere, mapping mainly along the L direction at 

the position of observation, and would be in the process of being dragged duskward across the 

magnetopause plane as a result of the connection of the magnetosheath arm to the solar wind. 

This interpretation is also consistent with that made for the event reported by                      

Owen et al. (2008).  This is shown in Figure 3.12a, which is a schematic view of the possible 

reconnection X-line (black diagonal line) and the motion for an FTE resulting from such 

reconnection using Cooling et al. (2001) model. On the right hand side of this line, the FTE 

(reconnected field lines) moves towards the dusk along the red lines, and the southern 

hemisphere counterparts move towards dawn, along tracks which are shown as dashed blue 

lines on the left hand side. In order to compare different models of the FTE, panel b) represents 

the schematic view of the FTE orientation and its motion in orange colour for multiple X-line 

FTE model, and panel c) for the elbow-shaped model. In the former case the axis of the FTE 

would be tilted along the orientation of the X-line, whilst traveling duskwards and with a trend 

towards the north pole. Conversely, as shown in panel c), the axis of the magnetospheric arm of 

the elbow-shaped model is approximately along the Z axis, and moves predominantly 

duskwards.  In each panel b) and c) the axis of the FTE and its propagation direction are also 

shown in purple colour, as defined by the timing analysis of Cluster observations. These results 

show that Cluster observations are more consistent with the elbow-shaped model sketched in 

panel c) than of the X-line model in panel b). 

We now consider the detailed structure of the FTE and the various plasma regimes observed 

during its passage over the spacecraft location (Sections 3.4.4.2 and 3.4.4.3). A dropout of the 

energetic electrons and the appearance of electrons with energies around 100 eV, is first 

observed by Cluster 2 and Cluster 3 in conjunction with the observation of the BN signature at 

these spacecraft. This is consistent with expectations if Clusters 2 and 3 moved temporarily onto 

convecting open field lines (i.e. recently reconnected magnetic field lines in the boundary layer 

of structure), where the energetic electrons of magnetospheric origin rapidly escaped along the 

field line after reconnection, and are replaced by a low energy, higher-density electron 

population of magnetosheath origin. Note the latter population mainly consists of bidirectional 

electrons with energies of ~100 eV, which is higher in energy than those observed somewhat 

later inside the magnetosheath, suggesting that they are accelerated as they cross the 

magnetopause. Note also they are observed along with strong electric field fluctuations, with 

levels of up to ~ 10-20 mV m
-1

. Such observations have previously been linked to the               

encounter of a separatrix layer extending far away from the reconnection diffusion region 

(André et al., 2004; Owen et al., 2008). Cluster 4, however, observed only a moderate drop-out 

of the energetic electrons associated with the BN signature at that spacecraft, suggesting this 

spacecraft may have just grazed the very edge of such a region, since there appears to be some 

loss of energetic particles without time for the field lines to fill with lower energy electrons. 

Given these observations, a possible conclusion is that Cluster 2 and 3 detected the draped 
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closed-field lines around the structure, but they spent significant time in the structure boundary 

layer, observing open-field lines which have more recently filled with magnetosheath plasma. 

Also, Cluster 4, nominally located furthest inside the magnetosphere, observed the bipolar 

signature in BN but this seems predominantly the result of the draping of closed-field lines over 

the FTE as it passed by, with perhaps only a brief encounter of very recently-opened field lines 

which have not had time to fill with magnetosheath plasma. 

 

 

Figure 3.12: A schematic view of reconnection X-line using Cooling et al. (2001) 

model, versus the Cluster observations of the FTE. All panels show the projection of 

the magnetopause onto YZ plane in GSM coordinates. The Cooling model in panel a) 

suggests that under such IMF clock angle, the X-line (shown in black line) would be 

extended from northern dawn to southern dusk. The red lines show the duskward 

movement of the FTE, and the dashed blue lines show the motion of the counterpart 

towards the dawn. Panel b) and c) show the schematic view of the FTE orientation 

and motion in orange colour, respectively for multiple X-line FTE model and the   

elbow-shaped model. The axis of the FTE and its propagation direction are shown in 

purple colour, as defined by the timing analysis of Cluster observations. The results 

show that Cluster observations are more consistent with the elbow-shaped model 

sketched in panel c) than of the X-line model in panel b). 

 

 

From the high-time-resolution observations of Cluster 1 (see Section 3.4.4.2, Figure 3.5), it is 

evident that C1 was the only spacecraft that observed all three regions identified in previous 

studies (e.g Rijnbeek et al., 1987; Farrugia et al., 2011): 1) The draped closed field lines with 

mainly magnetospheric plasma; 2) Deflected exterior open field lines and plasma of the 

boundary layer; 3) The reconnected magnetic field inside the core of flux tube, with plasma of 

the magnetosheath. Observations of C1 (Figures 3.5 and 3.7) in the O1 and O8 regions are 

consistent with expectations for the plasma population on closed, non- or slowly-convecting 

magnetospheric field lines and are largely unaffected by the presence of the structure. This 

spacecraft first detected signatures of the approaching FTE at 10:05:04 UT, with the observation 

of an upstream boundary layer (region O2), just before entering the core of flux tube. The 
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magnetic field orientation in this region largely remained at the prior magnetospheric 

orientation, but the field increased in strength, which is interpreted as a signature of the field 

lines being compressed by either the approaching magnetopause, or the approaching FTE 

structure itself. The electric field in this region ranged between 10 to 20 mV m
-1

 with a high 

level of wave activity. Energetic electrons prevalent in the magnetosphere disappeared, while 

low fluxes of bidirectional electrons with a peak energy of 114 eV were observed by PEACE. 

At the same time, the ions are observed to have overall a wider range of energy in this region 

with a distinct high-energy band (~4keV to ~20keV) separated from a lower-energy band 

(between ~50eV and 2 keV). These particle observations are consistent with C1 encountering a 

very recently opened set of flux tubes from which the magnetospheric electrons have escaped 

while the magnetosheath electrons are in the process of entering along the magnetic field line. 

However, these field lines have not been opened long enough for the high energy ions of 

magnetospheric origin to have escaped. The region O2 thus may represent a boundary layer with 

plasma that originates in both the magnetosphere and magnetosheath.  

Once the core of the FTE (regions I1 to I6) has passed over the spacecraft, plasma of similar 

characteristic to region O2 is again observed in the trailing regions marked as O3, O5 and O7. 

Observations in these regions are also similar to the observations of the boundary layer regions 

by Cluster 2 and 3, with bidirectionally distributed electrons of energies ~100eV. However, at 

C1 these observations are interspersed by observations of plasma in regions O4 and O6 which 

appear to contain a separate, distinct population only observed by Cluster 1. The latter group 

consists of isotropic or nearly-isotropic electron populations with energy centred on 58eV, 

which is close to the average energy observed inside the FTE. A slight reduction in the magnetic 

field strength, and absence of photoelectrons (≤ 9.5 eV energy), is consistent with these regions 

(O4 and O6) also contain higher density plasma than other regions of the boundary layer (O2, O3, 

O5 and O7). In addition to observation of these electron populations, there is also a low-energy, 

low-density population of ions. However, due to the spin modulation (Figure 3.7), more detailed 

information on the nature of the ions in regions O4 and O6 cannot be obtained as the relevant 

intervals do not coincide with those in which the CIS instrument is pointing into the flow 

direction and detecting significant fluxes. Note that there is no evidence of a separate bipolar BN 

signature to suggest that these intervals may be related to a second distinguishable FTE in those 

regions, and the electric field activity at similar levels to all the other boundary layer regions. In 

the wake of the core structure, there is a clear mixture of magnetospheric and magnetosheath 

plasmas on the same flux tube, which supports the earlier conclusion for FTE being result of a 

transient reconnection. 

For a better understanding of the motion of plasma in the boundary layer, the E×B drift velocity 

is calculated from the parameters observed by Cluster 1,2 and 3. For this calculation, it is 

assumed that E.B = 0 and therefore errors may exist associated with any possible electric field 

component parallel to magnetic field. With this caveat in mind, the drifts in the observed 
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regions are presented in Table 3.1 and 3.2. Just before the arrival of FTE at each spacecraft, the 

drift velocity measured by C2, C3, and C1 had negative VN, and after the structure passed, has 

positive VN. This is consistent with the magnetic field lines ahead of structure being pushed 

Earthwards as the FTE was approaching along the magnetopause. The observed compression in 

the magnetic field at all 3 spacecraft is also consistent with this interpretation. Note that the 

magnetopause itself was expected to be affected by a solar wind pressure increase (Section 

3.4.1), which might have added a total inward motion as well. Within the exterior regions of the 

FTE however, the E×B drift at all three spacecraft showed a negative VM component, which 

indicate the dawnward motion of field lines which are closer to the FTE core. Once the FTE has 

passed, a positive VN component indicates that the field lines go back towards their              

initial location by expanding outwards. This positive VN along with positive VM                           

observed by C2 indicate a circulatory motion of field and plasma around the FTE. Such  

motions were predicted by Farrugia et al. (1987), as they theoretically studied the flow 

perturbation of plasma past a cylindrical FTE. This hypothesis was then confirmed by 

observations (e.g. Sibeck and Smith, 1992; Korotova et al., 2009) that FTEs push the 

magnetospheric plasma in front of them and entrain the behind, and thus a return flow of plasma 

occurs on the flanks of FTEs and deeper within the magnetosphere. MHD simulations and 

Grad-Shafranov reconstructions (Birn et al., 2004; Snekvik et al., 2007) show that, such motions 

are also common for other plasma bubbles, such as Bursty Bulk Flows. In-situ observations and 

ionospheric signatures have proven the return flow around these bubbles in the magnetotail (e.g. 

Kauristie et al., 2000; Pitkänen et al., 2011; Walsh et al., 2009; Walsh and Forsyth, 2011).  

Once the structure had passed, Cluster 1 observed the plasma drifting duskwards in the 

disrupted region in the wake of the FTE. Hence, it suggests that in the wake of the FTE, in the 

portion of the boundary layer closer to the core, the motion of boundary layer follows the core. 

One assumption is that these motions might potentially lead to ripples in the wake of the FTE, 

and result in observation of such isotropic population from magnetosheath origin in regions O4 

and O6. Note that the electron moments which are produced at spin resolution (4.148 s) are too 

slow to be used to analyse these possible vortices. The summary of these motions are illustrated 

in grey arrows in Figure 3.11, for both inside the core and inside the boundary layer. 

Cluster 1 entered the FTE proper at 10:05:08 UT, where the BL component dropped from its 

maximum level and BN increased from zero to its maximum level in region E1, which is 

identified as the edge of the structure itself. The electric field strength decreased from its 

maximum to below ~10 mV m
-1

 and showed a lower level of activity. At the same time, the 

electrons of the boundary layer were replaced by higher fluxes of magnetosheath-like electrons. 

The electromagnetic field variations at the edge of FTEs can be routinely observed by Cluster 

(e.g. Farrugia et al., 2011), but the benefit of using these high-time-resolution particle 

distributions is clear during this transition, in which region E1 is crossed in only 0.5 second. At 

more usual spin-resolution, the plasmas from the boundary layer, the edge and the core would 
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be aliased over 4 seconds and thus no clear edge region would be distinguished. The 

observations in region E1 show that energy flux of electrons increased from ~10
7
 to above     

~10
8
 keV (cm

2
-s-sr-keV)

-1
, their typical energy dropped from 114 eV to 47 eV, and their 

initially bidirectional distribution gradually turned into a more isotropic one, broadening first 

from the field-antiparallel direction and then spreading into a field-parallel beam (e.g Figure 

3.6). Note that the reverse sequence, (conversion of an isotropic distribution to bidirectional), 

took place over ~1 second as the spacecraft crossed the edge region marked E2 as it exited the 

core interior region. At the boundary between O2 and E1, and also that between E2 and O3, the 

electric field magnitude reaches the highest values seen during this entire event. This is 

consistent with the behaviour expected at the two sheets of relatively strong current separating 

these regions (André et al., 2004; André et al., 2010; Vaivads et al., 2004). Given the fact that 

the average electron energy inside the magnetosheath was 58 eV, and inside the boundary layer 

was 114 eV, the observation of the thin layers of electrons with lower observed temperatures 

(peak energy: 47eV) at the time of the crossing of these current sheets, is important. The 

existence of cold-accelerated electrons at the edge of FTEs has previously been reported by 

André et al. (2010), who suggested these are part of the reconnection current circuit.                          

In addition, the antiparallel beams of electrons observed in these edge regions have higher 

fluxes than the parallel equivalent just outside the edge of FTE, which may be consistent with a 

Hall electron current flowing in this region, as previously reported by André et al. (2004) and 

Vaivads et al. (2004). Minimum variance analysis of E1 and E2 suggest that the outbound 

normal vector rotated ~32.5 degrees dawnwards at the entrance of Cluster into the structure, and 

then ~30.4 degrees duskwards at the exit. This again is consistent with a FTE passing by C1 and 

moving duskwards.  

The PEACE, CIS, EFW and FGM observations recorded within the core of the FTE, regions I1 

to I6, (Section 3.4.4.2) show that while the BN component decreased quasi-continuously from its 

maximum at the start of I1, to its minimum in I6, the BM component was persistently deflected 

towards dusk and the BL component showed an enhancement at the centre of this interval, in 

region I3. These observations are consistent with those in previous reports of Crater FTE’s (e.g. 

LaBelle et al., 1987). The electric field inside the core region was < 10 mV m
-1

 throughout and 

relatively quieter than anywhere else during the interval studied. The average E×B drift velocity 

within these interior regions was ~100 km s
-1

 in (-0.18, -0.97, -0.16) LMN direction for most of 

the time, which is in close agreement (within 9 degrees) with the propagation velocity of the 

FTE calculated by multi-spacecraft timing analysis (~103 km s
-1

 in (-0.039, -0.994, -0.107) 

LMN). From the PEACE observations, a clear temperature change between different regions 

within the core is observed. Knowing that the minimum temperature of 47 eV occurred at the 

edges, the electrons are slightly heated in region I1 and reach a peak of 58 eV inside I2, which is 

close to the average of electron energy observed later within the magnetosheath. During the 

same period of time, CIS observations show that the ions moved mainly perpendicular to the 
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concurrently observed magnetic field in (-0.19, -0.97, -0.17 ) the LMN direction inside each of 

the E1, I1 and I2 regions, with a steady increase in the energy band containing the peak flux from 

around 300 eV to around 500 eV.  

In region I3, containing a local maximum in the field strength, the electron temperature reduces 

to the level at the FTE edges. The distribution of electrons remained isotropic in this region. 

Unfortunately there is no relevant PAD for ions available at this time since CIS instrument was 

sampling in the opposite direction to that containing the flow. This cold population of electrons 

in the central region of the core is observed for the first time and thus of particular interest. 

Since the flux and temperature of electrons in this region is similar to those in the edges, it is 

tempting to relate the observation to a temporary return towards the near-edge region, perhaps 

due to an oscillatory motion of the magnetopause. In the case of such a return, one expects to 

see variations in the BN component with a secondary peak, due to the back and forth 

displacement of spacecraft relative to the magnetopause boundary. However the observations 

show that the BN component decreased from maximum to minimum in a monotonic fashion, 

while the BM component remained steadily duskwards. These observations are not consistent 

with a return to the edge. Moreover, the electric field value does not change significantly, and 

its activity level in this central region is not as high as the edges. Thus we conclude that this is a 

new, separate region within the core, where lower fluxes of plasma with lower temperature 

results in a reduced level of diamagnetic depression of the magnetic field in this region.  

In I4, the plasma temperature returned to same level as I2. Both electrons and ions increased in 

energy flux, and the ion distribution had components of motion both field aligned and 

perpendicular to the field. In I5, the plasma reached its highest temperature and also energy flux, 

suggesting that a heating process continued as the spacecraft crossed the interior regions, but the 

distribution of particles remained similar to those in I4. Finally, in the last region of the FTE 

core, I6, highly field-aligned ions are observed along with bidirectional electron fluxes just 

before exiting the core of FTE. This latter region is discussed in more detail below. 

During the passage of Cluster 1 through the core of the FTE, there is spin-phase-modulation for 

ions in magnetosheath energies, as they are not gyrotropic in the spacecraft frame (Figures 3.7 

and 3.8). Therefore, there are only 6 data points where near-complete ion pitch angle 

distributions and unaliased ion moments are reconstructed. These spin resolution moments are 

used to calculate the Alfvén speed, which is ~950 -1250 km s
-1

 in the boundary layer outside the 

FTE, and ~95-215 km s
-1

 inside the core. It is to be noted that these are approximate velocities, 

as there were possibly heavier ions which were not detected by the HIA instrument, and not 

taken into account in plasma density. Note that during the last spin inside the FTE, when strong 

field-aligned ions and bidirectional electrons were observed, the parallel component of ion 

velocity, V|| ~115 km s
-1

 was comparable to Alfvén velocity at that time. This perhaps might be 

evidence for unwinding kinked reconnected field lines, given the observations made before the 
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rear edge of FTE, where ions were moving along the magnetic field line with speeds 

comparable to Alfvén speed (Cowley and Owen, 1989; Smith and Owen 1992;                              

Owen et al., 2001). 

Based on these high-time-resolution observations, it can be postulated that the observed FTE is 

not an isolated flux tube, but instead the ongoing reconnection on the field lines forming the 

boundary layer is contributing to the growth of the structure. In other words, while the core of 

the FTE consists of the initially reconnected field lines forming an FTE, the boundary is also 

open and is formed of more recently reconnected flux tubes that contain heated plasma, and 

which are being added to the outer layer of the FTE core. For this particular FTE, clear evidence 

of the more recent reconnection is seen towards the trailing edge, which will subsequently reach 

a more stable equilibrium with other regions within the core (Hasegawa et al., 2010).             

This signature of ongoing reconnection could also be observed if the FTE were a                        

single X-line model. However in that case, both leading and trailing edges of the FTE would be 

expected to show similar electron distributions, where one would expect to see a more 

symmetric passage across field lines of different ages. However, for this event there were 

differences in the electron population in leading edge and trailing edge which suggested a 

different time elapsed since reconnection and therefore more consistent with it being an              

elbow-shaped (e.g. Owen et al. 2008) than a single X-line structured model.   

The spacecraft trajectories during the FTE observation are demonstrated in the summary plot of 

the observations is shown in Figure 3.11 on the MN plane. The schematic view is in Cluster 

standard colour code, and based on their distance from magnetopause plane and PEACE 

observations. The projection of magnetic field onto the MN plane, which was measured by 

FGM, is shown in white arrows. These magnetic fields have also strong component along L 

direction, which supposedly represent helical field lines, which separate the multiple plasma 

layers identified by PEACE. These layers consist of the edges, outer and inner layers of FTE 

and marked in black letters. The colours of these layers illustrate the variation in differential 

energy flux of the electrons, which are based on LEEA high-time-resolution observations. The 

grey arrows are the E×B drift velocity measured by EFW, both inside and out the FTE core.  

3.6 Summary 

In this chapter, the Cluster observations of a Crater FTE on 12 February 2007 are presented, 

when the quartet was located in the low latitude boundary layer, and widely separated on the 

magnetopause plane. The passage of the FTE was sequentially observed by Cluster 2, 3, 4 and 1 

respectively. Cluster 4 observed only the field lines draping around the structure, while Cluster 

2 and 3 also observed the deflected open-field lines with bidirectional low-energy electrons. 

Finally, Cluster 1 observed the core of the FTE in addition to the other regions. Putting the 

evidence together, including the solar wind conditions, the results of timing analysis, the 
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electromagnetic field variations, the convection speed and direction, and the particle 

distributions at the four Cluster spacecraft, we conclude that the observations by Cluster are not 

due to a temporary displacement of the magnetopause over the spacecraft location, as the solar 

wind dynamic pressure was steadily increasing. Accordingly these observations are consistent 

with the encounter of the magnetospheric portion of a crater-type FTE consisting of a                  

north-south (magnetospheric field) aligned tube of reconnected flux, as expected from the          

elbow-shaped model, convecting in the duskward direction. Given the predominantly dawnward 

IMF, this is consistent with the pulling of the magnetospheric arm of the flux rope duskward 

across the magnetopause plane under the influence of magnetic tension. However, since the 

magnetosheath counterpart of this FTE signature is not observed by any of the spacecraft, and 

due to IMF conditions, the topology of the reconnection region might be much more 

complicated than the one originally sketched by Russell and Elphic, (1978). During the event of 

primary interest, all 4 spacecraft were operating in burst mode, and the magnetic field 

orientation inside the magnetosphere was nearly along the spin axis of the spacecraft; thus, the 

3D data from PEACE and CIS instrument may be used, to reconstruct the high-time-resolution 

pitch angle distribution of electrons and ions. In this way, the maximum capability of Cluster is 

acquired to study the plasma with up to 32 times higher time resolution than is normally 

available. As a result, the FTE substructure is identified to consisting of number of different 

layers. The main results of the analysis in this research chapter are:  

i. Identification of multiple layers of plasma, and a general heating of the plasma 

populations towards the edges of the FTE core.  

ii.  Identification of a central region during the magnetic field enhancement period, 

with the lowest flux and lowest temperature plasma, compared to other regions of 

the core of the FTE.  

iii.  Identification of strongly field aligned ions with Alfvénic speeds along with 

bidirectional electrons near the rearward edge of FTE.  

iv. Identification of thin current layers at the FTE edges, where the bidirectional 

distribution of electrons gradually turned into a more isotropic one, broadening 

first from the antiparallel direction and then spreading into the parallel beam;  

v. Identification of isotropically distributed electrons in the FTE boundary layer.  

Further studies of similar events will contribute to understanding the processed involved in 

layering the plasma within the FTE. These observations are relevant precursors which may be 

useful in preparation for higher time resolution missions, such as those using data from the 

recently launched NASA's Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission (Fuselier et al., 2014). 
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Chapter 4 

Chapter 4: Microscale Dynamics within Magnetopause 

Kelvin-Helmholtz Waves 

  

On 29 Dec 2006, the Cluster spacecraft encountered on-going Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) waves 

as they moved inbound and crossed the Earth’s dusk flank magnetopause through the LLBL. 

During this event, the spacecraft were operating in burst mode, and the magnetic field remained 

closely aligned with the spacecraft spin axis. Thus, during certain time intervals, the 3D particle 

data can be used to reconstruct near-full pitch angle distribution of electrons and ions at         

sub-spin, as described in Section 2.2.1. These observations are used to provide new insights into 

the particle dynamics, in this case processes associated with the waves observed during the 

inbound movements of Cluster across the magnetopause. The LDFTS technique (as explained in 

Section 2.2.3), is also used to indicate the regions where the low density plasma was traveling 

faster than the bulk magnetosheath velocity, which has previously been assumed to be a plasma 

signature indicative of the presence of rolled up K-H vortices. We argue that this technique is 

not always a good indicator of such vortices, as for this event, there is no clear signature that the 

K-H waves were rolled up. Yet, there is strong evidence for the occurrence of magnetic 

reconnection, even where K-H waves have not yet evolved to a vortex structure.  

 

4.1 Introduction 

The Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability (KHI) drives waves at the magnetopause which can grow to 

non-linear state and create rolled-up vortices. As described in the introduction to this thesis 

(Section 1.2.5) it is suggested that reconnection within rolled-up vortices are responsible for 

thicker LLBL during northward IMF. Hasegawa et al. (2004) demonstrated strong evidence of 

such vortices, and since then, many studies have been focused on understanding how 

reconnection initiates and evolves, and what structures emerge through coupling the 

magnetospheric plasma with solar wind (e.g Nykyri et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2008;    

Nakamura et al., 2006, 2008; Hasegawa et al., 2009; Eriksson et al., 2009;                            

Bavassano Cattaneo et al., 2010). However, the contribution of such reconnection to plasma 
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transport, and also possible signatures of reconnection, which could ultimately be used to 

distinguishable from other types of reconnection during northward IMF, are still under debate.  

This chapter presents the observations of the dusk flank magnetopause by the Cluster spacecraft 

on 29 December 2006. During the interval 07:30 to 09:30 UT, the spacecraft, deployed in the 

“multiscale” formation, encountered various boundary waves at the terminator magnetopause. 

The high-time-resolution observations of particles are used, along with the high-time-resolution 

magnetic field data to test for signatures of reconnection within K-H waves. The relevance of 

such observation to LDFTS plasma is discussed, to address the above questions regarding 

reconnection during northward IMF.  

4.2 Spacecraft Dataset 

In this research chapter the data from the four-spacecraft Cluster mission (Escoubet et al., 2001) 

are used for magnetopause observation. The instruments used are Plasma Electron and Current 

Experiment (PEACE) instruments (Johnstone et al., 1997; Fazakerley et al., 2010), the Cluster 

Ion Spectrometer (CIS) instruments (Rème et al., 2001), the Cluster Fluxgate Magnetometers 

(FGM) (Balogh et al., 2001). Along with Cluster, the data from the Geotail spacecraft           

(Mukai et al., 1994; Kokubun et al., 1994) are used as a monitor for the upstream solar wind 

conditions. 

4.3 Spacecraft Position 

The four Cluster spacecraft were located just to the dayside of the dusk terminator, when they 

encountered the magnetopause at ~08:33 UT. Since the main focus here is on the observations 

of Cluster 1, the location of this spacecraft, (1.73, 13.94, 0.13) RE GSM, is chosen as the 

reference point. The projection of the Cluster position onto the ZX and YX GSM planes are 

shown on the top panels of Figure 4.1, in Cluster standard colour coded filled circles. (Black, 

Red, Green and Blue for Cluster 1 to 4 respectively). At the same time, the Geotail spacecraft 

was located upstream of the bow-shock at (18.40, 7.96, -6.62) RE GSM, which is also shown on 

the same planes as a orange filled circle. Assuming a quiet magnetopause, the Roelof and 

Sibeck (1993, 1994) model is employed to estimate the orientation of the magnetopause 

boundary normal coordinate (LMN) system (Russell and Elphic, 1978), and the spacecraft 

positions rotated into this frame. The results are shown on the bottom panels of Figure 4.1, 

where Cluster position is projected onto the resultant LN and LM planes. The LN panel, 

contains a vertical black line, which represents the location of model magnetopause with regards 

to Cluster. The LM panel represents the projection of Cluster position onto the model 

magnetopause plane. From these panels, it is evident that Cluster 2, 3 and 4 are almost aligned 

in L direction but separated by ~7,700 km in the M direction from Cluster 1. In the L direction, 

which is along the projection of Earth’s dipole magnetic field onto the magnetopause, Cluster 2 
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is located at the highest latitude, 8,914 km above Cluster 1, and Cluster 3 and 4 respectively 

2,160 and 1,760 km south of the Cluster 1 level. In the N direction, the spacecraft have the 

smallest separation, but Cluster 3 is the outermost spacecraft ~1,100 km ahead of Cluster 1, 

followed by C4 and C2 respectively 595 and 493 km ahead of Cluster 1. 

4.4 Solar wind observations 

Geotail data are used to monitor the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) variation in the solar 

wind. The three components of the IMF measured by this spacecraft are shown in Figure 4.2a 

for the time interval of 07:30 to 10:30 UT, in the GSM coordinate system. From ~07:30 to 

~08:20 UT, IMF orientation was northward as the BZ and BX components remained positive 

with variations of respectively 0 to 4 nT and 0 to 3 nT, while BY was -2 to -4 nT. Then, between 

~08:20 and ~08:28 UT, BZ temporarily reached -1 nT, while the other two components 

remained broadly the same. Then, from ~08:30 to ~08:55 UT, the IMF was predominantly 

northward, with BX ~ 0 to -2 nT, BY ~ -2 to -4 nT, and BZ ~ 4 nT. Again, from ~08:55 to             

~ 09:22 UT, BX ~ 2 nT, BY ~ -2 nT, and BZ ~ 0 to 2 nT. After this period, the IMF switched to 

mostly southward, with BX ~ 2 to 4 nT, BY ~ -2 to 2 nT, and BZ ~ 0 to -4 nT. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: The position of Cluster and Geotail in GSE and LMN coordinates. The 

top panels show the projection of Cluster and Geotail positions on the XZ and XY 

planes in GSM coordinates. Cluster 1 used as the reference point, was located at 

(1.73, 13.94, 0.13) RE GSM, and the Geotail spacecraft was upstream of the         

bow-shock at (18.40, 7.96, -6.62) RE GSM, monitoring the IMF. The bottom panels 

show the position of Cluster projected onto the LN and LM planes in boundary 

normal coordinates. 
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4.5 Boundary wave observations 

Panel b) and c) in Figure 4.2, respectively show the magnetic field and omnidirectional energy 

spectrogram of electrons observed by Cluster 1 for time interval of 07:30 to 10:30 UT, which is 

accompanied by the position of reference in the abscissa under the panel. The magnetic field 

data are plotted in the LMN coordinate system, and the spectrogram in particle energy flux, with 

the black trace line at the bottom of the spectrogram representing as the spacecraft potential 

from the EFW instrument. 

At 07:30 UT, the BL, BM and BN components of the magnetic field were respectively              

~20, ~ -15 and ~ -5 nT. The tilt of magnetic field orientation in -M direction is consistent with 

the expectation of Earth’s dipole field being stretched tailwards at the dusk terminator 

(Tsyganenko, 1998). On the other hand, the N component, although relatively small, is not zero 

at this time, as might be expected for the correct identification of the plane of a closed 

magnetopause. This may be due to the use of the Roelof and Sibeck (1993, 1994) model 

referenced to the position of the spacecraft at 08:33 UT. The energy spectrogram shows that at 

07:30 UT the highest flux of electrons was centred at ~1 keV, while significant fluxes of 

electrons from 10 eV to 10 keV were present. At the bottom of the spectrogram, the red band 

just under the spacecraft potential indicates the presence of photoelectrons measured by the 

PEACE instrument. These observations are consistent with Cluster 1 being located inside the 

magnetosphere.  

The first significant variation in the electron population occurred at 07:35 UT, when the highest 

electron flux became temporarily centred at ~100 eV, but there is very little variation in 

magnetic field orientation. This is indicative of Cluster 1 entering the low latitude boundary 

layer (LLBL) where the mixture of both low (magnetosheath) and high (magnetospheric) energy 

populations exists, but with low fluxes. After about a minute, the plasma energy distribution 

returned back to its initial state. However this variation between magnetospheric and LLBL    

(~1 keV to ~100eV) subsequently happens a few more times, at 07:43, 07:46 and 07:51 UT. 

During each of these time intervals, the magnetic field shows very little variation.  

At 07:53 UT, the magnetic field showed a more significant variation, when BM dropped from    

~ -15 to ~ -27 nT and the other components also showed fluctuations. At the same time, the 

energy distribution of electrons exhibited a major change, whereby almost all the electrons 

above ~400 eV disappeared, as well as the photoelectrons, and a higher flux of electrons with 

centre energy of ~50 eV appeared. This continued until 07:56 UT when both the magnetic field 

and electron populations returned to their previous, magnetospheric state. The deflection of 

magnetic field, the disappearance of higher energy electrons and absence of photoelectrons are 

indicators of the spacecraft being in a denser plasma, and consistent with Cluster 1 temporarily 

exiting to the magnetosheath proper. 
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Figure 4.2: Observations of boundary wave during a northward IMF. Panel a) shows 

Geotail observations of the upstream, b) magnetic field from Cluster 1 in LMN 

coordinates, and c) electron energy distribution at Cluster 1 from 07:30 to 10:30 UT. The 

bottom set of panels focus on local variations in the boundary layer within an 8 min time 

interval. Panel d), f), h) show magnetic field respectively from Cluster 3, 4 and 1, and 

panel e), g), i) their ions energy distribution (and the over plotted total pressure in black 

line) from 08:30 to 08:40 UT. See Sections 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 for the details. Also, the 

regions marked in brown colour on panels d),f) and h) are the time intervals that are 

studies in Section 4.8.  
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Similar observations consistent with Cluster 1 travelling back and forth through magnetosphere, 

LLBL and magnetosheath plasma, reoccurred frequently until 08:40 UT (e.g. 08:05-08:10 UT, 

08:17-08:20 UT, 08:26-08:28 UT, 08:29-08:31 UT, 08:32-08:35 UT) . However each time, the 

BN showed greater variation in the form of bipolar fluctuations, while the highest energy of 

electrons decreased gradually from ~10 keV to ~5 keV and the flux of low energy electrons 

(~50 eV) increased. These observations are consistent with spacecraft getting closer to the 

magnetosheath proper after each crossing from the LLBL to the MSBL.  

From 08:40 UT, the magnetic field showed larger variations in its orientation. BL stayed mainly 

positive at about ~20 nT but with fluctuations up to 10 nT, while BM switched to positive values 

from 0-25 nT. Thereafter, the main population of electrons were centred at ~50 eV, with highest 

energy up to ~400 eV. During this interval the spacecraft potential was ~2V, which together 

with the observations of low-energy electrons suggest that Cluster 1 was inside the 

magnetosheath. This is consistent with the observations of Geotail, where IMF had positive BX 

and negative BY components, suggesting a positive BM in the magnetosheath. Between        

09:03 and 09:12 UT, BM temporarily switched to negative at ~ -25 nT while BL stayed the same. 

During this interval, the flux of magnetosheath electrons (centred at ~50 eV) decreased 

relatively, and the same time very low flux of electrons up to 1 keV appeared, which was 

accompanied with an increase in spacecraft potential up to 8V. 

From 09:14 to 10:30 UT, BL was mainly negative, while BM stayed above zero. However there 

are many short intervals (e.g. 09:17, 09:19, 09:26, 09:37, 09:39, 09:49, 09:55, 10:10 UT) where 

BL briefly turned positive, while BN exhibited bipolar variations. Along with these brief 

variations in the magnetic field, the plasma also showed changes at the same time. This includes 

the presence of a higher energy population up to ~5 keV, as well as an energy shift for the 

maximum population from ~50 eV to ~70 eV.  

Cluster 1 observed three different electron populations periodically up to 08:40 UT,                   

which is consistent with spacecraft encountering magnetopause surface waves                          

(Chen and Kivelson, 1993; Owen et al., 2004). Thus it is applicable to use the minimum 

variance technique (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967; Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998) at the time 

intervals of each inbound/outbound crossing, to calculate the boundary angle with regards to the 

magnetopause quiet standoff orientation. These boundary waves are annotated on panel a, b and 

c in Figure 4.2, and the result of MVA for each wave is shown in Table 4.1.  

Figure 4.3 represents a schematic view of the boundary waves observed by Cluster 1, in which 

the quiet magnetopause is shown as a horizontal dashed blue line, separating the magnetosheath 

proper above, from the magnetospheric proper below the line. The orientations of the 

magnetopause during these inbound/outbound crossings are calculated using the minimum 

variance technique (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967; Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998). The normal 

vectors for each crossing are shown as nin and nout, based on the values given in Table 4.1. 
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Overall, there are five magnetosheath entries between 07:50 and 08:30 UT, which for most of 

both the leading and trailing edge of boundary waves, the MVA technique is applicable. 

However, for wave #3 and the inbound crossing of wave #5, there is no sharp variation in the 

magnetic field, which leads to degenerate results, and thus MVA is not applied. For the other 

encounters, there is a determination of the magnetopause orientation, assuming its normal is 

aligned with the minimum variance direction, which make it possible to reconstruct the shape of 

the waves. A comparison between the direction of nout (available for the waves #1, #2, #4 and 

#5) with the nin (available for waves #1,#2 and #4) show that the waves are steepened.                   

These observations are consistent with expectation from steepened K-H waves                             

(Chen and Kivelson, 1993) and timing analysis of Cluster observations (e.g. Owen et al., 2004). 

Note that the time interval that Cluster spent inside the magnetosheath plasma was about few 

minutes, during which, the waves and/or their boundary layer could have evolved. Hence, an 

examination is required to investigate the possibility that this steepened wave train may have 

developed to the nonlinear phase. 

 

  Leading edge Trailing edge 

Wave #1 

Time 07:52:56.101-07:53:01.616 07:55:35.486-07:55:38.564 

N (-0.283, -0.473, -0.834) (0.837, -0.533, 0.127) 

λint / λmin 0.458/0.0345 = 13.27 1.4/0.037 = 37.83 

Wave #2 

Time 08:04:53.223- 08:04:57.104 08:10:10.076-08:10:14.001 

N (-0.769, -0.247, -0.589) (0.692, -0.666, 0.280) 

λint / λmin 0.1774/0.0287 = 6.18 0.577/0.0224 = 25.76 

Wave #3  Undetermined Undetermined 

Wave #4 

Time 08:25:52.428-08:25:53.246 08:27:35.454-08:27:36.625 

N (-0.631, -0.259, -0.731) (-0.169, -0.949, 0.265) 

λint / λmin 0.1279/0.0131 = 9.76 0.1789/0.0066 = 27 

Wave #5 

Time 08:29:12.533-08:29:14.020 

Undetermined N (-0.335, -0.625, -0.705) 

λint / λmin 0.5985/0.0202 = 29.63 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.1: Observations of Cluster 1, during its encounters with 5 period waves, 

before entering the magnetosheath. The time interval, normal vector direction in 

LMN coordinates and the MVA eigenvalue ratios for the leading and also trailing 

edges, are presented.  
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. 

 

Figure 4.3: Schematic view of the boundary waves observed by Cluster 1. The quiet 

magnetopause is shown as a dashed blues line, separating the magnetosheath proper 

at the top side, from the magnetospheric proper as the bottom side of the line. The 

spacecraft encountered 5 waves before settling in the magnetosheath proper (see 

Table 4.1). The orientation of the magnetopause during inbound/outbound crossings 

are calculated using the minimum variance technique (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967; 

Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998), and shown as nin and nout for each wave. In general 

there is good determination for the magnetopause orientation during each wave 

encounter, which makes it possible to reconstruct a picture of how the boundary 

waves were shaped. Except for wave #3 and the inbound crossing of wave #5, where 

MVA does not return exclusive results, and therefore not shown here. These 

observations are consistent with expectation from steepened K-H waves (Chen and 

Kivelson, 1993) and timing analysis of Cluster observations. (e.g. Owen et al., 2004). 

 

 

 

4.6 LDFTS and the possibility of nonlinear K-H waves 

The Takagi et al. (2006) and Hasegawa et al. (2006b) method is employed to test for the         

non-linearly developed K-H waves, and/or rolled-up vortices which would act to drive LDFTS 

plasma flows (see Section 2.2.3). Figure 4.4a, shows the velocity of ions measured by the 

CIS/HIA instrument on Cluster 1, versus their density, for the time interval between 08:30 to 

09:15 UT. The vertical axis is the VM component, which is the velocity of ions tangential to the 

model magnetopause, and horizontal axis is the density of those ions. There are two vertical 

lines in red and green colour which respectively mark the density of the magnetosheath 

(assumed to be 80% of the maximum density measured) and 70% of the latter value                 

(e.g. Hasegawa et al., 2006b; Taylor et al., 2012) . Also there are three horizontal lines in red 

and orange, which represent the average VM in the magnetosheath within the bracket of its 

standard deviation ±σ. The area highlighted in a purple colour in the bottom left corner of the 

plot, then marks the datapoints (~17% of the population between 08:30 to 09:15 UT) for which 

the plasma has a density lower than 70% of the magnetosheath value but are traveling tangential 

to the magnetopause by at least 1 standard deviation (σ) faster than the average sheath flow. 

These points are defined as the LDFTS measurements (Takagi et al., 2006;                        

Hasegawa et al., 2006b; Taylor et al., 2012). 
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Figure 4.4. Scatterplots of the faster than sheath flows from Cluster 1, between 08:30 

and 09:15 UT. Panel a) shows the observed density versus shear velocity of the ions. The 

purple area indicates that up to ~17% of these flows are LDFTS, which might have been 

observed in a rolled-up vortex. Panel b) shows the Transition Parameter versus shear 

velocity, where ~5% of flows fall in the BPFTS. The red arrow marks the time interval 

that the fastest boundary layer plasma was observed, which is also marked under the 

panel i) in Fig. 4.2. Panel c) shows the log-log scatter plot of electron density versus 

electron perpendicular temperature from Cluster 1, during the interval of 07:30 to        

10:30 UT , from which the Transition Parameter (as used in panel (b)) is calculated. (See 

Sections 4.4 to 4.7 for the details).  

 

 

Based on the Takagi et al. (2006) arguments, these datapoints would be assumed to have been 

taken in rolled-up vortices, which are usually expected to be seen at the post terminator flanks. 

However, as explained in the introduction section 2.2.3 (e.g. Taylor et al., 2012;                    

Plaschke et al., 2014), some of these data points might be in a plasma depletion layer (PDL) or 

the result of a velocity enhancement due to the background flow. To address this deficiency, 

instead of using the ‘lower density criterion’, the plasma transition parameter (TP)                 

(Hapgood and Bryant, 1990; Lockwood and Hapgood 1997), is employed in this work as a 

potentially more accurate indicator of boundary layer plasma. Figure 4.4c shows the log-log 

scatter plot of electron density versus electron perpendicular temperature from Cluster 1, during 
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the interval of 07:30 to 10:30 UT. As explained in Sect. 2.2.2, the TP is defined from the best fit 

curve on these datapoints, which is shown as a black trace line in panel c) of Figure 4.4. The 

blue datapoints on the top left corner represent the magnetospheric population with 95 < TP 

<100, and the red datapoints on the bottom right, represent the magnetosheath population with 

typical value of 0 < TP < 20 ( e.g. Lockwood and Hapgood 1997;  Foullon et al., 2008, 2010). 

We thus define the boundary layer where plasma has TP > 20, which takes both density and 

temperature into account rather than low-density only. 

Figure 4.4b, covering the same data period as plotted in Figure 4.4a, plots VM versus TP. In this 

panel, the vertical green line separates the boundary plasma with TP greater than 20, to define 

the data points consistent with having ‘boundary plasma faster than sheath’ (BPFTS). This new 

technique returns the result that only 30 datapoints fall in the BPFTS category, representing 

~5% of the population between 08:30 to 09:15 UT. This decrease in the number of ion 

datapoints identified by this new method seems to be consistent with the explanation by 

Plaschke et al. (2014) that some of these ions might have been observed due to the particular 

velocity pattern in the PDL. A similar analysis for Cluster 3 also shows that ~3% of the 

population falls into the LDFTS category, while no plasma data points are identified to be in the 

BPFTS category. For Cluster 4, the percentage drops from ~14% to ~3% using the BPFTS 

method. Thus, the plasma properties within these regions of BPFTS are good candidates for 

further examination in order to investigate the possibility of formation of rolled-up vortices. In 

this regard, the interval which contains the plasma with the fastest velocity in negative VM 

direction and TP ~30 (indicated by red arrow on Figure 4.4b) is studied further below through 

analysis of the multi spacecraft observations around that interval. 

4.7 Local/global structures within the boundary waves 

Figure 4.2 also represents the magnetic field in the LMN coordinate system, the ion             

omni-directional energy flux with the total-pressure over-plotted, from Cluster 3, 4 and 1 for the 

time interval of 08:32 to 08:40 UT. These data are shown in the panel d) to i), respectively, from 

top to bottom. The ion data are collected from the HIA sensor on Cluster 3 and 1, and H
+
 from 

CODIF on Cluster 4. Since the ion species measured by these instruments are different, the total 

pressure calculated from them may not be directly comparable. As a result the scales of these 

plots have been adjusted to highlight the trend of variations more clearly. The data shows that at 

08:32 UT, all three spacecraft measured approximately same magnetic field values,                   

B = (20,-2,0) nT LMN and total pressure, which for all three spacecraft was ~0.45 to ~0.50 nPa. 

At the same time, the high energy magnetospheric ion population extending up to ~30 keV were 

observed by all three spacecraft, for which the maximum flux was centred at ~4 keV. However, 

Cluster 3 also observed low flux, low energy (~100 eV) ions, which indicates that the spacecraft 

was likely inside the magnetopause boundary layer plasma already at this time. 
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Cluster 3 is the first to observe a variation in magnetic field and plasma properties at            

~08:32:36 UT, which is followed by Cluster 4 at ~08:32:40 UT and then Cluster 1 at           

~08:33:31 UT. For all three spacecraft, this change is exhibited in the form of a bipolar variation 

in the BN component of the magnetic field (±15 nT), during which the BM component switched 

from ~ -20nT to ~10nT. Moreover, the BL component reached its maximum value, of ~45nT, 

for the whole interval shown, at the centre of the bipolar BN signature.  

From the spectrogram data, it is evident that the energy and flux of ions changed along with the 

magnetic field variations; the observations show the presence of a higher flux of low 

energy/magnetosheath ion population, with the maximum flux centred at ~400 eV, while the 

maximum energy of these ions dropped from ~30 keV to ~10 keV. Then, after ~20 seconds, all 

three spacecraft observed a ~5-fold increase in the flux of ions. This is accompanied with an 

increase in the total-pressure (magnetic pressure plus plasma pressure) observed by all three 

spacecraft. The next significant change in the ion population is observed at the centre of the 

magnetic bipolar signature, where the centre of the energy for ions shifted from ~400 eV to 

about ~700 eV, and the ions of both highest and lowest energy bins disappeared. In the 

meantime, the total pressure of the plasma also reached its maximum value of the whole interval 

to ~1 nPa at Cluster 3 and 1, and also 0.85 nPa at Cluster 4. Since all three spacecraft observed 

almost identical signatures, these observations appear consistent with a globally driven structure 

passing over the Cluster spacecraft at this time. 

After the passage of the bipolar signature, the observations by Cluster 3 started to show 

significant difference with regards to Cluster 4 and 1. For instance, the BL component of the 

magnetic field measured by Cluster 3 switched to negative values of ~ -10 nT, while BM stayed 

positive with BN fluctuating around zero. However, at both Cluster 4 and 1, BL remained 

positive with fluctuations around ~20nT, and BM and BN fluctuated around zero. These were 

observed from 08:33:58 to 08:34:18 UT for Cluster 3, 08:34:03 to 08:34:34 UT for Cluster 4 

and 08:34:39 to 08:35:04 UT for Cluster 1, when, in each case, the total pressure of plasma 

reached its minimum value of the whole event, respectively ~ 0.34 nPa, 0.22 nPa and 0.33 nPa. 

Meanwhile, the ion energy distribution at Cluster 3 remained unchanged, and centred at       

~400 eV, but at Cluster 4 and 1, it gradually increased towards ~1 keV, creating a nose-shape 

distribution. More specifically, this is exactly when Cluster 1 observed the fastest ions within 

the BPFTS dataset, which is also marked by the red arrow in Figure 4.4b. By the end of the 

nose, the total pressure of the plasma reached ~0.45 to 0.50 nPa, the same as the initial values at 

the three spacecraft. 

From 08:34:22 to 08:35:12 UT, BL at Cluster 3 remained negative from ~ -5 nT to ~ -10nT, the 

BM component showed small fluctuations around ~20nT level, and BN around zero. The ion 

population showed magnetosheath-like energies with no significant changes, and the total 

pressure fluctuated moderately between ~0.45 and ~ 0.6 nPa. Then BL switched to positive 
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values reaching a peak of ~40nT and the fluctuation around ~20nT, and BM ~ -10nT with a 

quick bipolar variation in BN between -10 nT and 20 nT, which lasted until 08:35:28 UT. The 

centre of the energy of the ions temporarily shifted to ~600 eV, and the total pressure reached    

~ 0.75 nPa. Again at 08:36:48 UT, BL switched to negative values and fluctuating between        

~ -10nT to 10nT, while BM was ~ 20nT and BN fluctuating around zero. The ions peak flux 

energy showed variation between 300eV to 500eV and the total pressure between                      

0.45 to 0.65 nPa. These observations continued until 8:38:19 UT when BL reached ~20nT again, 

while BM fluctuated around ~ -15nT to 10nT, and BN around zero. The ions peak flux energy 

shifted to ~600eV and the total pressure reached ~0.75 nT. The last part of these observations 

by Cluster 3, from 08:39:20 to 08:40:00 UT, showed both BL and BM were positive and varied 

from ~5nT to ~20nT, and BN fluctuating around zero. The ion centre of energy remained 

~400eV, and the total pressure between 0.45 to 0.65 nPa.  

Overall, the Cluster 3 observations are consistent with the spacecraft being located constantly 

inside the magnetosheath proper during the above variations in magnetic field and plasma 

distributions. However during this same period Cluster 4 and 1 observed several magnetopause 

crossings. For instance, the magnetic field, ion populations and the total pressure at both Cluster 

4 and 1 spacecraft, returned to their magnetospheric values after the observation of the        

nose-shape distribution, respectively at 08:34:38 UT and 08:35:08 UT. Then the magnetic field 

at Cluster 4 and 1, respectively at 08:35:04 UT and 08:35:49 UT, showed a bipolar variation in 

BN from ~ -15 nT to 10 nT, and BL being ~20 nT. There was however a minor difference in BM 

component values, as Cluster 4 measured a double variation from -20 nT to zero, while for 

Cluster 1 it was ~ -10 nT. The ion centre of energy started at ~500 eV and by the end of the 

bipolar signature, shifted to ~700 eV ( at Cluster 1 is like another nose-shape), while the total 

pressure was ~0.4-0.5 nPa for Cluster 4 and ~0.5-0.6 nPa for Cluster 1.  

After the bipolar signature until the end of the plotted time interval, from to 08:34:38 to 

08:40:00 UT, the observations at Cluster 4 shows that, mainly, the BL was ~ 20nT , BM 

fluctuating from ~ -10nT to ~15nT, and BN around zero. The ions peak flux energy varied 

between ~400 eV and ~500eV, and the total pressure was from ~0.35 to ~0.50 nPa. However, 

between 08:37:42 and 08:38:13, Cluster 4 temporarily went to the magnetospheric side and then 

returned to the magnetosheath proper. 

At Cluster 1 however, there are more transients observed in comparison with Cluster 4. From 

08:35:12 to 08:35:47 UT, and 08:36:11 to 08:36:34 UT, the magnetic field, ion populations and 

the total pressure were at magnetospheric values. Whilst from 08:35:47 to 08:36:11UT and from 

08:36:34 to 08:37:31 UT, the spacecraft was inside the sheath with similar magnetic field to that 

observed by Cluster 4, but with higher peak flux energy ~700 eV and exhibiting a nose-shape at 

the end of each period up to ~900 eV.  Again between 08:37:31 and 08:38:45 UT, the magnetic 

field was at the  magnetospheric values but with variations of up  to 10 nT  in  each  component, 
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Figure 4.5: VDF plots of the ions for five time interval snapshots from Cluster 1’s HIA 

instrument in grey box, a snapshot from Cluster 3’s HIA instrument in green box, and 

two snapshots from Cluster 4’s CODIF instruments in blue box. Vpar and Vperp, 

respectively represent the velocity parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. In 

summary, the ions observed by Cluster 1, were purely drifting in ExB direction in panel 

a), but as the spacecraft made an inbound crossing, they were gradually accelerated 

along the magnetic field and eventually turned into a D-Shape distribution in panel d) 

and e). There was also a cold ionospheric-type distribution observed in these panels. The 

corresponding observations of Cluster 3 in panel f) shows no clear cut-off in the 

distribution. In panel g) and h), protons observed by Cluster 4 also exhibit a distribution 

which is consistent with the corresponding observations from Cluster 1, although no 

ionospheric cold plasma is seen.  
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Figure 4.6: The observations of PEACE LEEA instrument simultaneous to the ion 

distributions shown in Figure 4.5. These plots are each from a small sub-interval of a 

spin, as some of these details would not be seen if averaged over a spin. Electrons 

observed by Cluster 1 in panel a) and b) were isotropically distributed at magnetosheath 

energies, and anti-field-aligned for magnetospheric energies. In panel c) the former 

population became more field-aligned, while the latter also increased in flux number. 

Then in panel d) the magnetosheath electrons became bidirectional, while the 

magnetospheric population remained anti-field-aligned. In panel e) the magnetosheath 

electrons disappeared and bidirectional LLBL electrons were replaced, along with      

loss-cone magnetospheric electrons. In panel f) Cluster 3 exhibited very similar 

population to those from Cluster 1 in panel a) and b). Also panel h) shows very similar 

electron distribution observation by Cluster 4, to those observed by Cluster 1 in panel e). 

Panel g) is an extra snapshot of Cluster 4, one spin before panel h) that shows similar 

observations to those from Cluster 1 in panel d). 
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which was accompanied with brief observations of magnetosheath/boundary layer ions, but no 

significant change in the total pressure. Finally, from 08:38:45 to 08:40:00 UT, Cluster 1 was 

inside the magnetosheath, where BL remained ~20nT, BM varied between ~ -20nT and ~0 nT, 

and BN showed strong fluctuations between ~ -15 to ~15 nT. The ions centre of energy varied 

between ~500 and ~700eV, and the total pressure exhibited similar variations to those at Cluster 

3, reaching up to ~0.65 nPa and then back to ~0.5 nPa.  

In summary, the observations of Cluster 3, 4 and 1 show that the spacecraft encountered 

multiple magnetopause crossings between 08:32:00 to 08:40:00 UT. Due to ongoing surface 

waves, the variation in the magnetopause orientation has resulted in several observations of 

bipolar signatures in BN, mostly with no clear variation in the total pressure of plasma. 

However, in addition to these boundary wave signatures, a global bipolar BN is also observed 

along with a clear enhancement in BL, an increase in plasma temperature, and in the total 

pressure. This particular signature is consistent with the passage of a flux rope over these three 

spacecraft. In the wake of this flux rope, the total pressure reached its minimum which is 

expected to be observed if the spacecraft were in a well-developed vortex                               

(e.g. Hasegawa et al. 2004). However, Cluster 3 observations do not agree with this hypothesis 

as it was located ahead of other two spacecraft, but did not observe magnetospheric plasma 

during that interval. In other words, these observations are the results of boundary wave activity, 

along with the passage of a flux rope, but contain no clear evidence of vortices. Within these 

waves, Cluster 4 and 1 both observed clear acceleration of the ion distribution from ~400 eV to 

~1keV, and in particular Cluster 1 observed the fastest boundary plasma at ~360 km.s
-1

, which 

is marked again by the red arrow. Thus, the observations of particle instruments during this 

acceleration of ions, will be used to investigate whether reconnection is occurring at the end of 

nose-shape distribution. 

4.8 Reconnection signatures in the BPFTS region 

As described in the Section 4.7, Cluster 1 observes ion acceleration from 08:34:43 UT until 

08:35:08 UT when the ion peak flux energy reached ~1 keV and the fastest bulk flow in the 

BPFTS region was observed. Figure 4.5 shows 5 snapshots of spin-resolution ion velocity 

distribution from the CIS/HIA instrument on Cluster 1 between 08:34:43 UT to 08:35:12 UT in 

the grey-background box, a snapshot from CIS/HIA instrument on Cluster 3 at 08:34:39 UT in 

the green-background box, and also the proton velocity distribution from CIS/CODIF 

instrument Cluster 4 at 08:34:37 and 08:34:41 UT in the blue-background box. To demonstrate 

the sequence of observations, these time intervals are also highlighted in brown rectangle, on 

the panel d),f) and h) of Figure 4.2. In this figure 4.5, VPar, represents the velocity component 

parallel to the magnetic field, and VPerp the perpendicular component in the E×B drift direction. 

The snapshots from Cluster 4 are also chosen from the time interval that the proton peak flux 
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energy reached ~1 keV and measured the fast flow in the BPFTS region. Since Cluster 3 was 

already inside the magnetosheath, the snapshot is chosen from the estimated time lag between 

the observations of the flux rope by Cluster 3 and 4.  

In order to have both electron and ion observations for each of the time intervals, Figure 4.6 

shows the corresponding snapshots of the pitch angle distribution of electrons from PEACE 

LEEA instrument on Cluster 1,3 and 4. There are 5 snapshots from Cluster 1 from            

08:34:43 to 08:35:12 UT in the grey-background box, and a snapshot from Cluster 3 at  

08:34:39 UT in green-background box, which represent the electron observations simultaneous 

with ion observations shown in the same coloured-box in Figure 4.5. The plots in Figure 4.6 are 

each from a small sub-interval of a spin, as the usual spin resolution aisles the plasma 

observations of different layers. For Cluster 4, there are two snapshots at 08:34:37 UT and 

08:34:41 UT in the blue-background box; the latter represents the electron observations 

simultaneous with the proton observations in blue-background box in Figure 4.5, while the 

former represents the electron observations one spin before that. Note that, the velocity of 

protons is plotted linearly, while the energy of electrons is on a log scale. Also, the ions plots 

are shown in phase space density, while the electrons are shown in differential energy flux, to 

make the variations in the low energy magnetosheath population clear and distinguishable.  

From panel a) in Figure 4.5, it is evident that the maximum PSD of ions observed by Cluster 1 

belongs to the low-energy population originated in the magnetosheath, which are distributed 

near-isotropically but drifting with the E×B velocity of ~280 km.s
-1

 in the observing frame. 

However, as time passed, this population gained velocity in VPar direction up to ~228 km.s
-1

, 

while the magnetic field orientation did not change significantly, the E×B drift velocity dropped 

to ~225 km.s
-1

, as can be deduced from panel b). Now, by comparing the electron pitch angle 

distributions from Figure 4.6, with the above observations in panel a) and b), it is evident that 

the low energy population of electrons from the magnetosheath, with the peak flux energy at 

~50 eV, was predominately isotropically-distributed; while a lower flux (by a factor ~100) of an 

anti-field aligned population with energy of ~1keV were also present. This is consistent with 

Cluster 1 travelling towards the magnetosheath boundary layer (MSBL), where electrons were 

escaping along anti-field aligned direction from magnetosphere. The acceleration of ions 

parallel to the magnetic field, continued to be evident in panel c), where the VPar reached its 

maximum at ~320 km.s
-1

, and the E×B drift velocity remained about the same, although the 

magnetic field orientation also started to change as the BM became negative. Then the energy of 

electrons from the magnetosheath increased to ~60eV, and became strongly field-aligned, and a 

stronger beam of magnetospheric electrons of ~1 keV were observed travelling in the             

anti-field-aligned direction. This is in particular consistent with the observation of more recently 

reconnected fields, as low energy electrons of magnetosheath origin tend to become 

bidirectionally distributed once the magnetic field has been open for long enough to allow the 

electrons to bounce back from the mirror point. Observations of ions in both the last two panels, 
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d) and e), are also consistent with Cluster flying through newly reconnected fields, as the 

isotropic distribution of ions, gradually turns to a population with a low-energy                          

cut-off providing a characteristic D-shape (e.g. Cowley, 1982; Fuselier et al., 1991;               

Smith and Rodgers, 1991) along with cold ionospheric plasma at low velocities. Simultaneous 

observations of electrons in panel d), show that the flux of magnetosheath electrons dropped by 

a factor of ~10, as they become more bidirectionally distributed, while the higher energy 

electrons were still anti-field aligned. Then, in panel e), a bidirectionally distributed population 

of electrons with peak flux energy at ~100 eV is observed along with a loss-cone distribution of 

higher energy electrons at ~1keV. These two panels indicate an inbound crossing to the 

magnetopause, where high energy electrons show the characteristic of a magnetospheric 

population, and the low flux, low energy electrons is consistent with the plasma content inside 

the LLBL medium (Sckopke et al., 1981). 

Observations of Cluster 3 in panel f) , which were 1,100 km upstream of Cluster 1 and inside 

the magnetosheath, show that isotropically distributed ions were travelling with                      

VPar ~190 km.s
-1

, and VPerp ~74 km.s
-1

. During the same period of observation, electrons with 

magnetosheath energies were isotropically distributed, and those with magnetospheric energies 

were anti-field aligned, similar to observation from Cluster 1 in panel a). However, the VPerp 

was much smaller than the background magnetosheath velocity of 210-260 km.s
-1

, which, 

together with the observation strong BM component of the magnetic field (see Figure 4.2), 

suggests the possibility that Cluster 3 was within a region of MSBL where the magnetic field 

was stretched along the magnetopause, possibly as result of boundary waves. 

The observations of protons by Cluster 4, in panel g) and h) also exhibits a cut-off in low energy 

ions, very similar to those by Cluster 1 with VPar ~252 km.s
-1

 and VPerp, ~213-250 km.s
-1

. 

However, no clear ionospheric population was observed. In Figure 4.6, panel g) and h) are two 

consecutive observations, while the latter represents the snapshots of electrons observations 

simultaneously with panels g) and h) in Figure 4.5. These observations are very similar to those 

from Cluster 1 in panels d) and e), which suggest that Cluster 4 was also travelling through the 

same region of BPFTS-category plasma, only a few seconds before Cluster 1. 

4.9 Summary and conclusion 

The low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL) of the Earth becomes denser and thicker during 

northward IMF. While low-latitude reconnection on the magnetopause is expected to be absent 

under this circumstance, lobe reconnection and the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability are two major 

mechanisms suggested to be responsible for plasma entry to the magnetosphere. For the latter, 

multipoint spacecraft observations have provided evidence that K-H waves could develop to a 

non-linear phase and eventually become rolled-up vortices. Simulations show that in such 

vortices, the magnetic field from both sides of magnetopause are twisted, resulting in magnetic 
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reconnection that facilitates the transport of higher density plasma from the magnetosheath into 

the magnetospheric side. The flow patterns in K-H waves models suggest that observations of 

lower density, faster than sheath (LDFTS) velocity are a possible indicator for highly rolled-up 

vortices in the flank magnetopause. However, some contradiction exists between the statistics of 

observations and simulations, which strengthens the hypothesis that some of LDFTS 

observations might be due to flow disturbances associated with surface waves or the plasma 

depletion layer (PDL). The aim of this study was to analyse the Cluster observations of K-H 

waves at dusk flank magnetopause utilizing the high-time-resolution observations of particles, 

to probe whether magnetic reconnection was occurring and test its relationship to observations 

of LDFTS plasma. 

During steady northward IMF, the Cluster spacecraft encountered ongoing boundary waves, and 

after 5 outbound magnetopause crossings, the spacecraft settled in to the magnetosheath proper. 

The configuration of 4 spacecraft allowed a higher latitude observation by Cluster 2, and 

tailward observation by Cluster 3 and 4, with reference to Cluster 1. Although, such separation 

is good for observing the development/variation in boundary waves as they passed the latter 3 

spacecraft, it is a constraint on using the timing analysis method to study the wave normal 

orientation. Therefore, the MVAB technique was used on Cluster 1 to compare the orientation 

of magnetopause during inbound and outbound crossings, which are consistent previous studies 

on Cluster observations of dawn flank using timings analysis (e.g. Owen et al., 2004). 

To examine the possibility that these steepened waves might have developed to the nonlinear 

phase, the LDFTS technique was applied using the ion velocity and density distribution. 

However, the plasma transition parameter (TP) is also used instead of the density to provide, we 

believe, a more accurate indicator of boundary plasma faster than sheath (BPFTS). The results 

of this analysis for the time interval between 08:30 to 09:15 UT, show that 5% of the ion data 

points observed by Cluster 1, and 3% of those observed by Cluster 4 satisfied the BPFTS 

criterion. In comparison with LDFTS method, which picked up 17% of the population for 

Cluster 1, and 14% for Cluster 4, the BPFTS method has identified a considerably lower 

percentage of the population. This shows that although LDFTS can indicate the rolled-up 

vortices, it also picks up many datapoints that are not necessarily within the boundary layer, and 

therefore this is not the most efficient method to find the potential vortices.  

To study the relevance of such observations to K-H waves development and or possible 

reconnection, the observations between 08:32 to 08:40 UT are studied in detail, as fastest 

BPFTS flow by Cluster 4, and Cluster 1 occurred within that time bracket. The magnetic field 

and ion distributions indicate that Cluster 3 was constantly within the magnetosheath, while 

Cluster 4 followed by Cluster 1, observed multiple magnetopause crossings. A global bipolar 

signature in BN is observed along with enhanced BL, temperature, and total pressure, was 

observed by all three spacecraft which is consistent with the passage of a flux rope. After the 
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passage of the flux rope the total pressure reached its minimum, and Cluster 4 and 1 both 

observed parallel acceleration signatures in the ion distribution from ~400 eV to ~1keV. At the 

same time, Cluster 1 observed the fastest ion flow at ~360 km.s
-1

, and Cluster 4 the fastest 

proton flow at 355 km.s
-1

. Meanwhile, Cluster 3, which was just on the other side of the 

magnetopause (~505 km ahead of Cluster 4) did not observe any magnetospheric plasma during 

the observation of magnetosheath plasma by Cluster 4, and hence no unambiguous evidence of 

a rolled-up vortex. However, the magnetic field observed by Cluster 3, shows that the IMF was 

well-stretched towards the Sun (in the positive M direction), which together with the               

tailward-stretched dipole field (in the negative M direction), is a favourable configuration for 

magnetic reconnection.  

A closer look at the velocity distributions indicates that ions were accelerated along the 

magnetic field, just before the observations of the fastest flows by Cluster 1. In particular, the 

isotropic distribution of ions gradually turned to a D-shape population along with cold 

ionospheric plasma at the centre. This is accompanied with observations of field-aligned 

magnetosheath electrons, and anti-field aligned magnetospheric electrons, which is strong 

evidence that Cluster 1 was flying through newly reconnected fields. Cluster 4 also exhibits a 

cut-off in low energy protons, but there is no clear cold ionospheric population, which together 

with the bidirectional electrons, suggest that Cluster 4 might have been on magnetic fields that 

were open for a longer time. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: LDFTS at difference stages of KHI vortex development, and interpretation 

from Cluster observations. The left four set of panels (courtesy of Nakamura et al., 2004) 

represent the times-elapsed mixing up of the plasma in K-H waves. The half thickness 

D0 is set to be 6 ion inertial length, VA is the Alfven speed (Nakamura et al., 2004;2008). 

The white arrows represent the ion flow velocities, where the magnetosheath velocity is 

VSH = V0, and the magnetospheric side stagnated. The colour counters show the density 

variation from the magnetospheric to the magnetosheath, with N0 being the 

magnetopause. The brown dashed-line circles indicate the thickened boundary layer as a 

result these waves. The white arrows within these regions represent the ion velocity in 

the boundary layer.  Panel e) shows the trajectory of Cluster during their encounter with 

the K-H waves, and observation of the reconnection outflow as BPFTS. (see  Sect. 4.9 

for details) 
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To illustrate these results, we have used two-fluid simulation of KHI waves by                        

Nakamura et al., (2004; 2008) and the Cluster observations in Figure 4.7. The left four set of 

panels (courtesy of Nakamura et al., 2004) represent the times-elapsed mixing up of the plasma 

at the dusk magnetopause, projected onto XY GSM plane.  From panel a) to d) the boundary 

wave evolves from being only steepened to fully rolled-up. The brown dashed-line circles 

indicate the thickened boundary layer as a result of these waves. The white arrows within these 

regions represent the ion velocity in the boundary layer VBL , which changes from being much 

smaller than the magnetosheath velocity VSH in panel a), to being equal or greater than VSH  in 

panel c) and d). The minimum variance analysis by Cluster shows that the wave orientations are 

closest to those in panel a), and therefore we have superimposed the trajectory of Cluster 3, 4 

and 1, as shown in panel e). The region where the fastest flow is observed is marked as a red 

star, where the observed flow was much faster than VSH. Although the velocity of the boundary 

plasma is expected to much slower in this region, observation of a reconnection outflow has 

resulted in the detection of BPFTS flows. 

Conclusions: 

- Cluster observed K-H waves which are steepened, and 5% of the population are 

boundary plasma faster than sheath (BPFTS) 

- There is no evidence of a rolled-up vortex, and the fastest flow with the BPFTS is 

observed during a reconnection event. 

- The ions exhibit a cut-off at low energy (D-shape distribution) with a clear cold 

ionospheric population and electrons that are field-aligned. These observations, along 

with the high cadence electron observations, suggest that although K-H waves are not 

rolled-up, there is strong evidence of local reconnection at the trailing edge of the 

waves. 

Future works on the velocity dispersion of ions could confirm the locality of such reconnection 

flow and also the distance from the reconnection site. Also, the BPFTS method seems to be a 

more efficient method than LDFTS, and future surveys could indicate the frequency of detection 

due to rolled-up vortices, and compare it with those due to reconnection. The results of this 

research show good potential and should be followed up with higher time resolution 

observations by NASA's Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission (Fuselier et al., 2014). 
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Chapter 5 

Chapter 5: A survey of Kelvin-Helmholtz wave structure 

revealed using the magnetopause transition 

parameter 

 

5.1 Introduction 

The LDFTS method was developed by Takagi et al. (2006) and used by                                  

Hasegawa et al. (2006b) and Taylor et al. (2012) for identification of KHI vortices at the 

magnetopause flanks (see Section 2.2.3). The spatial distribution of the events identified by 

Taylor et al. (2012) was not consistent with the results from Hasegawa et al. (2006b) and in 

contrast with simulation results by Nykyri et al. (2013). Plaschke et al. (2014) suggested that 

velocity patterns at the magnetopause in presence of a plasma depletion layer might be the 

answer to this contradiction.  

As the plasma density in the PDL could be mistaken for the density of the boundary             

layer, we suggested in Chapter 4 the use of the plasma transition parameter (TP)            

(Hapgood and Bryant, 1990; Lockwood and Hapgood 1997; Foullon et al., 2008, 2010) as a 

better indicator of the boundary layer plasma, instead of the ‘lower density criterion’. In this 

method, the lower threshold for TP was set to TP = 20 to highlight the non-sheath population, 

and the VMSH was defined by the shear velocity of population with TP lower than 20. The 

Boundary Plasma Faster Than Sheath (BPFTS) population was then identified by the data points 

with TP greater than 20, but shear velocity greater than VMSH + σ. A comparison between 

LDFTS and BPFTS for the event presented in Chapter 4, reveals that the former method finds 

~17% of the data points to be consistent with rolled-up vortices in Cluster 1 observations, whilst 

our method indicates it is only ~5%. And the same comparison for Cluster 4, showed that the 

percentage decreased from ~14% to ~3% by switching from the LDFTS to the BPFTS method. 

This decrease in percentage of the datapoints is consistent with the explanation by               

Plaschke et al., (2014) that some of LDTFS datapoints might had been observed in the PDL. 

The study results in Chapter 4 also suggest that although the BPFTS population was observed 

by Cluster 1, the spacecraft only observed steepened boundary waves, with no clear evidence of 
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KHI vortices. However, there was some strong evidence of the occurrence of magnetic 

reconnection at the same time that the fastest BPFTS plasma was observed. Thus, it is 

postulated that in addition to the PDL associated velocity disturbance patterns                

(Plaschke et al., 2014), we found that ongoing reconnection could also result in the detection 

faster-than-sheath flows on the magnetospheric side of the magnetopause.  

Overall, the LDFTS method proposed by Takagi et al. (2006) could be used to tentatively 

identify K-H vortices, but as the results are not exclusive, it should be used rather cautiously 

with regards to other plasma properties. To improve the understanding of the KHI vortex 

identification criteria, two questions should be taken into account: 1) Whether the plasma is 

observed in the boundary layer, and 2) Whether the flow velocity is driven by the KHI only. For 

the former, the BPFTS method could address the deficiency of using the lower-density criteria 

in distinguishing the PDL from magnetosheath proper; and for the latter we suggest that the 

velocity space distribution of the fast flows could also be taken into account as well as their 

magnitude. This chapter aims to test these proposals, by applying them to a broader survey of 

magnetopause flanks crossings, observed by Cluster mission.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Trajectory of Cluster spacecraft during magnetopause crossings at the 

dusk and dawn flanks of the Earth. The left panel shows the projection of 

magnetopause (Shue et al., 1998), along with the spacecraft trajectory on XY plane in 

GSM coordinates, and the right panel shows the projection on the XZ plane. The data 

are collected in June-July for the dawn flank, and in November-December for the 

dusk flank every year, from 2001 to 2014, along parts of the trajectory shown in 

light-blue. The final selection consists of 20 events that are show in heavy blue. (see 

Sections 5.2 and 5.3 for the details of data selection) 

 

5.2 Spacecraft orbit 

The Cluster mission (Escoubet et al., 2001) has been returning high resolution, well-calibrated 

particle, field and wave data since 2001. The polar orbit of the spacecraft with perigee of ~4 RE 
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and an apogee of ~19.6 RE, rotates from 0° to 360° with respect to the Sun-Earth line throughout 

a solar year. As a result of such seasonal effects, each magnetic local time (MLT) maps to a 

certain month in a year. For instance, the best time for the observations of the subsolar point at 

the magnetopause, is when the apogee maps to MLT = 12, in March each year. As the purpose 

of this chapter is to study the boundary waves near the terminator flanks of the magnetopause, 

the data for this project are collected when the apogee of the Cluster was near MLT = 6 and 18. 

Figure 5.1 represents the trajectories of the Cluster spacecraft during magnetopause crossings at 

the dusk and dawn flanks of the Earth. The left panel shows the projection on XY plane in GSM 

coordinates of the magnetopause (solid black line at the location calculated from the                

Shue et al. (1998) model), along with the relevant portions of the spacecraft trajectories shown 

as solid blue lines, while the right panel shows their projection on the XZ plane. The initial 

dataset was collected from the observations in June-July for the dawn flank, and in November-

December every year from 2001 to 2014, where are shown in light-blue trace lines. Periods of 

data selected for the final survey, which are presented in this chapter, are indicated by the heavy 

blue lines (see below). 

5.3 Survey dataset 

To select the candidate events for the boundary wave observations, we initially selected periods 

of Cluster data for which the following criteria were satisfied: 

i. Cluster continuously observed the plasma from inner magnetosphere out to the 

magnetosheath proper, with no clear plasmasheet or cusp crossings; 

ii. The CIS, PEACE, and FGM instruments on Cluster were operational throughout the 

event; 

iii. The IMF orientation within the magnetosheath had positive <Bz>. 

The omnidirectional electron energy flux from PEACE, along with the magnetic field from 

FGM was used to distinguish between different plasma regimes of the magnetosheath, 

magnetosphere and plasmasheet. Nominally 103 events were found to meet the first criterion, 

which are represented by the light-blue traces in Figure 5.1. However, after applying the second 

two criteria, 20 events were selected that are shown in dark blue. 

To determine the plasma properties associated with the waves, simultaneous observations of ion 

moments, electron moments, and magnetic field from CIS, PEACE, and FGM were employed. 

As previously explained in Chapter 2.2.2, the CIS instrument on Cluster 2 was not functional, 

and neither was CIS HIA on Cluster 4. Thus, the ion moments from Cluster 1 and 3 have been 

used to analyse the density and velocity of the plasma. The LEEA and HEEA sensors on 

PEACE were fully functional, therefore the density and temperature of electrons from all four 

spacecraft have been used to calculate the transition parameter (TP) and the electron 
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temperature anisotropy. Also, the magnetic field from FGM from all four spacecraft was always 

available, which is used along with particle data in the analysis of the boundary waves.  

Amongst the data products required for this research, the ion moment and magnetic field data 

were available from Cluster Science Archive (CSA website) at spin resolution (~4 second), 

which is the adopted temporal resolution for the survey. However, the electron moments were 

dependent on the mode of the instrument and the available telemetry, varying from ~4 second to 

~2.5 minute in temporal resolution. As a result, the TP calculated from these data products can 

have very low temporal resolution for certain events, especially for the earlier years of the 

mission. Considering that the whole point of using the TP in the BPFTS method is to analyse 

the fast varying boundary plasma for possible rolled-up vortices, it was essential to obtain the 

maximum temporal resolution possible.  

To address this issue, we compared the various data products that the PEACE instrument 

frequently returned for the survey duration to choose the best possible option. As explained in 

Chapter 2.2.1, the CORE products from PEACE include onboard moments and the onboard 

selected pitch angle data (PAD), with the highest transmission priority. Although the onboard 

moments had ~4 second temporal resolution, the data might not be accurate enough for this 

scientific analysis, due to being affected by spacecraft potential and other calibration issues. The 

moments calculated on the ground from the 3D data are usually considered the best as the 

spacecraft potential measurements by the EFW instrument are used for correction; but as 

explained above the temporal resolution for this product were affected by the mode of 

operation. With neither option being fully satisfactory, we used the partial moments calculated 

from the pitch angle data onboard, called SPINPAD which provides a temporal resolution of     

~4 seconds. The main reason that moments are not normally calculated from the PAD product is 

that the full velocity distribution of the electrons is not available; however it is possible that the 

density and the perpendicular temperature could be retrieved more accurately, and thus provides 

the main data required for calculation of the TP and the temperature anisotropy.  

Figure 5.2 shows a comparison between the TP calculated using 3DR and SPINPAD data for 

Cluster 2. Panel a) shows a log-log scatterplot of electron density versus perpendicular 

temperature as red crosses with an over-plotted exponential curve as green line. These electron 

moments are calculated from the PEACE 3DR data product, which was available on Cluster 2, 

with a temporal resolution of ~4 seconds, for an event on 20-11-2001. The TP values are then 

calculated from mapping each datapoint on to the curve, designating the leftmost point as TP=0 

and the rightmost as TP=100 (Hapgood and Bryant, 1990). Panel b) shows the moments 

calculated from PEACE SPINPAD data product on Cluster 2, with the same temporal resolution 

and in the same format as panel a). The comparison between the two panel shows that there is 

~10
0.1

 = 1.26 cm
-3

 shift in the density on panel b), but the temperatures and the shapes of the 

distributions are in strong agreement between the two panels. The TP calculated from these two 
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different data products show that the average difference, ΔTP ~ 0.95, which is relatively low 

and could be considered to be the error level.  

For this event, Cluster 2 had a better telemetry allowance for PEACE, and therefore both 3DR 

and SPINPAD has same temporal resolution of ~4 seconds. But the 3DR data on Cluster 1, 3 

and 4 were only available at ~2.5 minutes temporal resolution. Therefore, we used SPINPAD 

data with ~4 second temporal resolution, along with the spacecraft potential from EFW to 

generate the density-temperature plots, for Cluster 1, 3 and 4.  

With the temporal resolution issue resolved, we have used SPINPAD data from all four 

spacecraft to calculate the TP, to make sure that it covers the full range from magnetosheath to 

the magnetosphere, in case one spacecraft hadn’t fully entered the magnetosheath proper. 

Ultimately, a full dataset of parameters was assembled, including:  

i. Ion density and velocity 

ii. Electron density and temperature 

iii. Transition parameter 

iv. Magnetic field 

We use these parameters to determine the occurrence of BPFTS observation for the selected 

events. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Calculation of Transition Parameter (TP) for a single spacecraft, and 

optimization of the data selection. Panel a) shows a log-log scatterplot of density versus 

perpendicular temperature of the electron as red crosses, with an over-plotted 

exponential curve as green line representing the calculated TP. The electron moments are 

calculated from PEACE 3DR data product, which was available on Cluster 2, with 

temporal resolution of ~4 seconds, for an event on 20-11-2001. Panel b) shows the 

moments calculated from PEACE SPINPAD data product, with same temporal 

resolution and in the same format as panel a). There is ~10
0.1

 cm
-3

 shift in the density on 

panel b), but the temperature and the shape of the distribution are in strong agreement 

between the two panels.  
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Figure 5.3: Reordered plasma parameters based on the calculated Transition Parameter. 

This figure represents data from Cluster 1 during the observation of a KHI event, on     

20-11-2001 which was already analysed by Hasegawa et al. (2004) and reported as clear 

evidence of roll-up vortices. From top to bottom, the electron temperature anisotropy, 

clock-angle of ion shear velocity, clock-angle of the magnetic field orientation, and the 

energy spectrogram of electrons. In the top three panels, the data points are shown in red 

dots. These data points are divided equally into 100 bins, between the minimum and 

maximum values of the TP. For each bin, the average value is indicated as black dot, and 

connected via a black trace line. There are two blue filled-circle above and below the 

average value, representing the standard deviation (±σ) of the data points within each 

bin. Also there is a vertical blue line for each bin, which indicates the corresponding 

maximum scattering length. The variation in the average value and standard deviation of 

the data in these three panels, are used for designation of TP values for each plasma 

regime. Four major regions: Magnetosheath, Outer boundary layer, Inner boundary layer 

and Magnetosphere are shown as located between the vertical annotation lines. The 

bottom panel, shows the consistency of electron populations with the designated TP 

values. (see Section 5.4 for details) 

 

5.4 Designation of transition parameter values 

TP is a unitless scalar from 0 to 100, and thus once calculated, it is important to assign a 

threshold value for the various plasma regimes. For instance, in Chapter 4, the upper threshold 

for the magnetosheath proper was set to be TP = 20, consistent with the suggestion by 

Lockwood and Hapgood (1997). In a more rigorous way, the designation of TP values can often 

be done by reordering the observational data based on the transition parameter                       
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(Hapgood and Bryant, 1990; see Chapter 2.2.2). Once reordered, the complete variation in 

plasma parameters and the magnetic field can be used to assign TP values to magnetosheath, 

magnetosphere and the boundary layer for particular events.  

Figure 5.3 illustrates this process by presenting the reordered data from Cluster 1 during the 

observation of a KHI event, on 20-11-2001, the event analysed by Hasegawa et al. (2004), who 

concluded that the observations contained clear evidence for roll-up vortices. In this figure there 

are four panels, which from top to bottom represent the electron temperature anisotropy, the 

clock-angle of the ion shear velocity, the clock-angle of the magnetic field orientation, and the 

energy spectrogram of electrons. In more details, the data in the top three panels, are calculated 

using the following methods: 

i. Electron temperature anisotropy 𝐴𝑇𝑒 =
Tpar

Tperp
− 1  

where Tpar is the temperature of the electrons moving parallel to the magnetic field, 

and Tperp is the temperature of the electrons gyrating on a plane perpendicular to the 

field. An anisotropy value below zero is representative of a population with         

Tpar < Tperp, and positive anisotropies indicate plasma with Tpar > Tperp. An 

example for the former is a loss-cone distribution of high temperature magnetospheric 

plasma, where field-aligned particles are absent, and for the latter the LLBL plasma, 

where electrons are mainly bi-streaming (e.g., Ogilvie et al., 1984). 

ii. Clock-angle of the ion velocity V = arctan (
VL

VM
)  

where VL and VM are in LMN boundary coordinate system calculate from                

Shue et al. (1998) magnetopause model. Under this definition, at the dawn flank the 

magnetosheath flow would propagate tailwards at V = −90 , and for the dusk flank 

V = +90 . 

iii. Clock-angle of the magnetic field B = arctan (
BL

BM
) 

where similarly to above, BL and BM are in the LMN boundary coordinate system. 

Under this definition, a dipole field has a clock-angle of B = 0 . 

These values are shown as a function of TP as the red datapoints on each the top three panels of 

the figure. TP-space is then divided into 100 bins between the minimum and maximum values 

of the TP, but the individual bins are sized such that each bin contains the same number of data 

points. The reason for this choice is that the observations of plasma with a certain TP might be 

more frequent than other values, and thus for statistical analyses with equal accuracy/error, an 

equal number of datapoints is chosen. The average value of the parameter for each bin of 

datapoints is shown as a black dot, and connected to the adjacent bins via the solid black line. In 

each panel, there are also two blue filled-circles above and below each of the black dots 

(average values), which represent the standard deviation (±σ) of the data points within each bin. 
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Also there is a vertical blue line for each bin, which indicates the corresponding scatter length 

(distance between maximum and minimum values). The variation in the average value and the 

standard deviation of the data is shown in these three panels, are then used to define the TP 

values bounding the different plasma regimes using the following methods: 

i. Magnetosphere: The electron temperature anisotropy is used as the criterion to find the 

boundary TP for the magnetospheric plasma. The boundary TP is defined as the lowest 

value at which the temperature anisotropy turns negative and remains until the highest 

TP value recorded: 𝐴𝑇𝑒 < 0 

ii. Magnetosheath: Here, the magnetopause is assumed to be a discontinuity, where the 

magnetic field orientation is expected to change as the spacecraft makes an inbound or 

outbound crossing. The clock-angle of the magnetic field B is an indicator for such 

rotation, and could be used to identify the magnetopause crossing from the reordered 

data based on TP. In other words, it is expected that the data points get scattered at the 

magnetopause, and therefore the standard deviation of the magnetic field clock-angle 

(
B

) could be used to designate the upper threshold TP for the magnetosheath. Also, 

the flow in the magnetosheath is expected to be predominantly tailwards with the 

minimum variation in the flow direction which is defined as V. Thus, the criterion to 

find the TP for the magnetosheath proper could be where the scatter in the magnetic 

field clock-angle goes above its average value, and the scatter in the velocity clock-

angle is below average : 
B

〈
B

〉  and 
V

〈
V

〉  ,where the RMS 

represents the root mean square of the relevant standard deviation for all the data points.  

iii. Outer and inner boundary layer: The TP values between the magnetosheath and the 

magnetospheric plasma are representative of the boundary layer plasmas. This layer 

could potentially be divided into two regions: 1) An outer layer where the 

magnetospheric electrons are absent due to open magnetic field lines, and instead the 

LLBL plasma is present; and 2) an inner layer where LLBL plasma starts to get 

replaced with the magnetospheric population. The plasma flow in the outer boundary 

layer is affected by the dynamics of the magnetopause, whilst in the inner boundary 

layer the plasma more closely follows the magnetospheric drift patterns. As a result, a 

variation in the clock-angle V is assumed to be representative of the transition from 

outer to inner boundary layer. Thus, the criterion to find the TP for the division within 

the boundary layer is where 
V

〈
V

〉  

To avoid the extreme datapoints and fluctuations, consecutive bins should meet the above 

criteria, in order to be designated a boundary TP value. The results are shown in Figure 5.3, as 

three vertical annotation lines, which separate the identified regions with a label at the top, 

which in general is expected to show TPMSheath < TPOuterBL < TPInnerBL < TPMSphere. The electron 

energy spectrogram plot, reordered by TP value in the bottom panel, is used as a double check 
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for the designation of TP values. In this case it can be seen, on the left of the plot, that the    

high-density, low-energy (<100eV) electrons from the magnetosheath are observed, with no 

clear population of photo-electrons. Then the photo-electrons gradually appear where the        

low-density low-energy (~100eV) electrons in the outer boundary layer are observed. Note that, 

the presents of photo-electrons are not affecting the results, as the TP is calculated with 

spacecraft potential correction from EFW instrument. Inside the inner boundary layer, the          

low-energy (~100eV) electrons reach their lowest density, whilst high-energy (>1keV) 

population starts to appear. On the right side of the plot, the main population consists of        

high-energy (1-10keV) magnetospheric electrons. Thus the electron energy spectrogram shows 

consistency with the TP values for this event, and we can confidently apply same method on all 

the other events to designate the TP values for them.  

Note that, since we define the TPMSheath where magnetopause crossing occurs, the potential 

plasma depletion layer would also be included as the magnetosheath proper. 

5.5 LDFTS versus BPFTS 

With the transition parameter calculated for each event and the values for the bounding plasma 

regimes designated, it is now possible to directly compare the populations identified by the 

LDFTS method versus the BPFTS method for each event. As an example, the results of 

observations by Cluster 1 on 20-11-2001, are shown in Figure 5.4. Panel a) is a scatterplot for 

the LDFTS method, similar to the format suggested by Taylor et al. (2012) (See Figure 2.8b). 

There is however a small modification: instead of nMSH= ‘80% of the maximum density 

observed’, we propose that nMSH = ‘80% of the top 1% population with highest density 

(averaged + standard deviation)’. This avoids erroneous effects of extreme datapoints (e.g. 

instrument glitches, data quality). Otherwise the method used is exactly the same as defined by 

Taylor et al. (2012). The blue dots represent the shear velocity versus density of ions, while the 

red crosses highlight the population identified as LDFTS in this method. Panel b) represents the 

shear velocity versus TP (log-scale) for the ions, in blue dots, and the population identified as 

BPFTS is shown as black crosses. The TP is calculated as shown in Figure 5.2., and the 

magnetosheath value for TP is that identified in Figure 5.3.  

Note that the Taylor et al. (2012) defined the shear velocity as the average of all flow directions 

during a single event, with the direction within 10° of the local magnetosheath flow direction. 

Here, we define the velocity shear by removing the normal component of the velocity to the 

nominal magnetopause surface: Vshear = √VL
2 + VM

2   

To demonstrate the relationship back to the time intervals of the datapoints, these results are 

mapped on top of the time-series energy spectrogram of electrons in panel c), in the same colour 

code: a red tick mark represents the time of an observation identified as LDFTS and black as 
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BPFTS. The number of BPFTS datapoints is lower than of those identified as LDFTS. This is 

more evident for the time interval between 02:00 to 08:00 UT, where the red markers are almost 

continuous for certain periods, whilst the blacks are less frequent. After 12:00 UT, almost all the 

time intervals identified by red markers are also present as black markers. Amongst the   

intervals for which both LDFTS and BPFTS methods are in agreement are those                              

points marked between 20:00 to 21:00 UT, which are consistent with the Cluster 1 examination 

by Hasegawa et al. (2006b) (See Figure 2.8a). In addition to the general trend that red markers 

appear more frequently than black markers, there are also data points in the boundary layer, 

which were not picked up by the LDFTS method, but the BPFTS method has highlighted them. 

The time intervals between 08:00 to 10:00 UT and also 14:00 to 16:00 UT contain clear 

examples of this.  

For a more quantitative comparison, Table 5.1 represents the statistics of the faster-than-sheath 

population, detected via LDFTS and BPFTS methods, for Cluster 1 and 3. The total number 

covers all the datapoints within the whole time interval of the event, including magnetosphere, 

boundary layer and the magnetosheath observations. The sheath velocities defined by each 

method are shown, which then provide the lower limit of faster-than-sheath (FTS) flows. For 

both Cluster 1 and 3, the VMsheath defined by the LDFTS method is slightly higher than the 

BPFTS method, whilst their standard deviation (σ) is conversely related. This difference, which 

is also visible from panel a) and b) in Figure 5.4, is due to the selection criteria for the sheath 

population. The former method focuses on the population with 80% of the maximum density 

only that have higher velocity and are less scattered, whilst the later includes all the plasma 

which has TP < TPMsheath and are generally more scattered. Although the number of faster-than-

sheath (FTS) using VMsheath+σ, are then lower for the LDFTS method, the final results show that 

the number of LDFTS points are 304 and 336, respectively for Cluster 1 and 3, both of which 

are higher than of those from the BPFTS method: 76 and 198 respectively. In other words, 

LDFTS identifies fewer total data points as faster-than-sheath, but 41.5% and 50.2% of them are 

defined as low-density-faster-than-sheath points, respectively for Cluster 1 and 3. For BPFTS, 

however, these percentages are 7.1% and 17.4%, such that the black crosses in Figure 5.4b             

are much fewer than of the red crosses in Figure 5.4a. The higher percentage reported by  

Cluster 3 (see also Appendix 1 of this thesis ) is also consistent with the results from             

Hasegawa et al. (2006b), in which Cluster 3 observed higher number of fast flows within the 

KHI vortices (Hasegawa et al., 2004). Note that, if we take the whole number of the data points, 

it would be clearly a function of the duration of the event, as Plaschke et al. (2014) has also 

pointed out. Therefore we choose to present the percentage of LDFTS/FTS and BPFTS/FTS as 

a more realistic ratio.  

On the bottom row of Table 5.1, the number of data points which were exclusively identified by 

BPFTS are shown. For Cluster 1, the number is representative of where black markers appear in 

Figure 5.4c, but where there is no red marker.  
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Figure 5.4: Identification and mapping of the faster-than-sheath population, via 

LDFTS and BPFTS methods. The data is from same event on 20-11-2001, the TP is 

calculated as shown in Figure 5.2 and the magnetosheath value for TP is designated 

from Figure 5.3. Panel a) is a scatterplot for LDFTS in similar to the format 

suggested by Taylor et al. (2012), as shown in Figure 5.2b. The blue dots, represent 

the shear velocity versus density of ions as observed by Cluster 1, and the red 

crosses, highlights the population identified at LDFTS. Panel b) represents the shear 

velocity versus TP for the ions, in blue dots, and the BPFTS population in black 

crosses. For a comparison, the results are mapped on top of the time-series energy 

spectrogram of electron in panel c), in the same colour code: red for LDFTS and 

black for BPFTS. Overall, there are fewer data points identified as faster-than-sheath 

population via BPFTS method, as some of them belonged to the magnetosheath 

proper. In addition to that, there are also data points in the boundary layer, which 

were not picked up by LDFTS method, but the BPFTS has highlighted them. 

 

 

  
Cluster 1 Cluster 3 

 
Total number of points 19513 19577 

LDTFS method  

Sheath velocity (VMsheath + σ) km.s
-1 

333.3 (306.9 + 26.4)  330.4 (300.1 + 30.3) 

Faster than sheath (FTS) points  733 669 

LDFTS points   304 336 

LDFTS/FTS percentage 41.5% 50.2% 

BPFTS method 

Sheath velocity (VMsheath + σ) km.s
-1

 325.6 (291.2 + 34.4) 320 (285.5 + 34.5) 

Faster than sheath (FTS) points  1065 1137 

BPFTS points   76 198 

BPFTS/FTS percentage 7.1% 17.4% 

BPFTS-only points 19 87 

 

 

 Table 5.1: Statistics of the faster-than-sheath population, detected via LDFTS and 

BPFTS methods. Total of number data points, LDFTS and BPFTS population, their 

velocity threshold are shown for Cluster 1 and 3.(see Section 5.5 for details) 
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5.6 Velocity space distribution of BPFTS 

As the results of our BPFTS analysis show, there are datapoints where plasma was definitely 

identified as in the boundary layer, but had a flow speed higher than sheath. Some of those (e.g. 

20:00 to 21:00 UT) are consistent with observations of KHI vortices, but there are a few more 

observed prior to that. More specifically between 02:00 to 10:00 UT, where the magnetosheath 

proper was more evident, there are few datapoints meeting the criteria. Therefore, it is important 

to establish whether all BPFTS is driven by KHI, before concluding that they are observed 

within rolled-up vortices. As described in Section 1.1.6, the effect of the relative direction of V, 

B and k, is that where the shear layer is a discontinuity between two uniform streaming regions, 

the greatest growth rates occurs when k is parallel to V and V perpendicular to B (e.g. 

Southwood 1968). In addition, Walker et al. (1981) showed that in case that, V is not 

perpendicular to B, regardless of what direction V is, the maximum growth occurs when k is in 

such a condition that the oscillation does not involve the bending or stretching of the frozen-in 

field lines. Thus, we propose that the angle between V and B could be examined as a predictor 

of the probability of growth for KHI. 

Figure 5.5 represents the velocity space distribution of the ion populations observed by Cluster 

1 during the 20-11-2001 event described above. The horizontal axis represents the velocity of 

ion flows in the M direction, and the vertical axis those in the L direction, i.e in the boundary 

normal coordinate system defined by the Shue et al. (1998) magnetopause model. The solid 

black circle marks the speed of the magnetosheath population VMsheath, and the two circles with 

dashed lines, indicate the standard deviation brackets (±σ) above and below this. The individual 

ion velocities are then shown as coloured datapoints in a spectrum from red to blue, 

representative of plasma regions from the magnetosheath proper to the magnetosphere, as 

defined above using the TP parameter. The average orientations of the magnetic field in the 

magnetosphere, the magnetosheath, and with the BPFTS population are also shown as arrows, 

respectively in blue, red and black. The blue data points are the magnetospheric plasma. These 

are concentrated at the centre of the plot, and well within the smallest circle (VMsheath-σ). This 

population has the lowest velocity and has a small net drift in the positive M direction, 

consistent with this event being observed at dusk flank and largely perpendicular to the field in 

this region. The green population is representative of the boundary layers, which expand from 

low velocity inner-boundary at the centre to the higher velocities of outer-boundary stretched in 

the negative M direction, which is expected to be closely parallel to the solar wind flow 

direction. From orange to red, the datapoints are from the magnetosheath proper, which are 

mainly outside the VMsheath circle and travelling largely with the solar wind. Finally the BPFTS 

population identified in Figure 5.4b, are shown as filled circles outside the outermost circle 

(VMsheath+σ), which are coloured green as they belong to the boundary layer. The benefit of such 

plot is that, in addition to the speed, the direction of BPFTS plasma flow is also comprehensible. 
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The angles between the magnetic field and flow direction within the BPFTS plasma are shown 

in Table 5.2, although it is clear from Figure 5.5 that the flows are relatively large angles to the 

average field in this region.  

 

 

Figure 5.5: Velocity space distribution of ion population, projected onto the 

magnetopause plane. This figure represents the velocity on LM plane, using the      

Shue et al. (1998) magnetopause model. The circle with a solid black line is the 

velocity of magnetosheath population, and the two circles with dashed line indicate 

the standard deviation brackets (±σ). The data points are coloured in a spectrum of 

the transition parameter from red to blue, where the former represents the 

magnetosheath proper, and the latter magnetosphere. (See the colour map on the 

right). The BPFTS population identified in Figure 5.4b is shown as filled circle 

datapoints outside the outermost circle. The average orientations of the magnetic 

field in magnetosphere, magnetosheath, and with the BPFTS population are also 

shown as the arrows, respectively in blue, red and black (not to scale). (see Section 

5.6 for details)  

 

 

 
Cluster 1 Cluster 3 

Faster than sheath (FTS) points  1065 1137 

BPFTS points   76 198 

BPFTS/FTS percentage 7.1% 17.4% 

Perp flow                   60°≤ θ ≤120° 62 168 

Par/aPar  flow          θ ≤30° or  150°≤ θ     4 3 

Perp flow percentage  81.6% 84.8% 

Par/aPar flow percentage 5.3% 1.5% 

 

 

 
Table 5.2: Statistics of the BPFTS population based on their velocity space 

distribution. The number of BPFTS datapoints with relevance to the angle between 

the flow and the magnetic field are shown are presented here, as well as their 

percentage.(see Section 5.6 for details) 
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20-Nov-2001 19513 733 304 41.5% 1065 76 7.1% 0.17 19 62 4 81.6% 5.3% 

29-Nov-2001 9306 1293 886 68.5% 444 116 26.1% 0.38 0 14 32 12.1% 27.6% 

04-Dec-2001 13413 3342 2519 75.4% 1070 55 5.1% 0.07 0 32 4 58.2% 7.3% 

20-Jun-2002 14267 252 191 75.8% 960 85 8.9% 0.12 57 66 2 77.6% 2.4% 

09-Nov-2002 11738 4179 3197 76.5% 1350 7 0.5% 0.01 0 6 0 85.7% 0.0% 

16-Nov-2002 10818 1532 1136 74.2% 676 131 19.4% 0.26 0 19 16 14.5% 12.2% 

26-Jun-2003 21270 3315 3258 98.3% 1927 118 6.1% 0.06 0 41 51 34.7% 43.2% 

29-Nov-2003 5482 651 356 54.7% 217 55 25.3% 0.46 0 42 1 76.4% 1.8% 

20-Jun-2004 20731 140 110 78.6% 1132 312 27.6% 0.35 258 131 30 42.0% 9.6% 

25-Jun-2004 16750 854 572 67.0% 852 413 48.5% 0.72 3 332 15 80.4% 3.6% 

28-Jun-2004 18433 6114 3850 63.0% 2439 418 17.1% 0.27 0 350 31 83.7% 7.4% 

01-Dec-2005 5498 85 76 89.4% 477 55 11.5% 0.13 40 29 6 52.7% 10.9% 

05-Jun-2006 * 

      

 

     12-Jun-2006 2101 192 128 66.7% 122 47 38.5% 0.58 0 0 39 0.0% 83.0% 

26-Jun-2006 12080 358 115 32.1% 1339 8 0.6% 0.02 4 6 0 75.0% 0.0% 

25-Jun-2007 * 

      

 

     14-Jun-2008 3999 607 445 73.3% 309 201 65.0% 0.89 1 161 8 80.1% 4.0% 

16-Dec-2008 7378 713 200 28.1% 518 67 12.9% 0.46 0 12 16 17.9% 23.9% 

24-Jun-2009 5635 1861 1811 97.3% 628 376 59.9% 0.62 1 372 0 98.9% 0.0% 

21-Dec-2009 7860 294 160 54.4% 549 113 20.6% 0.38 24 92 0 81.4% 0.0% 

All events 206272 26515 19314 72.8% 16074 2653 16.5% 0.23 407 1767 255 66.6% 9.6% 

 

 

 Table 5.3: Cluster 1’s survey results for the faster-than-sheath population, detected via 

LDFTS and BPFTS methods. The data on dates with *, were partially unavailable. 
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20-Nov-2001 19577 669 336 50.2% 1137 198 17.4% 0.35 87 168 3 84.8% 1.5% 

29-Nov-2001 9319 1757 1033 58.8% 635 96 15.1% 0.26 0 9 27 9.4% 28.1% 

04-Dec-2001 13430 2011 1886 93.8% 988 74 7.5% 0.08 0 46 8 62.2% 10.8% 

20-Jun-2002 14196 68 56 82.4% 1033 35 3.4% 0.04 32 30 1 85.7% 2.9% 

09-Nov-2002 * 

      

 

     16-Nov-2002 8000 2442 2442 100.0% 277 22 7.9% 0.08 0 13 2 59.1% 9.1% 

26-Jun-2003 21431 1629 1629 100.0% 1889 111 5.9% 0.06 11 43 45 38.7% 40.5% 

29-Nov-2003 * 

      

 

     20-Jun-2004 * 

      

 

     25-Jun-2004 *          

 
  

28-Jun-2004 15638 7718 6836 88.6% 2398 776 32.4% 0.37 0 696 27 89.7% 3.5% 

01-Dec-2005 2021 326 175 53.7% 158 20 12.7% 0.24 0 2 11 10.0% 55.0% 

05-Jun-2006 2420 149 30 20.1% 115 3 2.6% 0.13 0 2 0 66.7% 0.0% 

12-Jun-2006 * 

      

 

     26-Jun-2006 12133 8000 6306 78.8% 746 15 2.0% 0.03 0 11 0 73.3% 0.0% 

25-Jun-2007 7161 50 41 82.0% 188 13 6.9% 0.08 7 12 0 92.3% 0.0% 

14-Jun-2008 * 

      

 

     16-Dec-2008 8556 23 23 100.0% 441 66 15.0% 0.15 44 34 5 51.5% 7.6% 

24-Jun-2009 * 

      

 

     21-Dec-2009 * 

      

 

     All events 133882 24842 20793 83.7% 10005 1429 14.3% 0.17 181 1066 129 74.6% 9.0% 

 

 

 Table 5.4: Cluster 3’s survey results for the faster-than-sheath population, detected via 

LDFTS and BPFTS methods. The data on dates with *, were partially unavailable. 
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Similar to Table 5.1, the number of faster-than-sheath datapoints, BPFTS data points and their 

relative percentages from Cluster 1 and Cluster 3, are shown in the top three rows of the Table 

5.2 for the context. To categorise the flows with regards to their relative direction to the 

magnetic field, we have defined θ as the angle between V and B on the LM plane. Those which 

were moving at angles of 90° ± 30° to the magnetic field are categorized as perpendicular, those 

travelling with 0° to 30° as parallel, and 150° to 180° as anti-parallel population. The 

percentages show that for Cluster 1 (3), 81.6% (84.8%) of the BPFTS population were 

categorised as moving perpendicular to the field. Only 5.3% and 1.5% of the population were 

closely aligned with the magnetic field, respectively for Cluster 1 and 3. Thus for this               

event on 20-11-2001, most of the flows identified as satisfying the BPFTS criteria were 

consistent with the strong growth of KHI. In particular, between 20:15 to 20:45 UT, where 

Hasegawa et al. (2006b) found the LDFTS datapoints, the BPFTS method has also indicated 

several time intervals (e.g. at 20:18, 20:19, 20:32, 20:38 and 20:40 UT) in which the angle 

between V and B is 90° ± 30°. Although in the Hasegawa et al. analysis they included a few 

more datapoints, predominantly observed by Cluster 3, which we speculate to be                              

due to their selection of  shear velocity threshold at VX <-290 km.s
-1

, whereas in our method it is 

Vshear > 320 km.s
-1

. 

We have applied the above BPFTS method to the other events identified in our survey, as well 

as the analysis of the velocity space distribution, for which the results are reported in the 

following section.  

5.7 Survey Results from Cluster 1 and 3 

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 present the results of applying the above analysis to all the events within our 

survey, done respectively for the observations by Cluster 1 and Cluster 3. These tables contain 

the statistical results derived from both the LDFTS and BPFTS methods, equivalent to those 

shown in Table 5.1, and also the velocity space distribution of BPFTS data points, equivalent to 

those shown in Table 5.2. The full survey data set consists of 20 individual events from           

20-11-2002 to 21-12-2009, for which most of the days observations from both Cluster 1 and 3 

are available. For the dates marked with a star (*), there is no survey result, due to data being 

either partially absent, or the spacecraft measurements did not satisfy the survey criteria 

mentioned in Section 5.3. For further reference, a combined set of figures for each of these 

events are presented in the Appendix 1, each of which includes plots equivalent to Figures 5.3, 

5.4 and 5.5.  

To determine the frequency of LDFTS observation within the overall population of            

faster-than-sheath flow (as defined in Section 5.5), the ‘LDFTS/FTS percentage’ is shown in the 

fourth column from the left for each event, and the overall result in shown in the bottom row of 

the table. The overall percentage for Cluster 1 72.8% and for Cluster 3 is 83.7%, which mean 
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the majority of the data points detected below the density threshold fall into the category of 

LDFTS. However, the seventh column entitled ‘BPFTS/FTS percentage’ shows that only 16.5% 

and 14.3% of the plasma above the TPMsheth threshold are categorised as the BPFTS, 

respectively by Cluster 1 and 3. Thus the overall results are broadly in line with the results of 

the example event on 20-11-2001 presented above. Thus, to have a quantified value, we 

introduce the BPFTS to LDFTS ratio, by dividing the above percentages, which is shown in the 

eighth column. This value for Cluster 1 and 3 are 0.23 and 0.17, which mean in average, the 

total number of datapoints being identified as BPFTS is less than a quarter of those identified as 

LDFTS. Note, however, at least for four events (25-06-2004, 12-06-2006, 14-06-2008, 24-06-

2009) this value is greater than 0.5, thus showing stronger agreement between the two methods. 

 

 

BPFTS/FTS 

percentage 

Percentage of BPFTS  

with 60°≤ θ ≤120° 

Percentage of BPFTS  with   

Θ ≤30° or 150°≤ θ 

Dawn sector 

Cluster 1 

(9 events) 
20.4% 73.8% 8.9% 

Cluster 3 

(6 events) 
15.0% 83.3% 7.7% 

Dusk sector 

Cluster 1 

(9 events) 
10.6% 45.6% 11.7% 

Cluster 3 

(6 events) 
13.1% 57.1% 11.8% 

 

 

 Table 5.5: Statistics of BPFTS population with regards to their velocity space 

distribution, divided into dawn and dusk sectors. (see Section 5.7 for details) 

 

The last 5 columns of Tables 5.3 and 5.4 present a summary of results from our analysis of the 

velocity space distribution of the BPFTS flow in the LM frames relevant to each event. Similar 

to data presented in Table 5.2, the percentages of data points consistent with ions moving 

perpendicular to the magnetic field are shown in column 12, and the percentages of those 

moving more parallel and or anti-parallel flow direction are in column 13. The overall results 

show that for Cluster 1, 66.6% of those very few BPFTS points were moving 90° ± 30° to the 

magnetic field, while 9.6% of them were 0° to 30° or 150° to 180° to the field. Cluster 3 results 

indicate 74.6% for the former category, and 9.0% for the latter. In other words, although the 

BPFTS is a very small portion of the plasma with faster-than-sheath velocities, their distribution 

of velocities does appear to be in the direction that would allow the fastest growth of the KHI. 

To investigate this in a little more detail, Table 5.5, presents the percentages of occurrence and 

velocity distribution of the BPFTS events detected by Cluster 1 and 3, which are now divided 

into dawn and dusk sector observations. Both spacecraft survey datasets contain equal number 

of events on each flank magnetopause. However, the results from the dawn sector show a much 

higher percentage of BPFTS with the angle between V and B being 90° ± 30°. More precisely, 
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for Cluster 1, this percentage is 73.8% at dawn and 45.6% at dusk, and for Cluster 3, 83.3% at 

dawn and 57.1% at dusk. Conversely, the percentages of events with flow directions parallel or 

antiparallel to the magnetic field are slightly higher observed at the dusk. The percentages are 

11.7% and 11.8% at the dusk, respectively for Cluster 1 and 3; whilst the values for the dawn 

are 8.9% and 7.7%. Note that, this study does not include a rigorous determination of an error 

for the latter, and therefore the variation in parallel/antiparallel from dawn to dusk might not be 

of significance. Nevertheless, both percentages are much lower than those with perpendicular 

flow direction. 

5.8 Summary and conclusion 

Takagi et al. (2006) performed a 3D simulation of K-H waves, in order to study the variation in 

the flow pattern of plasma when the waves turn to rolled-up vortices. The results show that in 

the rolled-up case, a significant population of low-density plasma (of LLBL origin) travel at 

speeds higher than the magnetosheath velocity. Subsequently, the observation of lower density, 

faster than sheath (LDFTS) plasma became a method to identify ‘rolled-up’ K–H vortices by 

single spacecraft observations. Hasegawa et al. (2006b) was first to apply this method on the 

Cluster observations of a KHI rolled-up event on 20-11-2001 (Hasegawa et al., 2004) to 

examine its credibility, for which they suggested the LDFTS plasma population are those with 

densities < 6 cm
-3

 and the velocity Vx > 290 km.s
-1

. In a follow-up study, Taylor et al. (2012) 

carried out a survey on Double Star TC-1 and defined the density of the magnetosheath as 80% 

of the maximum density observed in the whole period, and the LDFTS density threshold 70% of 

the magnetosheath density. Their survey, using this LDFTS method, showed a clear dawn-dusk 

asymmetry in rolled-up vortex detection, with 71% on the post noon sector up to the dusk flank. 

This was in contrast with a simulation by Nykyri et al. (2013) that suggested the dawn flank has 

higher chance for the development of the rolled-up vortices. The high number of events 

identified by Taylor et al. (2012) at the dayside, and also the inconsistency in dawn-dusk 

asymmetry results, raised a question as to whether LDFTS plasma is purely related to the K-H 

instability, or whether other magnetopause dynamics may also exhibit the same way.  

To address that question Plaschke et al. (2014) used the LDFTS method on a K-H event which 

was previously proven not to be a rolled-up case, and surprisingly found several data points met 

the faster-than-sheath criteria. They suggested that flow disturbances associated with surface 

waves caused by the presence of a PDL could also observed as LDFTS, even where there is no 

vortex. Accordingly, to try to rule out the effects of observations of the PDL, we used the 

plasma transition parameter (TP) as an indicator of the boundary layer plasma, instead of the 

‘lower density criterion’, in our study of the K-H waves in Chapter 4. The boundary plasma 

faster than sheath (BPFTS) population showed fewer datapoints in comparison with LDFTS, yet 

no evidence for rolled-up vortices. However, the results in Chapter 4 showed strong evidence of 
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magnetic reconnection at the same time that the fastest BPFTS plasma was observed. Thus, it 

was postulated that in addition to velocity disturbance patterns (Plaschke et al., 2014), 

reconnection could also result in faster-than-sheath flow observations.  

In this chapter we used Cluster observations of K-H waves, in June-July for the dawn flank, and 

in November-December for the dusk flank every year from 2001 to 2014. The survey only 

included the events where Cluster observed all the regions from plasma from inner 

magnetosphere to the magnetosheath, with no clear plasmasheet or cusp crossings, while the 

average IMF orientation within the magnetosheath was positive. From 103 initially chosen 

events, 20 were selected to examine the LDFTS versus BPFTS methods, using Cluster 1 and 3. 

To maximise the temporal resolution, we used SPINPAD data (instead of 3DR) along with 

spacecraft potential from EFW to generate the electron moments and subsequently the TP, using 

all four spacecraft. In order to rigorously designate the TP values of each region that is crucial 

for the BPFTS technique, we developed an automated method, using the reordered plasma and 

magnetic field data. We used the electron temperature anisotropy to identify magnetospheric 

plasma, where it reaches negative values; the clock-angle of ion velocity, to distinguish between 

outer and inner boundary layer when the plasma follows switches direction; and the clock-angle 

of the magnetic field as well as the clock-angle of the ion velocity, to identify magnetosheath 

when crossing the magnetopause. The result of TP designation was then confirmed by 

comparing to the re-ordered electron energy spectrogram.  

We compared the LDFTS versus BPFTS population for the event on 20-11-2002                

(Hasegawa et al., 2004) which was previously studied by Hasegawa et al. (2006b). For Cluster 

1, the BPFTS method detected far fewer of datapoints in comparison with LDFTS, but did 

include the time intervals identified as containing observations of the rolled-up vortices. For 

Cluster 3, the percentage of BPFTS was higher than those from Cluster 1, which was consistent 

with observation by Hasegawa et al. (2006b). In contrast, the LDFTS population were higher in 

number, and concentrated at the time intervals where magnetosheath plasma was observed, for 

both Cluster 1 and 3. This is perhaps due to the fact that for LDFTS, the density threshold level 

is arbitrary, and is dependent on whether the spacecraft enters the magnetosheath to measure the 

real magnetosheath density. For instance, Hasegawa et al. (2006b) defined the magnetosheath as 

characterized by density of 8 cm
-3

, which is far less than 32 cm
-3

 observed in our study of the 

same event, resulting in a higher number of the data points identified as LDFTS. Although 

Taylor et al. (2012) gives a better definition, this still dependent on the maximum density 

actually observed. For this event, the TP shows that the density threshold defined by LDFTS 

method definitely classifies it as the magnetosheath and therefore the BPFTS method can be 

argued as being more reliable in that sense. In addition, the LDFTS method has the 

disadvantage that the results can be quite sensitive to the choice of end points for the interval 

under study (e.g. Plaschke et al., 2014).  
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There were also several data points that were exclusively identified by the BPFTS method, 

which is again due to the choice of magnetosheath velocity being affected by the density 

threshold under LDFTS method. This would be more problematic if the upstream conditions are 

varying, and/or the observed magnetosheath consists of multiple populations. Under these 

conditions, the LDFTS result would be dependent on the highest-density population in the 

magnetosheath, whilst the BPFTS method should account for all plasma which belongs to the 

magnetosheath proper.  

The analysis of the survey of 20 events returns an overall result which is consistent with our 

case study, and shows that the number of datapoints identified by the BPFTS method is much 

lower than that from LDFTS, and the ratio is in fact below 25%. The same results show that the 

LDFTS method identifies, on average, more than ~70% of all plasma flows faster than the 

sheath as candidates for rolled-up vortices. However, using the BPFTS method, only ~20% of 

the population with flows faster than the sheath is initially identified as being in the boundary 

layer. We then further checked their velocity spread before confirming they may be consistent 

with the association with rolled-up vortices.  

Since the greatest growth rates for KHI occurs when V is perpendicular to B (e.g.                   

Southwood, 1968; Walker et al., 1981), we used the angle between V and B as a test for the 

probability of growth for KHI. Two categories of flow were defined with regards to their 

relative direction: those populations that were moving closely perpendicular to the magnetic 

field, and those travelling closely parallel, or anti-parallel. The result of the survey by Cluster 1 

and 3, respectively show that 66.6% and 74.6% of BPFTS points were moving closely 

perpendicular to the magnetic field, providing support for the idea that this BPFTS plasma could 

be observed within vortices driven by KHI. There are also a lower percentage of population 

with flow velocity parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetic field, 9.6% and 9% respectively from 

Cluster 1 and 3. The presence of this latter population is consistent with observations of 

reconnection-driven flows within the BPFTS plasma, as presented in Chapter 4. Therefore, this 

population are not driven KHI, but instead might have been observed where high latitude 

reconnection at the magnetopause had occurred (e.g. Gosling et al., 1991) 

Finally, we have separated the survey events by their observation location into dawn and dusk 

sectors. The same analysis for the velocity space distribution of the BPFTS population, are 

performed on these observations that include 9 events for each flank by Cluster 1, and 6 events 

by Cluster 3. Cluster 1 shows that 73.8% of BPFTS at dawn were consistent with KHI 

development, while at dusk it was only 45.6%, and for Cluster 3, 83.3% at dawn and 57.1% at 

dusk. Also, the percentages of events with flow directions parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic 

field were 11.7% and 11.8% at dusk, 8.9% and 7.7% at dawn, respectively for Cluster 1 and 3. 

These results are consistent with expectation of dawn-dusk asymmetry given that the dawn 

flank is a better candidate for rolled-up vortices due to the direction of the Parker Spiral IMF 
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(Nykyri et al., 2013). Therefore, the BPFTS method with the criteria explained in this chapter 

seems more reliable in comparison with the results of LDFTS from the study by                      

Taylor et al. (2012), which identified higher percentage of event to be at the dusk flank. 

However, a larger number of observations should be included in future studies to confirm this 

dawn-dusk asymmetry. Also, such studies could perhaps investigate the relationship between 

such observations to upstream condition (e.g. IMF clock angle) to give a better insight into how 

frequent the reconnection driven BPFTS are. 

Conclusions: 

- We find that the LDFTS method may identify an unrealistically high percentage of 

faster-than-sheath population as candidates for rolled-up vortices. The arbitrary choice 

of density, time interval of the observation, and possible presence of the PDL are 

amongst the main deficiencies of the LDFTS method. 

- Our BPFTS method identifies the faster-than-sheath boundary layer plasma populations, 

which is more rigorously chosen based on TP. Amongst BPFTS flows, 66% of the 

population have velocities closely perpendicular to the magnetic field, a condition 

which is critical for the development of KHI. We claim the data points chosen by the 

BPFTS method have more credibility as indicators of the presence of rolled-up vortices. 

Therefore, we suggest BPFTS as a better method for the identification of candidate 

events for rolled-up vortices.  Moreover, we suggest the user of the technique should 

also look into the direction of the flows in the boundary normal coordinates.   

- The survey results also show a dawn-dusk asymmetry in the occurrence of the BPFTS, 

with the dawn-flank being more favourable for the development of KHI, than dusk 

which is consistent with simulation results by Nykyri et at. (2013). However, 

observations of higher number of events are likely required to confirm this asymmetry.  
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Chapter 6 

Chapter 6: Summary and Future work 

 

The magnetopause is a key region for the study of the interactions between the solar wind and 

the Earth’s magnetosphere, where the mixing of these two plasma regimes occurs. Many 

previous studies, based on spacecraft observations, have contributed to a better understanding of 

the structure and dynamics of that interface and its associated boundary layers. However, the 

microscale processes within the magnetopause, are usually difficult to access observationally as 

their typical timescales are much faster than particle data, which is usually limited to the spin 

resolution of the spacecraft such as Cluster. Hence, we have used a novel method to acquire the 

fastest possible temporal-resolution by searching for burst-mode periods when the magnetic 

field orientation is aligned with the spacecraft spin-axis. In this thesis, new insights into the 

microscale dynamics of the Earth’s magnetopause, and its boundary layer are presented. In 

particular the first two science chapters use the above technique to increase the maximum 

temporal resolution available from Cluster observation of the magnetopause. Using such 

dataset, new discoveries have been reported based on a case study on flux transfer event (FTE) 

and also Kelvin-Helmholtz waves (KHW). The last science chapter utilises a new method of 

identification for the rolled-up vortices, which was developed as part of the second chapter, to 

survey the KHW at the flank magnetopause. 

6.1 Discoveries concerning Flux Transfer Events: 

Flux transfer events (FTEs) are the signatures of transient reconnection at the dayside 

magnetopause. Since the concept was first introduced by Russell and Elphic (1978), the 

structures of FTEs have been the subject of many studies over the last three decades. In 

particular, multi-spacecraft observations have contributed to understating the size, motion, 

evolution through analysing their plasma properties, resulting in suggestions of various possible 

models for the FTEs. However, despite the abundance of FTE observations, their formation 

mechanism is not yet fully understood. In an attempt to address this, Chapter 3 focused on the 

analysis of high-time-resolution observations of an FTE at the dayside magnetopause, where the 

substructure of an FTE has been examined using high cadence observations by four spacecraft 

(Varsani et al., 2014). During the event of interest, the Cluster spacecraft were widely separated 

across the magnetopause and observed a Crater-like FTE passed by the spacecraft towards the 
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dusk. The timing analysis technique is used to determine the size, orientation and propagation 

speed of the FTE. The high cadence analysis is also employed to study the structure of the FTE. 

The result shows that both the interior and the surrounding structure of the FTE consist of 

multiple individual layers of plasma, in greater number than previously identified, with general 

heating of the plasma populations towards the edges of the FTE. In particular, there is evidence 

of recent reconnection near the rearward edge of FTE, where strongly field aligned ions with 

Alfvén speeds, along with bidirectional electrons are observed. This is the first time that the 

edges of an FTE have been studies at such high temporal resolution that has enabled us to 

distinguish between the FTE models, as the observation are more consistent elbow-shaped 

model than other X-line models. Several projects are candidates to follow up this research: 

i. The observations of Cluster 1 show evidence of a bipolar BN signature within the 

magnetosheath, at the same time as Cluster 2 observations inside the 

magnetosphere. This is potentially a great example of simultaneous observation of 

both magnetospheric and magnetosheath arms of an FTE. 

ii. The high cadence resolution observations are available for all four spacecraft at the 

time of the magnetopause crossings. In particular, observations of Cluster 3 and 4, 

which were separated only few hundred kilometres, could be used to study the 

heating process on the magnetosheath side of the magnetopause.  

iii. Cluster 1 observed an isotropically distributed population of electrons in the 

boundary layer of the FTE, where bi-streaming electrons were expected to be 

observed. A future project is to investigate whether growth of instabilities in the 

wake of the FTE might be responsible for such observations. 

6.2 Discoveries concerning the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability at the 

Magnetopause: 

The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) is a hydrodynamic instability that is indeed a           

well-known phenomenon at the flanks of the Earth’s magnetopause. It is known to facilitate the 

transport of momentum across the magnetopause by acting as viscosity at the boundary, and can 

grow into non-linear waves and form rolled-up vortices. The low density faster than sheath 

(LDFTS) plasma observations has been used as a method to identify ‘rolled-up’ K–H vortices 

by single spacecraft observations. These rolled-up vortices have been the subject of many 

studies as the low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL) is known to be become denser and thicker 

during northward IMF, which has given rise to questions as to whether a possible magnetic 

reconnection within these vortices may occur. Thus, high temporal resolution plasma 

observations sufficient to resolve reconnection signatures inside K-H vortices are key to 

understanding how reconnection bursts contribute to coupling of the magnetosheath plasma 

with magnetosphere. In Chapter 4, we study the microscale dynamics within Kelvin-Helmholtz 
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waves using sub-second observations of Cluster 1, 3 and 4. During the event of the interest, the 

Cluster encountered on-going K-H waves as the spacecraft were inbound and crossed the 

Earth’s dusk flank magnetopause. The observations identified multiple regions where LDFTS 

were present, although the minimum variance analysis of the Cluster spacecraft shows that K-H 

waves had not reached the rolled-up state. We proposed using of the Transition Parameter 

instead of the low-density criterion to identify the boundary plasma that was travelling faster 

than sheath (BPFTS). The analysis of the fastest flows within the boundary layer revealed that 

the ions exhibit a characteristic D-shape distribution with cut-off in low energy, and a clear cold 

ionospheric population. In addition to that, the sub-second observations of electrons indicate the 

existence of narrow layers with field-aligned electrons, which together with the ion distribution 

are strong evidence of reconnection in the K-H waves with no rolled-up vortex. Future projects 

that could contribute to a better understating of these results are: 

i. Due to absence of rolled-up vortices, it is important to establish whether the 

reconnection was locally, or at mid/high latitude lobes. The presence of an ion 

velocity dispersion could be an ideal candidate to investigate such relation.  

ii. Within the interval of KHWs studied, there was a clear signature of bipolar BN just 

before the observations of the reconnection associated flows, which we related to 

the passage of a flux rope. Thus, a future study should investigate whether there is a 

relationship between flux ropes and the observations of BPFTS. 

 

The LDFTS method has been used in previous studies to identify the K-H rolled-up vortices 

using single spacecraft observations. However, it is still under debate as to whether such 

observations exclusively identify well-developed vortices. For instance, the velocity disturbance 

in the plasma depletion layer is also suggested to be an alternative explanation for LDFTS 

population. In Chapter 4 of this thesis we proposed BPFTS method as a potentially more 

accurate indicator of boundary layer plasma. The results show that the magnetic reconnection 

could also result in velocity enhancement of the plasma in the boundary layer, leading to similar 

observations. Chapter 5 examines the credibility of the LDFTS and BPFTS methods for 

identification of rolled-up vortices via a survey on the K-H waves. This examination is done by 

answering two questions: 1) Whether the plasma is observed in the boundary layer, and 2) 

Whether the flow velocity is driven by the KHI only. For the former question, the results show 

that the LDFTS method can return significant errors due to the arbitrariness of its density 

threshold, and the time interval of the observations. Whilst in contrast, the BPFTS method that 

is rigorously chosen based on TP, can distinguish the PDL from magnetosheath proper, and 

return a more realistic statistics. For the latter question, the angle between the flow direction and 

the magnetic field is taken into account. The results show that amongst BPFTS flows, the 

majority of the population have velocities closely perpendicular to the magnetic field, a 
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condition which is critical for the development of KHI. Also the dawn-flank is more favourable 

for the development of KHI than dusk, a result which is consistent with simulations that take 

Parker spiral into account. The context of this chapter could be used for the following projects: 

i. What does the dawn-dusk asymmetry tell us, and how much the observations are in 

agreement with the theoretical simulations? This requires further observations, with 

a larger number of events to confirm whether the distribution of the BPFTS flow 

are generally in favour of higher likelihood of KHI at the dawn side. 

ii. The automated method for TP value designation could technically be used for 

rigorous identification of any boundary layers. (e.g. LLBL or PSBL). Thus a 

possible project is to expand the existing method and make it useful for the other 

magnetospheric regions as well. For instance, the current definition for TPSheath 

includes both the magnetosheath and the PDL. An attempt could be made to more 

rigorously define the presence of a PDL in the datasets, by distinguishing the two. 
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Appendix 1 

Integrated plots from Chapter 5 

 

This appendix contains the summary figures from the 20 event periods examined for the 

possibility of KHI rolled-up vortices in Chapter 5. The figures present the combination of three 

plots in similar format to those in Figure 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. They consist of  

1) The reordered plasma parameters based on the calculated Transition Parameter as the 

plot at the centre of the figure, where observations by Cluster 1 and 3 are presented. The 

data consist of the electron temperature anisotropy, the clock-angle of the ion shear 

velocity, the clock-angle of the magnetic field orientation, and the energy spectrogram 

of electrons, for each event. The results of TP designation are shown as four major 

regions: Magnetosheath, Outer boundary layer, Inner boundary layer and 

Magnetosphere are shown as vertical annotation lines. Note that the energy spectrogram 

of electrons Cluster 3, is absent on the figure dated 26-06-2003 due to the lack of data. 

 

2) Identification of the faster-than-sheath population, via LDFTS and BPFTS methods, is 

shown in the left panels of each figure. They consist of a scatterplot for LDFTS in 

similar format to that suggested by Taylor et al. (2012), and also a scatterplot for 

BPFTS. The results from both methods are plotted on top of the time-series energy 

spectrogram of electrons which is located at the bottom of the figure, where red 

represents the LDFTS and black BPFTS. 

 

3) Distribution of the velocity flows for the BPFTS population, projected onto the LM 

plane using the Shue et al. (1998) magnetopause model is shown on the right panel of 

each figure. The data points are coloured in a spectrum of TP from red to blue, 

representing various plasma populations from the magnetosheath proper, to the 

magnetosphere. The average orientations of the magnetic field in magnetosphere, 

magnetosheath, and with the BPFTS population are also shown as arrows, respectively 

in blue, red and black. 

 

For the detailed description of each plot, see Sections 5.4 to 5.6. 
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List of abbreviations 

 

ACE Advanced Composition Explorer  LEEA Low Energy Electron Analyser 

AU Astronomical Unit LLBL Low Latitude Boundary Layer 

BPFTS 
Boundary Plasma Faster Than 

Sheath 
MAR Medium Angular Resolution 

CIS 
Cluster Ion Spectrometry 

experiment 
MCP Micro Channel Plate 

CODIF 
Composition And Distribution 

Function Analyser 
MHD Magnetohydrodynamic(S) 

DEF Differential Energy Flux MLT Magnetic Local Time 

DPU Data Processing Unit MMS Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission 

EFW 
Electric Fields and Waves 

experiment 
MSBL Magnetosheath Boundary Layer 

ESA European Space Agency MVA Minimum Variance Analysis 

FGM Fluxgate Magnetometer MVAB 
Minimum Variance Analysis (for 

magnetic field) 

FTE Flux Transfer Event NASA 
National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration 

FTS Faster Than Sheath OMS On-board Moments Sums dataset 

GSE Geocentric Solar Ecliptic PAD Pitch Angle Distribution 

GSM Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric PDL Plasma Depletion Layer 

HAR High Angular Resolution PEACE 
Plasma Electron And Current 

Experiment 

HEEA High Energy Electron Analyser PEF Particle Energy Flux 

HIA Hot Ion Analyser PSD Phase Space Density 

IMF Interplanetary Magnetic Field RD Rotational Discontinuity 

ISEE International Sun-Earth Explorer RE Earth Radius/Radii 

KHI Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability TD Tangential Discontinuity 

KHW Kelvin-Helmholtz Wave(S) TP Transition Parameter 

LAR Low Angular Resolution UT Universal Time 

LDFTS Low-Density Faster Than Sheath VDF Velocity Distribution Function 
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